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OVERSIGHT Coli IMPACT OF FEDERAL STUDENT
AID REDUCTIONS, . ,_i'

.
,

i MONDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1981T '
U.S. SENATE,

SUBCOMMITIEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES,
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

. Burhngton,Vt.
The subcommittee Met, pursuant to notice, at 9 a.m., at the Uni-

versity of Vermont, Waterman Building, Memorial Lc lunge, Bur-
lington, Vt., Senator Robert T. Stafford (chairman of the subcom-
mittee) :residing.

Present: Senator Stafford. ,
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR STAFFORD ° t.

4

Senator STAFFORD. The Subcommittee on Education, Arts' and
Humanities will please come to order.

We ard delighted to be here and it is something I should expect
that is a true northern New England welcome in the form of
yesterday's blizzard and it just makes me jealous of thOse who
could go skiing yesterday and all the rest of the week. I wish Ijcould oin with them.

We are very pleased that you are all here, and we are particular-
ly pleased that we have four panels of outstanding witnesses to
help us this morning. We come' to Vermont to learn firsthand the
impact of the student assistance progams of the Federal Govern-
ment upon Vermont students find Vermont schools.

Higher education is one of our State's major industries. More
than 30,000 students are served by Vermont colleges and universi-
ties. Thousands of Vermonters are employed as teachers, adminis-
trators and support personnel at our institutions.

Even more important than the economic value of our colleges
and universities is their mission: to promote an educated popula-
tion. A century ago, higher education in our Nation was generally
lhnited to a privileged few, generally those who could afford it.
Mainly through the determined efforts'of Senator Justin Morrill of
Vermont, more than 100 years ago, the Federal Government
helped to establish public land grant institutions. These sdhools
provided access to higher education for countless American young
people who otherwise.were unable to effort or indeed even to con-
template, a higher education. This UnivePsity, and the thousands
of Vermonters and others who have attended ,it, have reaped the
benefits of Justin Morrill's labors and of his vision.

(1)
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The basic character of Federal aid to higher education has
changed a bit since the days of Justin Morrill. Today, most Federal
suppOrt is in the form of student aid rather than direct aid to the'
institutions. Still, Justin Morrill's belief that the Federal Govern-
ment bears a responsibility to provide for an educated population,
as a matter of national interest, remains valid today. The Federal
Government meets this responsibility through a number of pro-
grams that help qualified young Americans of limited economic

%means gain access to schools of higher education. It I

Federal financial assistance to young peoPle gives students the
bpportunity to select the school that best serves their desires. More
than half the stUdents who attend colleges and universities in Ver-
montI emphasize that more than halt; the students whO attend
colleges and universitieg in 'Vermont-7reCeive Federal aid in the
form of grants and guaranteed loans. That aid totals almost $50

bmillion in this current academic year. 7 I.This Federal assistance to studentsthrough Pell grants=named
acter my Clear friend and colleageClaiborne Pell of Rhode
Islandsupplemental education opportunity grants, college work-
study funds, State student incentive grants, national direct student ,
loans, and guaranteed student loans,- represent mbie titan 90 per-:
cent of all financial aid received by%Vermont students. .

Obviously, cuts in.Xederal student assistance will have a sever
impact on the ability' of qualiO.ed Vermonters to attend schools o
higher education. I am concerned that these cuts'have been pr
posed at a time when college costs are increasing festet than the
general rate df inflation.

I recognize-the need to reduce our overall le-Al of Eederal spend:
ing, and I have supported many budget cuts propOsed by the Presi-
dent, even though it has often been difficult° to make those cuts. I
was willing to do this because it appeared to me last winter that
inflation was doing 'many of these prokrams more harm .than a
period of austerity for a matter of a few years. But, if we fail to
make an adequate investment in the education of our young
people, I fear we jeopardize the very future of our Nation. We
cannotwe must notreturn to the days when only the wealthy
could afford a college education.

Since I became chairman of the Senate Education Subcommittee
at the beginning of this year, I have received a great deal of mail
reminding me of the importance of Federal student aid programs
to.Vermont students and their parents. Thfr general theme of those
commuriications has been that continued 'Federal student aid is
nepessary if young men and women of low and middle income fami-
lies are going to be able to have the" opportunity to further their
education.

I expect to hear more about that during today's hearings, and, in
greater detail. I know that the testimony we shall receive today ,
will help me and my colleagues in the Congress during the task,
the very difficult task that lies ahead of us.

We are very pleased ro welcome the firrranel to this hearing,
Dr. Lattie Coor, the president of the University of Vermont; Mr.
Richard Bjork, the, chancellor of our Vermont State colleges, and
SistefJnnice Ryan,,president of Trinity College, Mr. Robert Skiff,
the president of Champlain College.
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The Chair;as to protocol, would be in the order in which wit-
nesses appear, and as usual, we have.' ducked.the issue by asling
the witnesses to settle that for themselYes.

STATEMENTS OF RICHARD BJORK, CHANCELLOR OF VERMONT
STATE COLLEGES: DR. LATTIE COOR, PRESIDENT OF THE UNI-
VERSITY OF VERMONT; SISTER JANICE RYAN, PRESIDENT OF
TRINITY COLLEPE; AND ROBERT SKIFF, PRESIDENT OF CHAM-

11 PLAIN COLLEGE

Mr. BJORK. They usually set me in the place where. all this starts
and th6n select me.

Senator STATFCRD. Well, the Chair will be glad to hear, you in
that order, then, Dr. Bjork.

Mr. BJORK. Thank you, Senator.
I do aPpreciate the opportunity fo appear and speak on behalf of

----tke Vermont State collegeg. You, I .think, were expeCting another
witnesssomeone who has come before you I think in Washindton
fro' time to time on behalf of4the State colleges and universities,
and hat is Janet Murphy, president 'of Lyndon State College,,who
has d ne most of the work in coNecting the information and speak-
ing on pur behalf.

President Murphy unfortunately is hospitalized in Boston and so
I am sUbstituting*today for the Vermont State colleges. Not .as at-

,tractive,`but I hope, however, I will get the ,informatiOn across in auseful way.
I have brought with me a one page statement abnut the impact

of the Federal financial aid prograrns on the Vermoht State col-
leges. I have distributed that to my colleagues here and to tize Sen-
ator and his staff. There are some on the front chairundoubtedry
not enough to go around, but as far as they Will go, you are wel-
come to have them.

Rather than. reading what is on that report I think I would like
to pick up, Senator, on a few comments that you made in your
opening remarks. And you mentioned magnitude in terms of dol-
lars and number of students and percentages of students affected
by the Federal financial aid program. Generally the students of the
Vermont State colleges are from the lower,_ somewhat middle
income groups in the State. At least a very high percentage of the
students come from those for whom we are tOing to Improve the
opportunities for' access.

Generally the Vermont State colleges represent open access insti-
tutions with the exception perhaps of the Vermont Technical Col-
lege which in this period of concern abopt employment, is enjoying
a special interest on the part of student:s who are looking for work
opportunities upon graduation. But our student population, I think,
is generally that population which is ver3; much dependent on find-
ing sources of support for their going tsl college, beyond their pa-
rental income and the kind of income they can produce in part
titne or sumMer employment. And you will see in our materials
that nearly three-quarters of the Vermont StAte colleges students
receive Federal financial aid, putting it somewhat above the per-
centage figure you have used in the opening remarks.

/
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Probably the percentage would be higher if it were not for the
fact that the student population of the Vermont Step colleges is
increasingly becoming a part-time student population, and that is
not a phenomenon exclusive with us, but it is something that is
happening rather rapidly, and this means, of course, that under
current aid guidelines, not so many of those students are eligible
for financial aid as if they were full time students. So we are also
seeing as a result of the combination of declining aid and increas-
ing costs, a move toward part-time enrollment which others haVe
mentioned, and very little has really been said as to the impact of
that on the characteristic of our colleges, on the opportunities for
students in these generations, and those coming to have full time,
often residential college experiences, something that was highly
valued at one time, and in some environments, continues to be.

But the fact that the Vermont State colleges, are unfortunately,
joined by my distinguished colleague on the right from the Univer-
sity of Vermont in thal unpleasant club of the most expensive
public State colleges in the United States, as are they at the uni-
versity, that is not I think, the best of places to be, particularly in
one of the poorer States. The impact on us and the university, I am
sure, is such that the students are under tremendous pressures to
find opportunities to supplement whatever income they can have
from their families and from student financial aid sources. So as I
said, our students increasingly have had to turn to more work
which produces income as,opposed to work which is represented by
attending college which you said, Senator Stafford, is an invest-
inent from which the country expects to enjoy substantial benefits.

Also betause the State of Vermont, in particular, has emphasized
as public policy, thal sttdents or users of our services should pay a
very high percentage of the costs of such services, declining student
financial aid has, I think, one of the greatest impacts on your con-
stituents than, let us say, if you were in the California environ-
ment, or the Western State environment, where the State-support
of higher education is substantially different than in the Eastern,
and particularly in the Vermont environment.

So in addition to looking at these figures showing how VermOnt
State colleges students benefit from student financial aidand I
Etgree as you said how we all benefit from tbe economic as well as
the intellectual investment such aid represffits to us as a system,
approximately $8 million of our revenues.

Those of you who notice us in the newspaper a bit, next 'week is
our turn. President Coor, our board meets on Friday, so you have
had the limelight unfortunately recently, about $25 million budget
for the Vermont State colleges, and nearly $8 million of that is rep-
resented by the Federal student financial aid program. So it is
clear that the impact of that program on Vermont students and on
our college system, is very substantial.

We do appreciate the opportunity to share these figures witli
you, and the opportunity to add a thought or two to what is hap-
pening to the costs of our education, now the highest in the Nation.
What is happening to the characteristics of our student population
that is rapidly becoming part time, and the student being the main
source of income while studying.

9.
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It has, I think, a downside to it also, which we should takOinto
account, and this loss of all or part, or at least part over time, of an
$8 million support for the Vermont State colleges'is not likely, I do
not think, to ,be substituted for by funds from the State of Ver-
mont. So therekis not an alternative in this State, so we appreciate
your work oa behalf of trying to maintain the student financial aid
program even though there are very important reasons that Feder-
al spending should be cut overall.

Thank yo4, Senator.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Mr. Bjork. We appreci-

ate your statement.
It woula be my intentito defer questions until the entire panel

has testified, but I would ask you for my own information, could
you give me off the top of your head, the total enrollments, rough-ly, at the three colleges?

Mr- BJORK. Full time equivalent is about 5,500.
Senator STAFFORD. Five thousand, five hundred for the three.
Thank you vtry much.
Dr Coors you seem to be the next in line, and we would be more

than happy to hear from you.
Dr. COOR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is a plehsure to welcome you home, to welcome you to the

campus of Justia Morrill, and I believe for the first time in the his-
tory of the U.S. Senate, to welcome this subcommittee to Vermont
and to the University of Vermont. There is no more fitting
moment, I belieVe, to take the State of Justin Morrill and the
campus he served as well, and to'have your committee, the most
important committee in the U.S. Senate, join us here at this
moment in an oversight function to see the true impact of what
has had to be the most significant revolution in higher education
since the Morrill Land Grant Actthe commitment of the last
decade to make higher education accesSible to all citizens regard-
less of their family income.

It is a special pleasure for all of us on this panel here today, as
well, to welcome the chairman of the subcommittee home in front
of the citizens of Jhis State, who should know, as everyone in
Washington knows, that Senator Stafford is the single most influ-
ential Senator in the U.S. Senate today with regard to education
matters.

Senator Stafford generously noted that Claiborne Pell had
chaired the committee for many years, but it should be noted that
throughout those years, as ranking minority member of that com-
mittee, the current chairman served an extremely important role
and continues to do so today.

As well, it is essentially good to welcome you here for this hear-
ing as we talk about the impact of the cuts today and the proposed
cuts for the future, for Senator Stafford has served as a voice of
reason and restraint, seeking that careful and constructive middle
ground of supporting efforts to bring the Federal budget under con-
trol without abandoning the Federal commitment to students. It is
a Federal commitment, Mr. Chairman, and it must not be aban-
doned. That is the issue to which I wish to speak most forcibly here
today. 1
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This is an oversight hearing, and your task is to learn how these
important Federal programs affect each of our campuses, and I will
briefly comment on that for the Univeriity of Vermont. But this is
an important moment, fori believe that this is not a budget deci-
sion but a Federal policy decision, and that the cuts already taken
have started us down a course toward abandoning the Federal com-
mitment to access for all citizens to higher education, public and
private. That should be reversed.

Let me give you the magnitude for the University of Vermont.
Today, students at the University of Vermont receive $17.2 million
in Federal financial assistance. Seventy-seven pereent of our Ver-
mont students, have support of some fashion or other, to attend y
their State university and 84.4 percent of our toil $20 million fi-it
nancial aid budget is ,borne by the Federal Gove ment. With the
cuts enacted in the first round last summer, a signifitant amount
of that support is in jeopardy.

Two points ol would like to make ih this opening comment ,today,
, Mr. Chairman. First, access to higher education has become a Fed

eral responsibility. It is not a State and local responsibility, but
over the last decade, capping a task that began with the Second
World War and the GI bill, it has become a Federal responsibility,
philosophically and financially. The accumulative effects of the
cuts in student aid can tUrn the individual budget decisions into a
national policy decision.

Second, turning the responsibility back to*the States as part of
some kind of new Federalism will reault in grossly uneven conse-
quences for students and for parents, as well as for, the various
States across the Nation. Your State and our State is a vivid exam-
ple of how uneven those consequences will fall, for the State of
,Vermont and its State University have shown the impOrtdnce of
the role of Federal support in making this institutionand, as you

, will learn in testimony fibril others here today, the important and
valuable other institutions in this Stateaccessible.

Vermont ranks 47th in the Nation in per capita income, yet We
are second in the Nation in the tax burden we place on our citi-
zens. More of our State residents are on this State university
campus as a percentage of our total State population than on any
other single university campus in the Nation. Yet, because of the
realities of finances in the State, over 16.1 percent of our university
budget comes from State appropriations, with the result that our
Vermotit students must pay $1,875, or a total mandated rost of tu-
ition and other fees of $4,353the highest for any State university
in the Nation.

The relationship between the actual cost to the student and the
extent to which the S te c provide support, and has provided
support, is a direct one. a lt, as I noted earlier, of the 3,400
of our Vermont residents w4io ale-itudying for a baccalaureate
degree at the University Of Vermont, I I percent receive some form
of financial aid, and the bulk of that aid is from.the Federal Gov-
ernment.

It is not that the State has not tried to contribute mutually. As
you know and will hear further in testimony this morning from the
"Verniont Stildent Assistance Corp. $6.2 million are appropriated.
That is 2.2 percent of the total State general funds that, are com-

11'
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itted to stuilent financial aid. If not the greatest effort, it is cer-
t inly One of the grbatest efforts of any State in the Nation, and
y t even vlth that important program, the State scholarship pro-

ams account for only 5.11 percent of the aid received by students
UVM, or if you exclude the guaranteed student loan program,
4 percept, an important part, but one that is dwarfed by the size
he Federal commitment.
hat are the consequences of the cuts to date? Here btiefly, Mr..
irman, I will give you the magnitude of the riKmber of students
aid and the dollars of the program, and Teave it to you and
ri to probe, if you woad like further information on the
re of these. ....

T'io thousand, three hundred UVM students are on the college
worlt study program in the current year, at $1.556 million. One
thou arid, six hundred and fifty UVM students participate in the
natio al direct student loan program, for $1.17 million. One hum-
dred tudents are supported by the nursing health professions loan
progr:m for $44,000 One thousand seven hundred students are
suppo ted by the supplemental educational opportunity grant pro-
gram, the SEOG program, at $1.3 million, 1,900 students receive
suppor under the Pell grdit program, for a total or $1.8 million.

And or the guaranteed student loan program we have today
5,100 st dents receiving Support, for a total of $11.5 milhon, 2,600
of thosa students, Mr Chairman, have applied for and received
that aid without determined need. Whether they will all be ineligi-
ble uncle the new aid cap, we do not know, because they hpve par-
ticipated rior to this fiscal year, blit those 2,600 students okay are
receiving .8.5 million in guaranteed student loan aid. Of those stu-
dents rbc *ving other aid, with a determined need, there are 2,500
receiving tudent guaranteed loans for a total of $5 million.

Senator TAFFORD. Mr. President, if I could interrupt, I think you
said $11,5 sillion.

0Dr. Com. Excuse me$11.5 million.
Thank yo , and we have trouble with all those zeros you folks

have in Was . ington.
Senator ST FFORD: We have even more trouble in Washington.
Dr. COOR. ank you for catching that, Vr. Chairman.

'In conclusi , Mr. Chairman, may I urge you to listen carefully. today to. the udents and the parents who will come before you.
We can give ysu the basic case, and We believe these facts are im-
portant to dwe 1 upon, but what we know is that in the currentyear for the fi st time in over a decade, Vermonters attending
their State univ: ity have an unmet need of $380. Next year that
unmet need will o to over $1,000.

Our simple pIes to you based on the oversight of the moment, is
cut no more. We ave.taken our share of the effort to balance the
Federal budget, b t to go Natter will seriously jeopardize the...

tenets of access an choice for students in American higher educa-
tion. .

..Thank you.
Senator STAFFORD. hank yoti very much, Dr. Coor.
The next witness to velcome to the panel this morning, would be- '

Sister Ryan of Trinity k llege.
Sister RYAN. Thank yvu very much, Senator.
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We have had a challenge- from a banker, our illustrious Hilton
Wick has challenged the presidents to confine their remarks to 5
minutes. I do not want to lose that -challenge, and therefore I
would simply say one large amen to the points of access and bal-
ance which were stressed by Pieident Coor as a representatike of
the association of the independent colleges, and I Certainly feel, as
well as representing the Vermont Higher Education Council.

By way of introduction, for purpose Of the record, TrinitY Col-
lege, which is located in Burlington, and chartered by the Vermont
Legislature in 1925, has always served a preponderance of Vermont
students, and in the past several yearslas enrolled over 50 percent
Vermonters in its student body.

For purposes of this morning we thought it "Would be helpful for
you, Senator, to use our particular college as a case study in the
context of the remarks you made, and as a commentary to the re-
marks of Chancellor Bjork and President Cbor. I represent 486 stu-
dents at Trinity College, currently receiving financial aid, 326 of
whbm ar,e Vermonters. It is this financial aid that has, in fact,
made it possible for them to attend an independent college. We
have found that the financial aid program hAs worked extremely
well at Trinity.

Similar to the university and to ,the State colleges, over 75 per-
cent of the students at Trinity are current financial aid rec. ients.
In particular, over 50 percent of these students are Pell gr nt re-
cipients.

I Would like to stress that it has been the balance bf loan grants
and work experience that has made our financial aid program so
successful. The college audit at Trinity indicates that the financial
aid program represented almost 25 percent of our total institution-
al budget in the past year, and based on present statistics, 30 per-
rent in the current year. tc .

I have put on a chartand it is also 'in the testimony in front of
youthe point that I think probably is most helpful when you look,,
at average costs for the past 3 years of our institution; books,
travel, and so forth, and project that into 1982, 1983 and look at
the Federal program funding, the guaranteed student loan, and ask
the question, What will the unmet need level be? You will see from
1979 and 1980 when that "was $650 to $750, that we project for our
next year, 1982, 1983, that it will be riot less than $3,300, and I be-
lieve the seriousness of that speaks for itself.

Senator STAFFORD.,Could I interrupt here just long enough to ask
this question? What inflationary rate were Jou projecting as a
basis for those figures?

Sister RYAN. By that you mean tuition, ator?
Senator STAFFORD. Yes.
Sister RYAN. For example, in the yearjhat we are in, mg tuition

was a 12-percent increase, and it is lik y to be within that margin
for the coming year.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you.
Sister RYAN. There are two comments that may be helpful as we

look to ihe future. The Pell grant recipients, based on the current
atmosphere that seems to prevail, would decrease from the current
50 percent to less than 25 percent, and in total moneys at our insti-
tution that is $100,000.

13
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If tiNe Senate Appropriations Committee recommendation for
SEOG is adopted, it means a one-third reduction is projected, and
the changes in the guaranteed student loan program will affect 70
percent of the students enrolled half time or more. In general, the
reductions that have been outlined would result in an increase of
unmet needs from $2,500 in the current year to $3,300 in the next
year. In order to fund students with only $2,500 remaining need, it
means that 16 percent of our current aid recipients will be unable
to attend this college.

I feel, Senator, that this particular case study not only is similar
to other colleges in Vermont, but from the independent sector who
also represent the Nation. We have many similarities to Trinity.

We appreciate this opportunity of your taking the time to allow
your. own State, and therefore I view us on behalf of the Nation as
well, to come to Vermont.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Sister Ryan follows:]

1
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y way of introduction trinity Cnllrge: located in Burlington. chartertd be the Vermont
Letislature in 1925. has always servcd J pr.ponderance of Vt.rmont students. In the past
sevtral ycars trinity has enrolled over 502 Vermonters,

I represent 40, student., at Trinity Colligc who are currently rcceivtnt financial aid ut
this number, 325, are Vermonter,. It As t ,In financial aid that has made it possible for
these students to attend Trinity

The fedcral finantirl'aid programs have work wc11 at Trinity.

1 Ovcr ISZ of thc .tudenrs at Trinrt, art currint financial ard recipient, In
parsrculor

"ovet 54: ol Trinity students art Yell Grant recipients.

ntia -base,. program, p;:oeid. J vs ry fa lpful balance of oan (ND$L)
Int (SFOC) and work experience (CWSP)

A

"thc 1940.451 toldtge audit indlcatesthat federal financial aid programa
reprtannted 24.711 of the total institutional operating budget. The
out nt percentage is clost to .101'. This increase rt.! hOts the
.nerescd parti,ipat.on in the GSL prtgram.

2 The chart illustrates the past three years of federal funding, college costs. enr:11-
sAnt and unmet need at Trinttyr

lt-----
Avtrage Federal Program funding Unmet Need
Costs BLOC+(KUSL. SEOG. CWS) CSL Program Level

flo

- 79-80 55.275. .$425,739. $427,716., '$650-$750.

80-81 $6,070. S424,971. $04,413. $1475-$1500.

,tt1-82 $6,1115A $420,590. 52156,78b. 52450-$2S00.

82-63 $7,575. $128,931. pill $950,000. $1300-$1350.projec $ 40400. SUM
tins $ 90,461. CVS

S
$ 54,711. SPOC .,
$314,105. (25.3% decrease)

"If Tithrtv's' enrollment idcreases at the 10% prOjection, the unmet need level will be
$171%.-$3750 .

The future of fir.mcfal aid is in serious jeopardy. /f the current atmosphere continues.
we;will experience the following.

m.

"o delay in aid processing will occur unless immediate action is taken to allow
the continued use of Uniform Methodology fur; deletrmining car:pus-based program
eligibility.

*Pell grant recipient,. will decrease from the cur'rent 501 lagrog than.25So--
in total monies availabte.this decrease would.represent MS! ko $100000.

.1 the Sen'att Aopropttation, (Annsittt, ricovmondation for SEOC funding is
adoptAd, 0 one-third redurilon in $10C funtising is prolected.

*changes in the CSL program will effect '70%
of (he students enrolled halftime or sore.

In general. the reluetions that have been
outlined would'result itean increase ot upsetneed from $2,500. to $3,300. In order to fund students with only $2,50, remainingneed. 1ST of our current aid rSeipientv will bg

unibIe to attend Trinity Collett.

,
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The final witness on this panel will be Dr. Skiff of Chem/plain
., Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very mucll, Sister Ryan.

College. k i
Dr. SKIFF. Thank you, Senator Stafford.

tsI would like to echo the f elings of this panel in expressing to
you our pleasure at having omeone from Vermont in the Senate
who is in a position of leade hip, who has exercised that leader-
ship, and who has a .very real understanding of the issues of the
impact of financial aid on higher education and on Vermont in par- e
ticularn,

,

If I could just say a couple of brief words to put Champlain Col-
lege in perspective for you. Champlain College is a junior college.
We have nearly 1,500 students, 1,100 full time undekgraduate stu-

1dents, 83 percent of these students are Vermonters. . -
We have here, Senator, a triple edge sword. We all haye been

facing the impact of increased cost reflecting the state of the econo-
my. We have all, as President Coor mentioned, been able to, but
not necessarily willingly, participate in some reductions. But now
we are faced, as you so clearly poihted out, he question of
access.

At Champlain College, 785 of the Students at bur institution are
on financial aid. The impact of the cuts on Champlain College stu-
dents will be dramatic. For Pell grants at Champlain College we
have 513 recipients in this current year. Supplemental educational
opportunity grants in this current year, 469. NDSL, 235. College
work study, 319; and guaranteed student loan recipients, 784.

Vermonters and Vermont students are willing to work and to
borrow, as is evidenced from these figures, to attend and receive a
slegree at a higher edtication institution. The impact of the basic
the Pell grants on our students basically deals with the question of
the eligibility restiictions..To date, as I said, 396 students have re-
ceived assistance.at Champlain College.

If the proposed cutback were, in effect, this current year 142 stu-
dents, 'or 36 percent of those students would have been cut from
that program. Since, for many students Pell grants are their larg-
est and often only source of grant assistance, they would no longer
be eligible, and that would have, of course, a significant impact on
their decision to attend college.

The average BEOG or Pell grant .awarded this year at Cham-
plain College is nearly $1,000. This represents a potential loss of
income to student financial aid, to students of over $140,000. In the
area of SEOG, the Senate s recommendation would also have sig-
nificant impact. With this particular prograrft, in part in jeo rdy,
the State of Vermont would lose up to 30 percent of its opri-
ation for Champlain College and its students. We are tal ing in
excess of $65,000 in aid,

And if the Senate or Congress is to make additional cuts in the
guaranteed student loan program over and above those cuts that
recently went into effect, particularly in the area of the origination
fee and require all students to show need, the first problemand
let me chronicle this as clearly as I caril.ots that studentsa large
percentage of our studentswho currently find it necessary to
borrow against parental contributions simply because parents
cannot afford at that given time to appropriate the resources,

17
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would have an unmet need which would be $250 above what they
were eligible to borrow. Quite candidly, I do not know wbere stu-,
dents would come up with those dollars.

If the Federal cuts that are being discussed were tego into effect,
the impact on the aid program at Champlain Colle e, which is in
excess of 50 percent of our overall budget, would ount to a sum
in excess of $800,000 in aid that would be lost our students
arone. For Vermonters that would be aid in excess of $650,000.

The real question at this'point. is riot whether our students, as I
-said, are resourceful. Vermonters are resourceful. Vermonters are
willing to sacrifice to send their children to higher education, but
they have to have access to the resources to send them to those in-
stitutions. . .

As.you mentioned today, there is very definitely a need and I
was 'reminded as I was coming-in, of Robert Frost, who talked
about those 'two roads diverging in the woods. Senator, We are look-
ing to you to keep that road that is less traveled, clear for us; and-
we feel, and I would quote what President Coor said, that we
simply cannot handle, any more cuts in the Federal. spending pro-
gram.

f ,Thank you. - -

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, President S4i ff. The
Chair is very grateful to all of you for your testimony fiere this
morning, and I think I shoUld say frankly shares your views. I
think we have cut as far as we can go in tbe educatiozial programs
of this country, but notwithstanding my personal view, and the fact
that I will resist further cuts, ite are quite liable to experience a.
further 4-percent cut in tbe continuing resolution which'may pass.
the Congress this coming weekend.

Beyond that, it is possible that there will be iurthet cutting rec-
ommended next winter, but we will deal, with that when we have
to, but a 4-percent cut looks ratber likelyt to me. Of course, the
depth of it depends on the figures that are used, is the basis for
cutting. If they are the figures that were, used in the continuing
resolution, that Would not make ititwlll not represent an enor-
mous additional cut in programs, but in some of them even 4 per-
cent will be very difficult.

Let me ask you a few questions. I would like to start with this
one. One of the suggestions of the administration may well be to
consolidate the campus based student aisl programs, specifically
SEOG, college work study and the national direct student loans,
into a single block grant to schools in order to provide campuses

.., with more "flexibility ' in your delivery of student aid.
Would you give the subcommittee the benefit of your prelimi-

nary views on suCh a change, President Coor?
Dr. COOR. Senator, I would oppose the proposal, though the de-

4 tails have yet not been made fully available, so there may be as-
pects of the programs that we have not yet been able to see. I
would oppose it for two reasons. The architecture of the current
combination of programs has -been- as-carefully-devised arc& tested-
year in and year out as any ger-Of "Federal proems I' knoW, so
that they are carefully financed one against one another, with Pell
grants and SEOG grants providing balance in certajn iiays, with
grants and loans providing balance in others, and w th a' capacity

91-559 0 - 82 - 2
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. to trace individuals by proyiding some support to them, and institu-
tions by, trying to support-their own profile.

I cannot envision, unless there is greater ingennity built into this
proposal than we have been able,to see thus far, and I do acknowl-
edge full details I have not yet seen, being able to replace the care
and ingenuity of the current carefully balanced program. In the de-
velopment of tilt program, all sectors of higher education, inde-
pendent and public, throughout the Nation, have helped fashion it
so that it is not just a theoretical balance., It has turned out to be I
an operational balance.

Second, I cannot imaginea formula that would recognize the par-
ticular nature of a State like Vermont where you cannot look at
our totaMpulation as a basis for determining :aid to Vermont in- *
stitutions, for w§ are a major importer of students, in the inde-
pendent sector and in the puBlic sector, nor can you use simply the
population determinant of those doing on to college. Tracing stu-
dents and putting it in a campus-based formula would forever, it
seems to me, make it iipiprecise with regard to the particular cdm-
bination of students fr6m in and out of State and from a variety of
bapkgrounds that go to make up the very fich fabric that we have
ill institutions 4iresently.

SenatopS*Fonn. Thank you, Dr. Coor.
!Mr. Wolf& Senator, just amen. In addition, however,_ I think

most of tii whO have spent years Probably doing more criticizing of
Federal administration of many of its programs than anything else.
I think in the process of that criticisth of student financial aid, and
that working togeWer as President Coot works with marfy groups
interested in higher education, that prdcess ha& led to a situation
*here student financial aid in our judgment, as administered

: through the Federal Government, basically in the current form,
has served well and continues to serve well, and I agree with Presi-
dent Coor that Ldo not see compelling reasons to change that eveyi
though the general proposition of more flexibility at the local level
sounds attractive.

1 found,,as did President Coor, it is very difficult to imagine the
formula, the flexibility of funding that would be utilized. So I sup-
pose that old homily that people remind me of many times when
we want to chang4 policies in the system, aboutif things ain't
broke, don't fix themkind of thing probably applies in this in-
stance.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you, Mr. Bjork. Is there further com-
ment on this question? .

Mr. SKIFF. Nothing but cocurience. .
Sister ItvAil. This is an instance where we appreciate the poten- ...

tial flexibility and say, no thank you, Senator.
Dr. Coon. Senator, I made just one other observation. I hopet there is not a bit of mischief in the proposal. We have seen nine

block grant prograins created in other sectors of society, and sent
home to tip States with 75 percent of the previous aggregate fund-
ing.-One-must-ask what tiollars are-being proposed when-a concept--
likelhis is being discussed. ,

Senator'STAFFonn. I think that is a Very good question. We cer-
tainly are going to ak that, and we hope that the answers we get
rom Mr. Stockman 11 be the true ones in the first instance.

9
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Let me put this question to you, which is really an outgrowth of
the ,observations I made at theend of your testimony. Federal stu:
dent aid programs have undergone .three major statutory changes
in the past 3 years,,through the' Middle Income Student Assistance
Act, which afforded 'Middle income students the opportunity to par-
ticipate in the Pell gratits';, and the guaranteed student loan pro-
gram, the Education Act Amendments of 1980, and the Budget Rec-
onciliation Act of this year, the one We adopted-hi July.

Further changes are likely to be proposed by the administration
and considered by the Congress next year. I believe every indica-
tion that those suggested changes in the student aid programs will
be in the nature of cost saving proposals. I almost ought to put that
in quotes. In this light, knowing that the Congress will be asked to
make such changes, what, if any, changes would be made in the
student aid programs, if you have any comment further here?

Mr. SKIFF. Senator, I truly feel that we have dropped to the
bottom, thaitifere really are no cuts that I can, in good conscience,
recommerg to you.

Senator STAFFORD. Dr. Coor?
Dr. COOR. Resist, resist, resist. If in fact there have to be cuts, the'

concept of balance should be the watchword. Let them fall uniform-
ly across all sectors of society, entitlement programs, defense, edu-
cation, and 'if then there is a proportional share to be borne by the (
health of the Nation's economy, let our share of that fall evenly
across the existing architecture of the programs we have.

Senator STAFFORD, Thank you, Dr. Coor. I guess then, you would
agree with this. As a Senator, when I have obsjarVed that I could
hardly believe that we should ask the educational 'program of this
country to be cut further at a time when we are leaving, or being
asked to leave foreign assistance' alone, I simply could not believe
it. L

,

A third and final question. Although I recognize the difficulty of
prioritizing,---Viat is a Xashington word, if I ever heard itthe
need for the individual student aid programs, all of which I believe
to be essential to the financing of higher education in Vermont and
throughout the Nation, would you say which programs are the
most important to your institution and your students, and which
programs if cut, would result in the greatest dislocation in 9nan-
cial education on your campus; Mr. Skiff?

use at ChamplainMr. SKIFF. Well, the buoiget wt have to
College for awarding, financial ai tentatively set at $7,070 for
resident students, assuming no cuts the Federal or State pro-
grams. A student with a total need, a ti3U-1.: need student will have
an unmet need of approximately $2,500. This unmet need' fiiid the
present GSL restrktioRs will meet the maximum number. You can
see that if any further cuts are made, the studentiwill not even be
able to borrow enough money under Federal programs to attend.

Sister RYAN. Senator, 1. have set before you enough numbers, and
I would fervently wish to be more helpful. However, the chart
13tandirforitgelf, and I would have to gay With PrWdent-Skiff;they
are about 1 yedr-behind us. We hilve exactly the same, becauge .
Trinity is a little more dramatic, as evidenced by the figures, and I
would have to share both watching the unemployment rate as well
as a serious concern around the elite in terms of who can access

r
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the educational system, in terms of the manpower in the country,
but in terms of Trinity and services, would prompt me to say I see
no alternatives.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you, Sister. Any further comments?
Dr. COOR. The independent relationship I mentioned earlier

makes it very difficult to answer the question, Senator, for I feel
further cuts of any kind would be. greatly injurious. Grant pro-
grams with the Pell grant and the SEOG are just about perfectly
balanced oil this campus in terms of their importance, and they
have a very high priority. We must be one Of the few State univer-
sitieewhere there is such a close balance given the nature of our
financing. Self helP programs, colleke work study and NDSL are, I
would say, in terms of the critical nature of-the program immedi-
itely next in terms of that financing, and then the guaranteed .stu-
ent loan. I febl none of those shofild be cut for they are all neces-

sary for the balance to work, but in'the impact they have on the
campus, that very close approximation is the !Jest I can do.

Mr. BJORK. Obviously no one wants anything cut, but trying to
be helpful in responding to your question, I would put them in the
order I" think very similar to President Cool., in terms of Pell, col-
lege work study and guaranteed student loan. I would particularly
like to speak on behalf of the college work study, because there is
so much more involved in that than often is reflected by simply the
dollars that are on a chart or on our table. Because an institution
such as ours, the importance of college work study in our work
force on the campus is very significant, and we would, I'think, find
that we have to seek' either through cutbacks or would have to
turn to the more costly forms of help; to replace the services that
are provided that are important to the colleges, through college
work study and then, of courl there is that longstanding argu-
ment ofithe, I think, generarbe efits to students to haVe the oppor-

-tunity for on the job kind of work experience, but I rank that very
high.,

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much. For the comMittee, we
are .very grateful to all four of you for helping us with our difficult
work we are carrying on in Washington this year, and will be
again nett winter, and we are particularly honored that four of ow'
college 'presidents are willing to assist us in this matter.

Thank you very much. ,

Mr. BJORK. Thank you.
Dr. COOR. Thank you. e

Sister RYAN. Thank you.
Mr. SKIFF. Thfink you..
[Material supplied for the record follows:]
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VSAC's MAJOR AREAS OF ACTIVITY

FY 82 -

.."

Incentive Grant $

Veterinary Contracts 147 090 -

Part-Time Grants and Other Scholarships 55 000

Pell: Grant Coordination 6,200,0,00

New Student Loans (FY 82) 21,500,000

Loans, Being Serviced by VSAC (FY 65-81). 56,500,000

Ihformation and Outreach Services 300,000

e

Tntal 00,462,000

23
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NUMBER OF

APPLICANTS

9,000

8,000
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INCREASE IN
GRANT ApPLICATIONS

1

1976 1977 1978 0979 ' .1980 1981 1982

FISCAL YEAR

SOURCE: VSAC Grant Program, Monthly Reports

.
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STUDENT CHARGES'

(Tu don, Fees, Room & Board)

1nstitaiOn

,

BenningtOn College

Mildlebury College

Marlboro. College

Gree; Mountain College

Norwicii University

Vermont College

St. Michael's College

Trinity College

Champlain College

Clitge of St.

seph the Provider

UVM

VSC

* 13% increase assumed

Source: VSAC Grant Statistics, VS23

:FY 82 -" FY 83*

10,550. '11,900

9,300 10,500

, 8.500 9.600

7,690 ', 8,600

7,650
, 8,650

6,900 7,800

6,850 7,7E9

5,850 6,600

5,550 6,300

5,400

,

6,100

4,600 * 5,200

.3,850 4,350

.25

$ Change

1350, '

1,200

1,100

1,000

.1,000,-

900

900

750

?

700

600

500



2.5

2.3

2.2

2.0

1.9

1.8
Millions

of 1.7

Do.11ars

1.5

1.4

1.3

1.2

1.1

21

,AMO OF VSAC INCENTIVE GRANTS BY

1981

Es5 1982
+16%
2.15

TYPE AN OF INSTITUTION

TY 1981 a 1'82

1,67

+15%
.

1.93

44.".

1.64

Vermont
Public

Vermont Out-of-State,
- Private..

* Includes tuition differential
L

Source: VSAC Grant Statistics, 11/29/81
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AVERAGE UNMET NEED FOR UNDERGRADUATE DEPENDENT

VERMONT RESIDENT STUDENTS1 (SY 82)

Insti tu ti an Unmet Need
2

Burl ington Col lege, $3 , 292

Trinity Col lege 2 , 500

St. Michael ' s Col lege 2 ,100

Bennington. College 1 , 900

Norwich University 1 ,890

College of St. Joseph the Provider 1 ,824

Champlain College 1 ,800

Goddard Col 1 ege 1 ,800

Sduthea Vermont Col 1 ege
I

1 ,677

Vermont Col 1 ege. 1 ,462

Marl boro Col lege 1 ,450

Green Mouniatn Col lege 1 ,000

Lyndon State Col 1 ege 700

Castleton State Coll ege 500

Johnson State Col 1 ege 500

Vermont Technical Col lege 500

Middlebury College 473

University of Vermont 171

1 Full-time degree students

2 As reported by Financial Aid Offi ces - 1/82
Unmet Need = Budget - VSAC, Fed. Aid , Family Contribtition
and other aid (Not GSL)

*2 7
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FUNDS NEEDED TO OFFSET EACH $100

INCREASE IN EDUCATIONAL CHARGES

Students Attendin5t Costs

UVM - VSC $232,000

Vermont Private Institutions 200,000

Out-of-State 171 000.

TOTAL $603,000

(-1
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ESTIMATED FEDERAL FUNDING LEVELS TO VSAC

AFTER.REAGAN BUDGET CUTS BY ACADEMIC YEAR

Program 1980-81 1981-82 1982-83

Educational Ipformation Center $ 0,000 $ 0 0

Talent'Search Grant 102,330 97,926 0
..

Financial Aid Trainirig Grant 4,471 - ' 0 0

State Student Incentive Grant, j 194,523 192,760 0

$351,324 $290,686 .0*

*"Represents projected Reagan Administration requested rescission to
FY 82 Congressional Continuing Resolution
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FINANCIAL AID FUNDS AVAILABLE

TO STUDENTS ATTENDING'VERMONT COLLEGES

AFTER FEDERAL BUDGET CUTS BY ACADEMIC YEAR

1980-81 1981-82
Projected
1982-83

BEOG $ 7,460,535 $ 7,094,969 $ 6,892,342

SEOG 3,604,685 3,554,726 2,670,848

NDSL 1,692,378
,

1,080,593 1,043,411

CWSP ,3;877,922 4,092,343 3,928,644

SSIG 194,523 192,760 . 184,932

_ $16,830,053 $16,015,391 $14,720,177*

GSLP
in VT '

$41,243,852 $43,718,483

Projected
Funding
After

Rescissions
1982-83

$4,233,997

0

0

3,348,281

0

$7,582,278"

.1,

* Figure represents Congressional Budget Resolution through
March 31, 1982.

\
** Figure repeesents funding if rescissions requested by Reagan

are passed.

BEOG = Basic Educational Opportunity Grant or Pell Grant
SEOG = Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant
NDSL = National Direct Student Loan

SSIG = State Student Incentive Grant
GSLP = Guaranteed Student Loan Program

4.1
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.DR A Fr-

During the-past years a few individuals have suggested a change in the
Vermont Statutes to prohibit Vermonters who wish to study at out-of-state
schools from receiving a VSAC Incentive Grant. On the sigface, this may
appear to be a cost saving venture for Vermont,

but after some investiga-
tion, such a policy change could be very costly to the Vernont taxpayer
both in the area of (1) educational

opportunities and (2) increased tax
burdens. During the month of November, 1981 VSAC surveyed parents ilhose
children were studying at out-of-state institutions in order to determine
the major reason why Vermonters attend schools out of Vermont. Attached
to this report is a representative selection

of completed parents' ques-
tionnaires. Perhaps the best insight into the question of grant porta-
bility is_provided by the remarks parents and students have made on these
individual questionnaires. VSAC did tabulate the major courses of study
studento were enrolled in and has provided the results with observations
in the following discussion,

[EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES1

1

During FY 82 VSAC'assisted 2,444 Vermonters1 attending
553 schools located outside Vermont which were neither
built nor maintain4d by Vermont.

The November survey 2 of Incentive Grant recipients
attending out-of-state institutions revealed:

55% were enrolled in programs not available
in Vermont

22% enrolled in programs considered better
than programs offered in Vermont'schools;

3.0% were enrolled in programs avai)able in
Vermont but they were not admitted tov
the Vermont institution.

6.5% were enrolled in a type of institution
not available in Vermont (wome" college,
religious, etc.)

13.5% enrolled.in out-of-state schools for other
reasons, such 'as family tradition, to
experience living in another part of the
couotry, sports, etc.

Awards as of October 30, 1981

2
Malgr courses Of study students enrolled in who were attending
our-of-state' institutions were 'coded according to the National
Center for Higher Education Statistics: A Classification of
Major Programs. Availability and non-availability were ascertained
according to the list of major programs available in Vermont institu-
tions as published in the Counselor's Handbook 1981 edition.

f)
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I FISCAL CONCERNS1

Since schools, such as the University of Vermont, Vermont
Technical College and other Vermont colleges would have to
absorb students who currently go out-of-state, one must ask:

(1) Can Vermont afford to meet these students' needs
by putting up more dormitories and classrooms thus
incurringinore bonded debt.

(2) UVM and VSC will have to turn away students frrin
out-of-state in order to be able to accommodate
those Vermonters who originally wanted to attend \
a college outside Vermont. This will cause a
significant loss of revenue which is,derived from '

the higher tuition paid by non-resident students
attending UVM or VSC. For example, each non-resident
student entering Vermont State Colleges in FY82 paid
$1,790 more in tuition and fees than a Vermont student
at UVM whose differential was $3,190. Will this short-
fall in iristitutional revenues'have to be made up by
increasinlostate appropriations to institutions? .

(3) There are those who maintain that Vennont should not
"export" $1,676,000 in Incentive Grants to other
states. Again, when 2,444 Vermonters leave the state,
2,444 non-Vermonters can attend our institutions
and as a result an additional $7,796,360 in revenues
may be realized (number of students multiplied by the
average tuition differential charged out-ofastate
students by UVM). This means a net gain to Vermont
of $6,161,220.

In addition, the Vermont economy benefits enormously
when relatives of these studenis visit their children,
stay in Vermont motels, purche'S1 Vermont products,
take ski vacations, etc.

(4) The average cost to the taxpayer of educating a degree
student at Vermont public posesecondary institutions
excluding Community College of Vermont, was approximately
$3,200 during FY 1981 (state gOpropriation divided by
degree student enrollment, both undergraduate and graduate).
This is approximately five times higher than the average
grant going to a Vermonter studying out-of-state.

It aoliears that grant portability provides Vermonters with an ideal situation;
we are obtaining the best educational opportunities for our residents for the
least amount of taxes while we are Itimulating the tourist trade. '

7
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Senator STAFFoRD. The next panel will have to do .particuiarly
with the guaranteed student loan program. We are going to invite
the director of the Vermont Student Assistance Corp. Ron Iverson
and the chief executive of the Chittenden Trust Co., Hilton Wick, if
they will take the witness table.

The Chair would ask our guests if they would please refrain from
audible conversation within the room so that we can keep to our
schedule and get the next panel of witnesses.

We are very happy to welcome you both here.
Once again the Chair will leave it to our distinguished witnesses

to determine who goes first and who bats in the cleanout position.

STATEMENTS OF RON IVERSON, DIRECTOR OF THE VERMONT
STUDENT ASSISTANCE CORP., AND HILTOtsj WICK, CHIEF EX-
ECUTIVE OF THE CHITIENDEN TRUST CO.

Mr.- IvERsoN. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Wick and I are .sincerely appre-
ciative of the opportunity to'appear before your committee today to
discuss the aspects of the guaranteed student loan program and
Vermont Students Assistance Corp. I will provide a 7 to 12 Minute
overview regarding Vermont postsecondary education, and then we
would like to spend the remainder of our time addressing questions
you might have and areas of mutual hiterest:

In addition to the opening remarks regarding higher education
in Vermont, I think for members of your committee who are not
present today,* should be pointed out that half of Vermont's en-
rollment are Students from other States.1 think this is probably
the largest ratio ill the country, and also that postsecondary educa-
tion in the State of Vermont is the third largest employer of ap-
proximate179,000 employees.

Over the past 5 years, through the Vermont Student Assistance
Corp. we have been able to identify three major factors which have
prompted a need for ificreased student financial aid in Vermont.
One, you have heard, increased educational charges. Second are
the: increases in eligible applicants which have resulted in in-
creased charges and increased enrollment. And a third are the pf-

_

fects of inflation on the parents' ability to contribute to their
children's educational 'cost. Some specific examples of these factors
can be seen on the chart I have preparedfor you.

When we look at what student charges are for tuition fees, room
and board-7,1md I have not included in those figures approximately
$700 or $800 for books, personal expenses, and transportation.

Senator STAFFORD. Are you assuming a 12-percent inflationary
rate there each year?

Mr. IVERSON. Fiscal 1981 and 1982 are actuals. Fiscal 1983 repre-
sents a 12-percent increase in'tuitionlees, room and board.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you.
Mr. IV;RSON. The college yoti are familiar with, Middlebury,

would be approximately $10,000 or more next year.
Senator STAFFORD. I am glad all of my children graduated some

time ago.
Mr. Itrmsoi. I think o e of the significant aspects is that' during

the last 2 years the in reases in charges at Middlebury College
have increased by mor than the $2,500 maximum that a student

3 3
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would be eligible to borrow from the guaranteed student loan pro-
kam.

Senator STAFFORD. Excuse me. Are the UVM costs you are show-
ing on that chart, are those for an in-State student?

Mr. IVERSON. Those are for a Vermont student attending the
University of VermOnt.

Senittor STAFFORD. They do not reflect the costs of an out-of-State
student? .

14 IVERSON. No, sir. Without the guarantes4 student loan pro-
grafn to meet these recent increases in cost, the,remaining needs of
students in higher education could not have been met, and I think
you wwild find higher education would be in a state of cdllapse.

To emphasize the importance of the guaranteed student loan pro-
gramlet me make a comparison. This year through the guaran-
teed student loan program, loans guaranteed by Vermont student
assistance and loans brought into Vermont by Vermonters study-
ing in-State, we had a total of $45 million in one year.

During your term, Senator, as Governor, Vermont's general fund
was approximately $25 million to $27 million. I know you were a
frugal Governor. I think educational costs during the past 5 years
have been primarily met through easy access to credit; and I
cannot eMphasize that phrase enougheasy access to credit. This
is the most important ingredient of the GSL program.

'I believe Congress made a rommitment to the people of this
country that they would have access to low interest loans when the
Higher Education Act in 1965mas passed, and in subsequent years,
when it was extended through the Middle Income Student Assist-
ance Act. It was only recently that this inteht was severely cur-
tailed.

Perhaps another comparison will be of benefit to you, Mr. Chair-
man, in convincing your Senate colleagues of the importance ofl,the
guaranteed student loan program when they discuss cuts.

When your daughters were at Middlebury College in the middle
of the. sixties, tuition fees and room and board were less than
$2,500. Next year it will be over $10,000. I do not know how those
bills could be paid if parents did not have easy access to' credit.

If I were to emphasize one point today, it would be for Congress
to maintain student financial aid programs, and defeat any propos-
als for further cuts in student financial aid. I think Reagan-eco-
nomics and student fmancial aid is beginning to work. If weidok at
one comparison, November 1981 is the first full month that we
have administered a loan program under the new proposals. Our
volume of loans is down 57 percent in November 1981 compared to
November 1980. I do not think further cuts in guaranteed student
loan program are warranted. In fact, I am told that for each 1 per.
cent drop in the interest rate, $200 million is saved in loan interest
subsidies; and if our rates continue to drop as they have in the past
weeks, savings may have already occurred.

Before closing my- introductory remarks, I would like to briefly
mention the Federal-State student incentive grant program and
programs for disadvantaged students and the BEOG (Pell grant)
program. State student incentive grants, known as SSIG, is a block
grant to States, and it is currently assisting over 1,000 Vermont
families, and the importance of this program cannot be overempha-

--
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sized as it helps meet the needs of students concept we use in Ver-
, mont and throughout the country.

I think in view of cuts,in student financial aid and the chdnges
in the rgibility, it is even more important for the small Federal
approp iation for programs of disadvantaged students, talent
search programs, and Upward Bound, to be maintained and en-
couraged.

The BEOG (Pell grant) program is an essential part to financial
aid in this State. Thii year Vermont Student Assistance Corp. re-
ceived a 17-percent increase in its fundifiDrom the State of Ver-
mont, and we were able to increase our aid only slightly for stu-
dents but overall aid was decreased because of the decreases in the
Pell grant program.

Obviously, time does not permit you to hear all the individual
students and parents that I am sure would like to testify before
this committee. Since you are having hearings today, I wondered if
it would be appropriate and helpful if these people wrote to you
sand your committee members, as well as to members of the 'admin-
istration.

Senator STAFFORD. We would be glad to hear from them, and we
would be particularly glad to Jtave the administration hear from
them.

Mr. IVERSON. I think it is not often that a Senator has the oppor-
tunity to ponduct a hearing in Vermont. Many times we are able to
thank you in letters for the work you have done on behakX/Ver-
mont students. I would like to take this opportunity to tell you how
much we appreciate your efforts, but even more; how appreciative
Nte are of the results you have obtained. I sat in the halls during
tRe conference committees and without you in that committee
room I do not think that the people of the State of Vermont or the
United States, would have access tethe guaranteed student loan
program as we have it today.

Thank you.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Ron, for the statement

and the kind words. We are very happy now to hear from Mr.
Hilton Wick, who is the head of Chittenden Trust Co., but also,
Hilton, I think you are the president of Middlebury College Corp.,
am I right on that?

Mr. WICK. Senator, I aM chairman of the board. I am not presi-
dent.

Senator STAFFORD. J wanted to, make sure Middlebury got some
representation.

Mr. WICK. I think I may be of the corporation, but certainly not
of the college. I would never want to be a college president. One of
the most difficult jobs I can think of.

We are pleased to have you here today, Senator, and pleased to
have this opportunity to talk with you about this very important s.

m atter. ,

-My remarks may be a little bit more optimistic than some of the
foregoing speakers. Let me just sa5r that part of the real problem
we have in education today, the cost of education, and also in gen-
eral, has beenlhe high rate of inflation that we have experienced
starting in 1967, and which continues today, although I ati optimis-
tic in that the moves.made by the piesent administration have
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started to get inflation somewhat under control, and inflation this
year will be somewhere in the rate of 9 to 91/2 percent as compred
with more than 11 percent in 1980, and I am optimistic to think
that the rate of inflation in 1982 may be as low as an average of 6
to 7 percent. If that should be the case, the costs of universities and
colleges in Vermont, and elsewhere, may not be as high`as the' in-
creased tuition and room and meals projected.

I realize that college presidents and treasurers and financial offi-
cars have to be conservative in the budgets they rhake, and they
are in the process right now of setting the charges for the.school
year 1982-83, and I regret to confirm, as has alzeady been indicat-
ed, Middlebury College is talking in terms of a ttital fee, a compre-
hensive fee, of a minimum of $10,500 anti a maiimum of 01,000
per year starting with the 1982-83 school year. And the charge'this
year is $9,300. That increase is a minimum of 12.9, percent, and
more than 13 percent otherwise. I am-still hopeful that when the
fee is set in January it will not be quite` that high,, but it may be.

It is .interesting to sit here and listen to all of us make these re-
marks as I think most of us believe strongly That the Federal
budget should be balanced as soon as possible, but at the same time
it depends on whose ox is being gored. None of us- want reductions
in the guaranteed student loan program or the other Federal pro-
grams, because we\ sincerely believe that we need those moneys to
provide the education for young people that we have been.able
provide in recent years.

In my judgment, access to postsecondary education is not just the
responsibility of the Federal Government, but it.is also the respon-
sibility qf the State governments, and Vermont has assumed its,re-
sponsibility in that regard in a real way in connection with its ap-
propriations of moneys, and also the money it makes available to
VSAC. One of the real parts of the VSAC program, as yOu know, is
the guaranteed student loan program, and I have had the opportu-
nity to be a director of that corporation, and have seen it work Suc-
cessfully.

We speak of the unmet needs of the public college students and
the private college students, and actually, the unmet need which I
define as the amount of money the student must borrow in order to
pay his total college expenses is significantly higher among private
college students than public college students.

,And as indicated, we do not want that unmet seed to increase> .4and could increase as costs go up, and as the program may be cut
on a Federal level. There have been some cuts so far, but in my
judgment, the cuts so far, insofar as the guaranteed student loan
programs are concerned, have not caused significant detriment to
young people here' in Vermont. What amount of money young
people should be permitted to borrow per year-to. go to college, I I

have debated with myself and with some of my colleagues. That
now as you know, is $2,500 per year. Whether they should be per-
mitted to borrow more or not, I am not certain. Probably, in view :
of the increased costs, the ceiling should be increased to some
degree, but how much a young person leaving college or graduate
school should owe and be able to pay back within a reasonable
period -,of time, is very diffibult to say, particularly if he or she
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should mariy another young persol who owes about the same
amount of debt.

The experience in Vermont among thsi banks has been good. In
the early 19'70's, it was.difficult to get all banks to participate in

- the program because of tttie cost oftadmini.stration and the percep-
tion that young people could not pay back these loans, but today,
substantially all of the banks do participate, and money A availa-
ble, and the experience of Vermonters in repayha these loans has
been excellent. Contrary to anything you, may sA4on the national
level, on television or in the news media, otherwise, our experience
here in Vermont has been excellent. At least 98V2 percent pay
back. A few do not pay back becauge of bankruptcies. A few dozen,
because of death and VSAC, is pursuing a number of other persons
right now, and is collecting after having taken over defaults from
the bank.

In connection with the guaranteed stuçlent loan proeram, it is es-
sential that the supplement continue fro1in the Federal Government
to some reasonable amount. As you kjiow, the basic loan rate is
either 7 or 9 percent, depending on wh n the loan is taken out,,
the cost of money' to Vermont banks An the last several yoa yas
been substantially in excess of 7 or pcent, so that the s pple-tt that is paid has permitted the to continue to make st

loans, an& will permit them o tinue making ten in t e
future. That is one.area that we hq e is not cut, as_if it is omit ed
by any chance, then the banks w be out of the program m-
pletely, as we could nOt stay 1n bi7iess long lending at 7 or per-
cent when the cost of money wot,L probably exceed 12, 13, , per-
cent.

It has been a good program fo the banks, it has been a ood pr
gram for the young people, it been a good program f the co
leges and universities inVeipbnt, as well as elsewher.. It is o e
Federal Government progr that has worked well but let ne
point out asiolearly as I ca1ii7at the banks are the nes that ro-
vide the money, not the Ffidea1 iGovernment, not t State go ern-
ment. VSAC does guar the loans, And it i turn, is pgran-
teed by the Federal Go ern ent, but it is the b ks that have pro-
vided these funds; a d it h s-been done by th anks becauSe they

/believe
in giving 6ng p ople the opportuity for posts cond ry

educations, and so' they' an do it on a sis that is prçffitabl to
them.providin /hey do1/ ot get involve too much in 4étaile. pa-

.

perwork, an5Y most of s have1 suéeded in avoid>hg a eat,
amount of etail. /

We hope fhat the n' eds tewifl not require thay an add* ional
great amount of papfwork, hut we haVe no object.= to it long
as the decisions fis lô need Can be made prima ly at a ocal or.
State basis based on guidelines of the Federal G ernment.

I have talked enOUgh, Bob. I will be pleased,tb try to an wer any
other questions if you or the others have the

[The following material was submitted fojYthe recordl
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Institution

Middlebury

Norwich

Trinity

Champlain

UVM

VSC

1.

\
STUDENT CHARGES \

(Tuition, Feet, Room & Board)

\

FY 81 FY 82

\

FY 83*

I

7,850 9,300 10,400

6,850 7,,650 8,550

5,150 , 5,850 , 6,550

4,850 .5,550 6,200

4,050 4,600 5,150

3,350 3,850 4,300

*12% increase assumed

1

A

,

4

4.,

{V ..

\
Two Year Changes

$

2,550

1,700

1,400

1,350

l,100

950
,

32

25

27
. .

28

27

28

\

38
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Institution

Bennington College

Middlebury College

Goddard College

Marlbdro College

School for Int. Training
,

Green Mountain College.

Norw ch University

Vernt College

St 'Michael's College

Trinity College

Champlain College

Vt. Coll. of Cosmetology

Southern Vermont Collegg

Burlington College

Woodbury Associates

College of St. Jos h

O'Brien's Sch. opCosmet

University of ermont

Vermont Sta Colleges

CSC, JS LSC

VTC

Nursi Schools (Ayg.)

34

REMAINING NEEDS OF STUDENTS

1981-82 School Year

Remaining
3

Charges1 Level of Aid
2

Need

10,550 3,160 7,400

9,300 3,150 6,150

9,000 3,150 5,850

8,500 3,150 5,350

7,700 3,150 4,550

7,600 3,150 4,450

7,650 3,150 4,500

6,900 3,150 3,750

6,850 3,150 3,700

5,850 2,700 3,150

5,550 2,550 3,000

4,900 2,200 2,700

5,500 2,500 3,000

5,700 2,600 3,100

5,400 2,450 2,950

5,400 2,450 2,950

4,600 2,050 2,550

4,600/ 2:050 2,550

3,850 1,700 2,150 ii

'4,100 1,950 . 2,150/

/ 4,000 1,850 2,15d

argts include tuition, fees, room and board (books, travel and personal charges
not included.)

1

Level f Aid includes P ent contribution, BEOG, VSAC Incentive rant, and luition

Diffe ntial.

3
Rtma ning Need is the amount the students must still riise ter VSAC Grant aid,

BE0 , parents' contributioq, agd tuition differential (if PP cable) in qrder to

meet their col ege eyenses.

/

3 9
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Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Hilton. Let me start
by, asking this question. You mentioned lowered inflationary rates .
might lower costs of education in the future, something I implied
when I mentioned inflationary rates in my earlier remarks. If in-
terest rates also come down as they seem to be at the present time,
%mould that not also lower some of the costs to the Federal Govern-
ment of the GSL Orogram?

Mr. Wicx. Yes, it ought to reduce those costa significantly, and
my judgment is interest rates will go down fwther and will :stay
down relatively Speaking during all of 1982, 115tit they will not go
down to single digit rates probably,'but, maybe 12, 13, 14 percent as
bompared to 18, 19; 21 percent this year.'

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very mach. As I mentioned to the
college presidents, the Congress is likely to be asked to Make fur-
ther changes in the GSL program in order to restrict the growth in
the Federal cost of this program which is estimated to cost $2.6 bil-
lion in the next year. While I realize that a major portion of this
cost is due to the precipitous growth in interest rates over -,the past
3 years, some changes again may be forced upon us during the 1983
budget process. If modifications are necessary to cut costs, would
either of you have any proposals as to how we might, achieve them?

Mr. IVERSON. Senator, in that respect I think I will reiterate
what the first panel said, .changes that were in round 1 budget cuts
are just starting. Interest rates are dropping, we have seen a 57-
percent decrease in borrowing during November, and I think you
have to give the first round of cuts an opportunity to take effect.
Further cuts' in the program will be detrimental where students,
will not be able to attend college Aithout the guaranteed loans, so
at this pOint, Senator, there cannot Spe further cuts in the guaran-
teed loan prograM, and as Mr. Wick pointed out, probably the beat
buy in Washington right noW is a guarante9d student loan pro-
gram, because all capital for 'that program, except interest subsi-
dies, is off budget. It ig coming from our private lenders, in each
State.

Senatar STAFFORD. Do you have anything to add to that, Hilton?
Mr. Wick:, Not really except to reiterate what you have said,

except with interest 'rates coming down, there is a built-in reduc-
tion. in expense ,to the Federal Government, with regard to the in-
terest supplement, an& that should be a major favorable factor in
reducing th.e total costs Of the guaranteed student loan program.

Seiiator STAFFORD, Let me ask a question in this way. If the pay-
ment 0- interest by the Federal Government on the students'
behalf, the so-called in school interest subsidy should be discontin-
ued, would Vermont banks continue to make guaranteed student
loana? 0"Mr. Wm. Based on.our, present-cost of Money todaYthe answer
would be no. Now, if we, got the cost of money down to 3 or 4 per-
cent, the answer would be yes. I guarantee, that the audience
thinks that that will probably not happen.

Sdnator STAFFORD. Anotber option proposed by some of the 8fate
loan agencies is the possibility of a student loan discount for those
students who would opt to repay immediately upon graduatidn.

Would you give us the benefit of Your views on this option should
it be aVailable?

'4 o
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Mr. IVERSON. I think this is the proposal put forth by Ken
Reehex, of Pennsylvania. I think there is an intriguing marketing
concept to save money and it has potential, Senator. Early repay- ,
ment would save both the borrower and the Federal Government
interest. ram not totally familiar with the details. I have discussed
it with people and I would definitely pursuait. ,

Another area where you may want to consider cost savings is in
extending the repayment consolidation proVision in the higher edu:
cation amendment to the State guarantee agencies that opera
their iiskrn secondary money market, That certainly would curb d
faults-And one reason the State of Vermont has a default rate
'lower than the rest of the-couhtry is because we are doing our serv-
icing and it is not being done by an outside fir)nand if we could
consolidate loans and service over a 25 to 20 year paymeht, I 'think
you would see that repayment rate continue.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you.
Currently students with adjusted gross family incomes above

$30,000-are subject to a needs test for QSL: Do you think.needs
analyais for all prospective borrowers is a viable option for reduc-
ing costs in the GSL program?.

Mr. Wm i.I do not personally, as a practical matter, wth
coet ot education the size that it is today. Almost any young person

J who comes from' a family, total family income of $30,000 or less,
automatically passes the needs test, and to subject that student to-
a needs test would just be superfluous. In fact, it might be wise to
increase the dollar to maybes$40,000 or $45,000 above which there .
would be a needs test as costs of education, they are so high, that
parents who may edrn $30,000 to $40,000 do not have much money
left over to provide for the payment'of college expenses.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much.
What would your positionthis is directed to both of you-----bUt

on raising the loan organization fee which js charged to stddents
now at 5 percent of the loan principal, would you recommend an
increase or leave it where it is or any other position?

Mr. IyasoN. Mr. Chairman, I think the loan; organization fee
was added liy Congress because of the extraordinarily high intiorest
rates and, as those rates come down, we should take every step pos-
sible to reduce the cost to students. yre are raising tuition on one
end and taking away their loan proceeds on the other. So I do not
see the need te continue the 5 percent fee.'

Senator STAFFORD, What is the rate currently charged students
as an insurance premium on-their GSL and what is the purpose of
this premium, and do you consider the combination of the premium
and the organization fee to be an unreasonable burden for students
to bear?

Mr. IVERSON. The Vermont administrative and insurance com-
bined is 1 percent of the loan proceeds. This fee is used to service
the program to service lenders to do enrollment confirmations, to
service loans during repayment, eventually to retaining a high xe-
payment rate. It does not, I will emphasize, it does not cover the
entire cost of this program. I am in favor of the 1 percent fee be-
cause it is a user fee.

Senator STAFFORD. Has the Chittenden Bank or the VSAC pro-
moted the higher rate auxiliary loan formerly called the parent
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loati program? Do you 'intend to an so and, if you do, what could
you expect to be the popularity of such a prograin in the State such
as Vermont, where college costs are 'especially high nd may not be
able to be covered by the QSL program? .

Mr. WICK. We have not promoted it, we do not inte d to.'I do not
thillik it will be very popular. Frankly, my memory t e rate was 9
percent, was it not,,aild then moved to 14, and our c -t of moneyexceeds that.

Mr. IVERSON. It does have the sPecial allowance pro sión now.And prior to the changes made by you, Senator, and t e commit-
tee, that program was dead. We are just now printing a. lications
and we will be, having meetings Fith lenders around the te.

Mr. Wick is absolutely correct, 14 percent loan with n special
allowance would not have been made. With the special allo ance, I
think' this could be a viable program. One recommendation wouldmake, if there .are changes in the statutes, is to maybe cha e the
1-year requirement of Treasury bill rates dropping before. the inter-
est rate candrop on parent loans from 14 percent to 12. It m y be
more advantageous to provide, a quarterly peOod and lower therate sooner. t.

Senator STAFFORD. For the committee, espeCially the members
who are not here today but will read Your testimony, we are verygrateful to you for your help on these important matters. And I
want to pay special attention to the fact that your testimony indi-
cates in Ver'mont that-98.5 percent of the borrowing students repay
their loans. I think that is outstanding compared to the*7 percent
default rate on a national basis. So Vermonters are still frugal and
still believe in paying the debts that they owe.

Mr. IVERSON. For the record, Senator, I will give you a bredc-
down of our total loans; 98.5 percent of the students are meeting
their repayment obligations. Bankruptcies and write-offs account
for one-tenth of 1 percent of the total student loan portfolio. Death
and disability, two-fenths of 1 percent, and loans still being pur-sued by Vermont Student Assistance Corporation, 1.2 percent, and
I think that figure will drop subitantially because of the IRS skip
tracing Inade available to us through Your efforts.

Senator STAFFORD. I think'the record ought to show also that na-tionally the situation has been improving.in recent years becausenot long ago it was as high as a 13-percent default' rate across the
Nation, and I think even a 15 percent rate, so that has been cut in
half naticinally through the years.
,1-;lres, I thank you very .much. And .I think this would be a good,tiine for the Chair to declare a 5-minute recess before we go on
with the next panelists.:...

[Short recess.]
Senator STAFFORD. We will ask the subcommittee to 'please come

to order, and we are happy, to be able to continue with our hear-. . .ings.
The third panel is, a panel of VerniOne students': Mary Albee of

South Burlington, Vt; Donna Flannery of Rutland, Vt., my home
town; Michael:Hambly of Concord, Vt.; David Stewart of burharn,

We are glad he is over here but of the cold weather ovef
tliererlind Why do 'we not take this panel in the order in which'
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you are' listed on your agenda, which meanp, Mary Albee, we would
invite you to be first.

STATEMENTS OF MARY ALBEE OF SOUTH BURLINGTON, VT.;
DONNA FLANNERY OF RUTLAND, VT.; MICHAEL HAMBLY OF
CONCORD, VT.; AND DAVID STEWART OF DURHAM, N.H.

Ms. -ALBEE. I am very happy to be here with you, Senator Staf-
ford, particularly because the first time I saw you, I saw you strid-
ing alone up East Main Street in Newport, Vt by yourself cam-
paigning. I do not know for what at that time, but it was a long
time ago, and I was rooting for you all the way.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you. I have run for so many times in
Vermont, it could have been almost anything. .

Ms. ALBEE. This is a momentous kind of day for me.
This is December 1981. Thirty-kx years ago, I started to go to col-

lege. That is why it is quite momentous. Caught up as I was during
wartime, I dropped out of school, got married, and had five kids,
one right after the other, and I was very busy for quite some time.
Two years ago, I was stuck in a job that was boring to me, not chal-
lenging in any way. My five children, three were away from home,
married, and on their own. The two that were left had started col-
lege, and I would soon have been left in that nowhere job, going
nowhere by myself.

The oldest of the two children remaining in school began to tell
me about his classes at Burlington College. M I listened to this
young man inspiring his mother, I began to remember the stirrings
of rny old dreams. I had always wanted to finish eollege. The big-
gest stumbling ;block might have been finances, and had I not been
willing and able to get a combination of work study grants and
loans in order to get through the last seven semesters, I would not
have completed. As it was, I had to borrow $9,000 in order to get
through college since there were times when I needed to help my
youngest daughter and my son as well as myself. In addition, I
have had to work the last full year as a mental health couneelor in
order to finish.

I cannot imagine further cuts in financial programs. Had the
cuts come sooner, I would not have been able to finish nor, would
my son. In my opinion, furtherctits would be irresponsible, and I
want to speak tol those of us who are slightly older, men and
women more and More of whom wish to come back to school, and
to those younger people who want to come back to school, but with-
out financial backing would have been sorely out of luck.

Withqg the education that I was able to get, I would not have
been able to have gotten my counseling job, a job that allows me to
help others to want to learn, to want to grow. Will these people
have that opportunity if cuts further ae made? I consider myself
truly fortunate. I consider myself bless d that after 36 years I will
get a degree on the 21st of Pecembe . I am overwhelmed by this
knowledge.

The college that I attended is at entive to each student's needs
and, as a result, each of us unders ood financial forms. There were
no mysteries. There continue to 1::e mysteries that I would like to
explore. I truly would like to go on to get, who knows, maybe a doc-
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torate. It is very thrilling to me to be here and to be representing
students. I am a parent of students.

I thank youvery much for this opportunity, Senator Stafford.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, and congratulations on

'getting 'a degree. I think that is a remarkable accomplishment. I
hope you go on and do get a doctorate.

The next witness will be Donna Flannery from Rutland.
Ms. FLANNERY. My name is Donna Flannery. I am a senior, an

economics major. I am from Rutland. ..

I really appreciate the opportunity to be here to explain to you
how much the financial program has meant to me.

Senator STAFFORD. Donna, could you get the mike up a little
4' closer there?

Ms. FLANNERY. My main reason for wanting to speak tS you
today is ideologocal. I am graduating in May, and to be really self-
ish about it, any future cuts will not affect me. I have made it
through, but am very deeply concerned about what effect future,
cuts in this program will have on other Vermonters.

I consider myself an average, middle-class Vermonter. I come
from a family with five children. 'Iwo of us are in college. It is
simply not possible for my parents to help us pay for our educa-
.fion. I have been dependent on my savings and the financial aid
program. Although it sounds very melodramatic, the truth is that I
would not be here without the financial aid I have receiyed. This
year alone, 40 percent of my expefAs are covered by Federal
grants and 20 percent by a State grant. The aid I receive is from
many sources: Federal grants, including BEOG, SEOG; my State
aid includes VSAC and a student.guaranteed loan. All 4 years, I.
ha'h held a work study job although I could have accepted a na-
tional direct student loan. Combining this financial aid with my
savings, I am able 'to graduate with only a $1,000 debt, which re-
lieves me of considerable worry When I graduate -

I cannot overstate how stronglY I feel aboift the necessity of ,a
strong financial aid program. I believe that a college education
must not become a privilege available only to the rich. But it seems
with costs rising as rapidly as they arenext year UVM tuition
will go up at least 14 percentand with budget cuts looming over-
head, that possibility of a college education is becoming available
only to the rich and not tO the raiddle-class student like me, be-
comes yery frightening.

The present financial aid program has enabled me to be here
today, but I sometimes wonder if my younger sisters will each have
this opportunity. The continuance of this program is absolutely
vital if a college education is to remain available, as I feel it should
be, for any student with the desire and ability to better himself in
society.

Thank you.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Donna.
The next will be Michael Hambly.
Mr. HAMBLY. Yes, Senator. I would also like to thank you for

providing us with this opportunity,
I am a native Vermonter. I attended a large private university

or a year before transfe ring to UVM. I am a senior majoring in
political science and hp'biIly will attend law school next year.
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Most States enable their residents to attend an inexpensive State
university. As the previous speakers today have mentioned, such is
not the case in Vermont.

Because of the incredibly shrinking share of the UVM budget
that is funded by the State, UVM has consistently ranked as one of
the most expensive universities for both in- and out-of-State stu-
dents.

I come from a, large middle-class family which is not wealthy
enough to pay for college totally out of pocket, but neither have I
really qualified for anything but small amounts of Government for-
mula grants such as the Pell grant, and that is where the diversity
of student aid programs has come in and helped me. My freshman
year, I did not qualify for BEOG. During my sophomore year, I sud-
denly got a more substantial one due to the Middle Income Assist-
ance Act. In my junior year, I have gotten negligible funding from
BEOG. Again this, was parallelled by a sharp decline in my VSAC
opportunity grant, but these fluctuations and assistance were offset
by NDSL loan programs which are financed by the Federal Gov-
ernment but administered on a case-by-case basis at the university
level. I have also participated in the guaranteed student loan pro-
gram which has been the single largest component of my aid in the
last 2 years. I think it is reasonable to expect that if I should go to
law school 3 years, these 3 years will considerably add to my
amount of such loans. I favor loans over other types of aid, howev-
er, because they keep the responsibility for financing one's .educa-
tion with the student, such as myself, but in a realistic manner.

Many of my friends rely on the loan, and they haNe told me that
if the cuts go through that are proposed, ,they are going to have a
hell of a time making ends meet next year. Many.seniors I know
have said they are glad this is their last year for just such reasons.

I am appreciative to the university and the Government for en-
abling me to get a High quality education. I hope that similarly sit-
uated students get similar assistance in the future, but I feel the
Reagan administration's budget cuts in education aid will obviously
limit the prospects of would-be students who come from middle-
class families, and with the disrhantling of the Middle Income As-
sistance Act and similar actions which I believe are very short-
sighted, in their desperate desire to balance the budget in the near
future, the education program slashers are failing to take into ac-
count the long- nge effects involved. They are in short screwing
up their prioritizing as Alexander Haig would say. Financial aid to
education is a vey wise investment for the Federal Government,
and I do not mea just in terms of loan repayment.

To be able compet0 economically with other technologically
advanced natio s requires a highly trained work force with, as
much education a4possib1e. The same can be said for another one
of Reagan's chief concerns, maintaining our defense capability. It is
both econoinically and militarily dangerous for the United States
to cut back on its education of its citizens at this time.

Second, study after study has shown that a college education sig-
nificantly increases a person's lifelong earnings, earnings which
the Federal Gdvernment should be reniinded of are taxable. The
odds of a college graduate going on social welfare or, being unem-
ployed for a significant period of time are relatively small. Thus
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not only will more revenue come in and less money go out as more
students are enabled to finish 'college, but in the long run, a larger
percentage of students. graduating from college will actually Jhelp
in the attempt to balance the budget.

Third, and last, a college degree is now necessary thou h, of
course, not sufficient for upward mobility. In our society, though a
degree is no guarantee of success, without one you are totally out
of the picture. The financial aid programs begun in the sixties have
certainly expanded the socioeconomic backgrounds of people receiv-
ing college educations, and any contractions in those programs, I
feel, would be very detrimental to society. We should not limit the
people's access in a country that prides itself on being a Nation of
opportunity. Most of the cutbacks proposed 'Di-, already in effect,
are particularly injurious to the middle class which is the bulk of
the .producers and taxpayers of this country. I do not feel the
future gf their sons and daughters should be sacrificed for the sake
of a quit& economic fix to balance the budget.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Michael, for a very
good statement.

I think if you want to get prioritized in total Washingtonese, you
could say that somebody is mixing up their priorities.

The last witness on the panel that we ere very happy to welcome
here is David Stewart.

Mr. STEWART. My name is David Stewart. I am a senior----
Senator STAFFORD. David, could you,use that mike?
Mr. STEWART. I a,111 a senior at the University of Vermont and, I'

will be graduating in the spring with the B.A. in zoology. I am also
the president of the UVM Student Association.

I came to this institution as a transfer student from the Univer-
sity of NeW Hampshire after completing my freshman year. I ap-
plied to UVM because it offered a strong curriculum in my chosen
field of study and because there are no equivalent alternatives of-
fered in the State of New Hampshire. Since I am a resident of New
Hampshfre, I experienced a drastic jump in' my tuition payment
when I changed schools. UVM does have the highest out-of-State
tuition payment in the country. It hag been difficult for me to stayhere.

'I want to relate a little bit about my financial past because I feel
it is probably characteristic of a fair number of students. Because I
spent 1 year in my home State institution, I was able to pay for my.
first 2 years. Unfortunately, I was not able to earn enough to cover
my tuition for my junior year in the summer following my soph-
more second year. It was that summer that I applied for Federal
financial )iid. By a combination of summer earnings, BEOG, SEOG,
and NDSL, and what help my mother could give me, I paid for my
junior year.

This year I once a gain received financial aid. However, it is not
going to be sufficient to cover the year. Therefore, I am not sure

iiress

where I am going to' find the money for next semester since I have
already applied my guaranteed student loan to this semester. This
is a particularly bad year since my younger sister is also attending
school.

I can say unequivocally that I vrould not be able to attend the
university next year if I were a junior. It would be necessary for
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me to take a year off to earn enough to come back. I can also say
that my sister, who is a fieshman this year, will not have the op-
portunity I have had. I doubt that sly could attend an out-of-state
institution even with a large amount bf financial aid.

By virtue of my presidency in the student association, I have had
extensive discussions with student faculty and administrators over
the effect of Reaganomics on higher education. Everyone is scared,
scared that higher education is becoming accessible only to the
rich. It seems education has been deeme y a burderrby the Federal
Government, one that it no longer wi es to shoulder sand has
dumped onto the States. Regrettably, the State is making no at-
tempts to say it feels any differently.- State aid to the university in
constant dollars has dropped consistently with few signs of any
trend reversal. Those who appreciate.the value of a college educa-
tion know what the State legislature and the Federal Government
consistently fail to acknowledge, that Vermont and.fthe Nation
cannot afford to have access to its institutions of .higher learning
become any more expensive for the students than it already is.

Currently Vermont students are mobilized in contacting their
State Legislature. They hope to have some influence. After all
they are the ones who are ultimately shouldering the burden.

For the students at UVM and for those across the State, I wish
to thank you, Senator Stafford, for your efforts in Washington. I
urge you to continue the outstanding representation you have
given us to date. Thank you.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you. Thank you very much, David.
Let me, for the committee, ask a few questions of you, and you

may all respond or one respond or all of you, or do it in any way
.you Wish. To some degree you may have answered this one, but let
me put it this way. This is a hypothetical question.

But what would you have done, in each case if you had been
unable to receive stUdent assistance? Would your parents have
been able tO provide enough support to enable you to attend college

is. or would you, have had to postpone your college education or, in
fact, attend a different institution or abandon the college education
altogether?

Ms. ALBEE. I would like to say something about that. I do not
think I could have postponed it much longer. To be very serious, I
could not have gone to school, and it was really important to me to
do that. And the other statement still stands. s

Senator STAFFORD. Mary, the Chair does not dare ask your age.
Donna, what would the effect have.been on you?
MS.-FLANNERY. I agree with Mary, I would not be here. The

maximum guaranteed student loan is $2,500, and the cost per year
of attending UVM is $5,400. It would be impossible.

Senator STAFFORD. So you could not have attended this institu-
tion without student aid programs?

MS. FLANNERY. No.
Senator STAFFORD. Would that have meant you would have asked

for ariother and possibly less expenshtkschool, or would you have
had to gi;ie up a college education?

Ms. FLANNERY. I do not think that I would have gone to a less
expensive school. I would have either tried to work for a year or
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two and then attempt to go to college after saving money, or to
have given up.

Senator STAFFORD. Then the impact of the lack of the Federal
programs would have been, if you got a college education, it would
have occurred over a period of several years?

'MS-FLANNERY. Right.
Senator STAFFORD. While you earned your way along?
MS. FLANNERY. Right.
Senator STAFFORD. How did you, Michael?
Mr. HAMBLY. It is the same with me. I would have had to work

for several years after leaving high school, and doing that, there is
always the problem you might get diirerted so I am glad I did not
have to.

Senator STA/''FORD. David, you have answered that one.
Mr. STEWART. I certainly would not be able to attend the Univer-

sity of Vermont. It has been a luxury to be here. The State of New
Hampshire is not very much better off than Vermont, I would have
had to have worked.

Senator STAFFORD. All right. For the recipients of a guaranteed
student loan, when you took out your loan, did you ask or were you
notified of the terms of repayment? In other words, did the bank
you receive& it from tell you what your total indebtedness would
be, the length of the repayment, and the monthly amount you
would have to pay?

Ms. ALBEE. My bank certainly did. I was well notified with my
student loan and I really appreciated that.

Senator STAFFORD. Is there any difference of opinion on that?
[No response.]
Senator STAFFORD. I see no one volunteers any contrary opinion.
Mr. STEWART. I am still accruing debt type. -

Senator STAFFORD. Are you being properly advised of what your
indebtedness is and what is expected of you in terms of repayment?

Mr. STEWAXT. Yes.
Senator STAFFORD. SO that the banks are being fair in their rela-

tions with students on the guaranteed student loan program. All
right.

Well, I cannot tell you how much the committee appreciates your
help this morning. We particularly need the reactions of students
who are using the program to help us in our deliberations for the
rest Of this year and next year. So, for the committee, my gratitude
to all four of you. Thank you very much.

Ms. ALBEE. Thank you.
Senator STAFFORD. The next panel are Vermont parents and fi-

nancial aid administrators, Edward Franzeim, who is the director
of financial aid at Norwich University and Vermont College; Ken-
neth Moulton, director of financial aid, Castleton State College;
Bernie Sinyle of South Burlington, Vt.; and Roch Thibodeau ofBur-
lington.

One of the members of the Governors' Conference when I was a
Governor of Vermont was a gentleman named Robert Smyle from
out West who pronounced his name differently than you do now.

We welcome you here and again we would suggest that we go in
the order in which we have you listed 9n the witness panel. And so,
Mr. Franzeim, would you care CO lead off?
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STATEMENTS OF EDWARD F. FRANZEIM, JR.., DIRECTOR OF FI-
NANCIAL AID AT NORWICH UNIVpRSITY AND VERMONT COL-
LEGE; KENNETH MOULTON, DIRECTOR OF FINANCIAL AID,
CASTLUON STATE COLLEGE; BERNHARDT A. SMYLE OF
SOUTH'EtURLINGTON; AND ROCHFORD THIBODEAU OF BUR-
LINGTON, VT.

Mr. FRANZEIM. Senator, if I am not mistaken, I believe it was re-
quested that the two parents requested to go first. So if that is OK
with you--

Senator STAFFORD. We will be glad to have the witnesses appear
in any order you wish among yourselves.

Mr. THIBODEAD. Thank you. It was not requested but, allowing
for my increasing anxiety, I aiSpreciate the opportunity.

Good morning, Senator. My name is Rochford Thibodeaii: My
wife Carmen and I are lifelong residents of Burlington. Our three
children are presently enrolled in areas schools. My son, Roch, is a
part-time matriculatinettudent at Champlain College. My daugh-
ter, Denise, is a freshman at the University of Vermont and resides
on the campus. The-youngest daughter, Colette, is a freshman at
Rice Memorial High.

I am most appreciative of the opportunity to give testimony this
morning and a special thank you to Joe Hier of Rice Memorial for
asking me.

Please allow that, as a layman, the buzz words, abbreviations
and program titles that are the vocabulary Of many here this
morning are alien to me, and my interpretation f these many
titled programs is vague at best, and I can only relate to the pro-
grams in general thrms.

Last March when Carmen and I sat down with Our children to
discus§ college, it became apparent that financial aid would be an
integral part of their fin anciakrequirements. After many confusing
discussions with other parents, I went to VS?& and asked the ques-
tions necessary to develop an understanding of the options open to
the Thibodeau family. After many hours of filling our forms, I sat
back and hoped that in the complex systems of determining finan-
cial aid there would be help for us.

Our daughter, Denise, enrolled at UVM and the program of fi-
nancial assistance to her that developed was a pleasant surprise.
Denise is presently receiving university money, State grants and a
State insured loan. Also available to her in the UVM formula was
work study money. However, we declined allowing that Denise has
a part-time job at Sears, and tbe overriding advantage here is guar-
anteed increase in work hours, dutg. vacations and summertime.

My son, Roch, is not receiving a mancial aid and is Vaying his
own tuition from his own income.

The tuition at Rice High for our youngest daughter is approxi-
mately $1,000 per year.

So the financial picture for the 1981-82 school year is set, but
what is in the future fbr the many working families in America
that want to help their children in the continuing,education proc-
ess? Bearing in mind that in the Thibodeau family that working
parents and two children are participating in their own financial
needs already. I shudder to think that the programs presently in
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force could be curtailed or that increased interest rates on student
and parent loans would force these young people to seek other' and
certainly less appealing ways to further their education.

As for my family, I feel that we are presently using our financial
resources to the best of our ability, and believe me, in these days -Of
high cost, there are virtually no options open to us to absorb the
finan6al -costs that we would have to assume if financial aid is cur-
tailed.

Being specific in terms of our daughter Denise, the most obvious"
change would be to bring her home from the campus. The results
of this action would create some imposition on all of us in terms of
transportation and work study environment. The Campus participa-
tion by a student is a very integral part of the learning process.
The social environment, the study habit discipline, and the releas-
ing of dependence on parents are the complement to developing the
complete college student.

During the past year of searching for monelys for education, I
became aware of some grant programs available to students from
trust funds, national organizations and fraternal organizations.
These moneys are modest at best and very cofnpetitive in terms of
becoming a recipient. At one point I thought, "My God, if a person
were clever enough, they could realize a considerable profit from
these programs when complementing them with,the financial aid
packages available." However, such thoughts were quickly put to
rest when I became more familiar with the equitable formulas used
by UVM and VSAC: for reviewing financial d osu es and award-
ing of money. I feel very strongly that there ot ough grant or
trust money available to offset the continuing ..eed for the pro-
grams that are presently in existence.

Thank you.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Mr. thibodeau.
We will now let fthoever wishes to go next.
Mr. SMYLE. I appreciate the fact that this subcommittee, Senator,

is holding this hearing here in Burlington, and appreciate the op-
portunity to express some of my concerns about the impending cuts
in the Federal aid programs. These will be affecting both prospec-
tive college students and those already enrolled and receiving aid
funds in one form or another.

I offer these remarks as a teacher in the Burlington system over
the past 20 Years, and as a parent of three children, two of whom
are presently college students. The oldest, after 4 years in the,Air
Force, is beginning his senior year at a college in New York.

The youngest is a freshman attending Trinity College in BurlingX
ton. Both have received guaranteed student loans. Our daughte
has a Pell grant, a supplemental grant, and is participating in the
work study program as well.

In fairness to our son and to this subcommittee, I mult add that
he l'eceives his G.I. bill benefits, d small Pell grant, works part-
time as a veterans' counselor, and his bride teaches at a day care
center near their apartment. So both my son and daUghter were
able to secure the funds necessary to enable them to attend college,
funds beyond which my wife and I were able to supply. Under the
present proposals, both the basic grants and the supplemental
grants, as you know, would be substantially reduced.
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Perhaps the most obvious effect resulting from the implementa-
tion of these proposed aid cuts would be the immediate reduction
in college enrollment, including, quite possibly, my daughter since
there is no possibility that she could earn enough working sum-
mers and part-time to offset this loss in aid.

I submit the reducing of numbers of academically talented young
people entering college is a false economy which will yield long-
range problems in terms of employable teenagers. If the cuts are
effected as proposed, the parents of high school studenth, knowing
that available income versus rising living costs would leave little or
nothing for college without substantial aid, these people might very
well insist that their high schools concentrate their efforts on pro-
viding job oriented skill courses in the industrial/vocational areas
with little need for college preparatory courses. The irony of` this,
of course, is that most high school graduates would be placed on
the job market which at present is an 8.4-percent unemployment
rate, some 9 million workers. This is the highest number of unem-
ployed in 41 years, as testified by the Burlington Free Press of yes-
terday. What this figure will be in the next year or 5 years is
anyone's guess.

Even worse than one young inexperienced job seeker who is
forced iitto a situation because income criteria were not met for
college aid eligibility is the very substantial loss to society in ideas,
contributions in a chosen field, and even taxes, as someone else
mentioned, paid on income earned after completing a program of
studies. Implicit in those proposed cuts in aid programs, and pre-
sumably successive cuts, is the emergence of a higher education
system destined to serve only the sons and daughters of our eco-
nomically advantaged. In short, an elitist system. In this, our coun-
try would-be the loser.

Thank you.
Senator STAFFORD, Thank You very much, Mr. Smyle. An excel-

lent statement. And we will hear from whoever wishes to go next.
Mr. FRANZEIM. I am Ted Franzeim, director of office of financial

aid at Norwich University, an independent college of more than
2,500 students.

It is, indeed, a pleasure tO appear before you today to present my
perspectives on the recent and proposed cutbacks in student aid
and, in particular, students enrolled at Norwich University.

Student aid is critically important at Norwich University, as I
am sure it is at most colleges and universities. Currently over 1,850
students are receiving assistance at the university that totals more
than $9 ,million. Of that amount, $5,329,000 is from title IV funds.
It has been estimated that for every dollar expended for student as-
sistance, the impact on the institution's operating budget is multi-
plied by a factor of 1.75. We believe that the total impact of stu-
dent assistance on the university's operating budget is at least
$15,855,000.

It is difficult to adequately assess at this time the impact of the
current cutbacks in student aid because the changes in the guaran-
teed student loan program will not take effect until October 1, and
most of our students applied for their student loans before that
date. The full impact of the changes in the guaranteed student loan
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program, as well as cuts in other student aid programs, will not be
felt until next fall. '

I can offer a perspective, however, o( the impact of the reduc-
tions in the basic grant program tb,et tookjllace early this past
summer As you know, the maximurn basic grant was reduced from
$1,800 to $1,750 last year and further reduced to $1,670 this year.
Senator Schmitt of the Senate Appropriations Committee suggested

, students could easily withstand an $80 reduction in the basic grant
awards. Unfortunately, the actual reduction in many student basic
grant awards for the current year was between $250 and $300 due
to the reduced maximum grant and the administration's changing

4 the formula used for determining a student's eligibility for basic
grant. The loss in basic grant funds going to Norwich University
was 16 percent from the previous year. The basic grant reductions
combined with increases in tuition and fees forced many students
to obtain larger guaranteed loans and, in part, 'explains the dra-
matic increase of student loan volume for the current year. At Nor-
wich, our guaranteed student loan volume is 31-percent above what
it was last yeaK,at this time.

As I mentiotied earlier, the major impact of the 1982 budget cuts
will be felt next fall. I believe many people felt that the reduction
mandated during the budget reconciliation process of last summer
were severe. They required reductions in student assistance of ap-
proximately $3 billion, or 22-percent over what was authorized in
the Education Amendments of 1980.

The Senate version of the 1982 appropriations bill that has been
recommended by the Senate Appropriations Committee goes much
deeper. I believe the impact of the Senate version of the appropri-
ations bill, if enacted as it stands, will be very devastating to Ver-
mont and its institutions of higher education.

The Senate Appropriations Committee bill calls for a reduction
in the supplemental grant program of 21 percent or a loss to
Vermont's educational institutions of at least $275,000. The Senate
version also calls for further reductions in the basic grants, nation-
al direct student loans, and the elimination of the State student in-
centive grant program. The combined reductions in title IV student
assistance programs for the 1982 fistal year could 'total $1.6 billion
over the amount that was available in the 1981.fiScal year and over
$3.6 billion from what was authorized from the .Education Amend-
ments of 1980.

I would also add that the phaseout of the social security student
benefits will further reduce available student assistance by $500
million in each of the next 4 years. The net impact of all reduc-
tions in the Federal student assistance is more than 24 percent
over the aid that was available this year.

Reductions of this magnitude, combined with increases in college
expenses of between 9 and 14 percent, will make it very difficult, if,
not impossible, for many students to either begin or. continue with
their educational plans. Very few, if any, institutions have the ca-
pacity to offset reductions in Federal studen't assistance' with insti-
tutional resources.

There has been much debate in Congress over the cost-of-livind
increases for our social security and federal retirement system. Yet
stuizlents and their families faced with the same inflationary pres-
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sures, are expected to survive uot on smaller, increases, but less,
fewer actual dollars.

I share the view that growth in Federal expenditures must be re-
duced, but I believe and I am sure many would agree that educa-
tion is shouldering a disproportionate share of the reductions irr
Federal spending The most discouraging issue that surfaces out of
the current budget debate is that education is no longer a national
priority. I believe in the revitalization'of America and feel that the
cornerstone of that process is our educational system. I also believe
that the greatest strength of this Nation is its people. If we are
going to increase productivity and compete in the world market,.

, place, we must be willing to make the investment in human capi-
tal The youth of this country is our future. If we are unwilling to
invest in them, what can our future hold?

If the challenge of Sputnik spurred the establishment of the stu-
dent assistance programs in 1958, certainly the challenges facing

-the Nation today would suggest that we increase, riot decrease our
expenditures for student assistance.

It is unfOrtunate that we view student assistance in the short
run. There probably is no other Federal program that offers a
better return in the long run than expenditures for student aid.
The relatively 'small inVestment in student agsistanceapproxi-
rnately 1 percent of our national budgetwill reap dividends for
generations through increased tax receipts.

As I mentioned earlier, growth in Federal spending must be re-
dUced I, and I aril 'sure many' others, have sent you and your staff
recommendations- that I believe could reduce expenditures in stu-
dent aid withotit destroying viable programs alid harming.the' truly. ,

needy.
Evolutionary change is ,healthy. However, the revoluntionary

changes that are being proposed will be de-structive to institutions,
students, and the Nation. The decisions made in Washington this
year will impact scrciety fOr generations to Come.

I would iike ta thank y9u and your Education Committee staff
for all your assistance and -SUPPort _during the, past 9_ months. The
staff has kei5f, us infarmed and solicited our view,; thrOugh the,
budget process; j am most ,4rateful, to you, Mr. Chairmaiifor the
prrturifty to Present my views to gou andthe subcommittee,

enator SiAFFORD. Thalik you, ry much, Mr_.-,Franzeirn, for A .ze
very gOod statement. ,

_ThelInaLwitnesS,will be Mr. KennethMoul,ton.
Mr. Motivroist: Thankyou varyIlaucht S'enator, for this pPportuni-

tety to 'present commentspfor'YOut consideration:
FinancK aid has changed4ramaliCally over the.,last-decade. We

are° all aware, of'the great advances that were Made during that
period. Recent legislatiön, however, has,rescinded many of those
pias: Additional proposals threaten to rnake more changes and
even deeper crits in, atrairable The results of these proposaIt
*rill moat assuredV.cause more People to decide that they will not
continue theii esiticationrbeyofid high school. The impact, white
tioiiride,- will, 'in nr Opinion, he felt more drastically in Vermont,
where tli'aiitiiration level of,our yoling fof higher,education is-al-

'near the lorest In the cbuntry. If funds continue- to decrease,reàd?
even dime qudents rtèl enrolled will.be forced to seriously

L.,
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reevaluate their financial ability to continue their studies. Current-
ly 66 percent of the students enrolled, at Castleton State College are
receiving some type of Federal assistance. I believe Castletoh to be
somewhat similar to other Vermont institutions.

In a period of increasink costs and decreasing funds, financial aid
officers are forced to play a balancing game-between funds and stu-
dents. Some of the questions we try to answer are should we award
all available funds to some or some of the available funds to all?, How much aid is enough. How little of certain types of aid, such as
gift aid, can we give and still enable a student to attend? 14t5W4.ar
should we encourage a student to go in debt? While it is impossible
for us to say with any* certainty what the answer is to any of these
questions, we do try to insure that we help as many people as pos-
sible with the available funds.

There are two significant issues which I' would like to single out
for comment. They are decoupling and block grants. We suppOrt
decoupling. Pell index formula has traditionally been used to
ration funds. The formula does not measure the ability of the
family to pay. The formula has been adjusted to reduce the amount
of a grant a student was eligible io receive. During the 1980-81
academic year, spme 644 students enrolled at Castleton State Col-
lege received over $634,000 from Pell grants. As a result of the
changes in the formula and a reduction in the maximum grant, we
project that only 477 students will receive approximately $525,000
this year. This represents a 25-percent reduction in the number of
eligible students and a loss to those students of $109,000. This
figure is equal to the amount we awarded in initial year supple-
mental educational opportunity grants we awarded this year.

On the other hand, uniform methodology, while certainly ,not
perfect, is the best system yet developed to measure the ability of a
family to pay. To use the same calculations to both ration funds
and determine a family's ability to pay would probably result in
the elimination of any rational methodology for determining ability
to pay and result in a rationing formula for all funds.

I understand that you support decoupling. I urge you to use your
influehce to insure that this issue is settled favorably.

I do not believe financial aid funds should be allocated as block
grants Funds allocated as block grants quickly lose their natiOnal
identity and purpose: It' is much easier to reduce funding to pro-
grams which have no distinct purpose or identity. Diversity in
funding has allowed aid administrators to develop interesting pack-
aging models to satisfy a very wide range of student needs. Distinct
programs allow for national distribution of funds for a specific pur-
pose and insures that funds so allocated will be used for that pur-
pose Without national direction, individual institutional concerns
may cause the funds to be used in a way that may not be in the
best interest of the student.

In my opinion, the current latitude allowed in. the existing funds
is sufficient to satisfy most reasonable institutional concerns.

r would like to applaud you, Senator, for holding a hearing of
this type. It is the first, to my knowledge, that has been, held. I
think it gives us the opportunity to gain a perspective that we nor-
mally do not have. Thank you very much. ,
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Mr. Moulton.

-
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For the committee I will say we are all grateful.for you giving us
your time and assistance here this morning in these hearings, and
I can assure you that the committee will pay attention 42 what has
been said here today.

Let Me ask the parents this question. If your child or children
have been unable to receive Federal student aid, would they have
been able to aftend college? You may have answered that sonle-
what earlier, but I would like a direct answer on that and also
what other routes would have beeo open to you or to them if there r
had been no Federal student financial aid.

Mr. THIBODEAU. In my own structure, there was only one alter-
native open to me Woking at the time last March when we were
considering School. My son was thinking of being a full-time stu-
'clent along with my daughter, Denise, who is a full-time student.
Being people of modest means, moneys were not readily available
allowing that we have been married some 20-odd years, have a
modest mortgage on the home. The only thing I could see to do and
I would, and probably will wind up doing it, is to refinance my own
persodal home, our mortgage, in order to help these children. Not
to,give it to them but to help them continue their education. That,
speaking fot my..wif, is the only other alternative I have and I' do
not really relish the idea.

Senator STAFFORD. I hope you do not have to do it.
Mr. Smyle, would you care to respond to that question?
.Mr. SMYLE I think perhaps what would have happened is a prac-

tical matter. We would have reprioritized our expenses, looked at it
much more carefully, and very likel); our daughter wou)d have had
to have gotten a job, perhaps working for a year, and gotten things
rolling and see how it went over a year's time perhaps.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you.
Based upon the VSAC system, would either of you have consid-

ered taking out a parent loan at 14-percent interest?
Mr THIBODEAU. Yes, I would have only to complement what

rould have'been left on the table so to speak to take care of that,
yes, I would have.

Mr. SMYLE. I think we both would in that case.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much. Yes, we much appreci-

ate it.
Now,' let me ask a few questions of the financial aid administra-

tors. The Financit Aid Comrfiittee has recently pushed for post-
ponement of the so-called single need analysis for the Pell grant
and campus based student aid programs which is scheduled to
begin for the 1982-83 academic year. You may have answered this,
but again would you tell us why this decoupling of programs is nec-
essa ry?

Mr FRANZEIM. I think Ken mentioned that, and surely the Pell
grant formula is strictly a rationing device to distribute basic grant
funds and, therefore, it would be expecting an unrealistic expecta-
tion, I think, from most families and parents. I think mitny stu-
dents who are now eligible for campus based and guaranteed stu-
dent loans, would not be eligible if they used that formula.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you.
Do you.agree with that, .Mr. Moulton?
Mr. MOULTON. Absolutely,"ir.
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Senator STAFFORD. Thank you.
The administration has requested that the $5 Pell grant recipi-

ent allowance to institutions which helps colleges administer the
Pell grant program at the campus level be eliminated. Could you
tell us what your einstitution does with those institutional allow-
ances and what the effect of such elimination on your students and
institutions might be?

Mr. MOULTON. Senator, our institution puts those funds into our
general operating budget It is not a significant amount of money,
and I do not ,helieve it would have an impact. We certainly operat-
ed Torograms for a number of years without that money. I do not

4 like to sound pompous, but, of course, the issue is getting money to
students, and it is not a significant amount to the institution.

Mr. FRANZEIM. Well, we use that to offset our operating expenses
of our Financial Aid Office, and if those were eliminated, they
would have to be picked up by the institution which, unfortunately,
would pass those costs on to our entire student body rather than
those who are recipients of student aid.

Senator STAFFORD. All right.
Related to this last question, the administration has released pre-

liminary findings that the error rate for Pell grant awards may be
as high as 71 percent, resulting in over awards costing the Federal
Government $300 million. If this is a serious problem, what can be
done to prevent this problem, and would the removal of the institu-
tional allowance have a deleterious effect on the ability of the ad-
ministrators at the campus level to verify student financial infor-
mation?

Mr. MOULTON. The last part of your question, I do not believe so,
We currently ask for financial income statements from parents re-
ceiving BEOG, Pell grants. I do not know what else could be done.
We do not find the error-rate to be 71 percent. It is more in the
area of 30 percent at our institutionAdo not know how many mis-
takes we make that fall into an error rate of that type, but it is not
as significant as that.

Senator STAFFORD. The error rate here at 30 percent would mean
overPayment of Pell grants.

Mr. MOULTON. Well, some is overpayment, some is underpay-
ment. It is just an error rate.

Senator STAFFORD. It is an error rate, but not necessarily an
overpayment rate?

Mr. MOULTON. That is correct.
Senator STAFFORD. What portion of the student costs at your in-

stitution,is accorded by Federal student aid? If you could give us a
round figure in each case.

Mr. FRANZEIM. I would say approximatelyNorwich is approxi-
mately 75 percent.

Senator STAFFORD. 75 percent?
Mr. MOULTON. Senator, I do not have an answer.
Senator STAFFORD. Could you give us that figure in writing at

your earl convenience. We would appreciate it if we could have
that.

Mr. FRA ZEIM. Senator, if I could comment on that question on
the error r te We do a significant validation check of our student
body by requesting income tax returns for approximately 60 per-

"ftwols
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cent of our pOpulation, and I would suggest that the error rate is
considerably less than that. Very small as a matter of fact.

Senator STAFFORD. At Norwich?
Mr, FRANZEIM. Yes. And I would suggest if that administration

expense is eliminated, certainly we probably would not be able to
do the verification efforts that we have been able to do in the past.

Senator STAFFORD. Thdhit you very much.
We are inclined somewhat to get in an ivory towerwhat kind of

a tower it is in Washington-and lose touch with the way things
'actually are in the institutions of higher learning and the other
educational programs in this country, so I think this hearing this
morning has been especially valuable to tne and will be to the full
committee and to the Senate.

Betause you are the people who are on the educational firing ,
line, and I would like you to know two of the members of the Sub-
committee on Education, Arts and Humanities staff who do all the
hard work that occasionally makes the Senators look good, and
often keeps us from looking bad. So I would like you to meet Polly
Gault, who is the staff director of the Education, Arts and Human-
ities, and David Morse who is a valuable member of the staff.

And let me close by thanking thi nel particularly for being
with us and sharing their views fth us, and I want to thank the
many here who have come as students or interested people to serve
in the audience and understanding the problems that administra-
tors and students and educators and even Senators have in keeping
up with the very difficult problems of higher education.

Thank you very much, and the committee will stand adjourned.
[Whereupon, the subcommittee adjourned, subject to the call of

the Chair.].

I.
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OVERSIGHT OF IMPACT OF FED AL STU1ENT
AID REDUCTI

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1982

1,...ENATE)
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND MAN tRESOI.NCES,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION ARTS AND H A TIES,
Sto ortn.

The subcommittee met, pursuant o notice, at 10: 5 A. ., in the
Student Union Ballroom, University of Connecticut, Starrs, Conn.,
Senator Lowell Weicker, Jr., presiding pro`tempore.

Present: Senator Weicker.
Staff present: John Doyle, staff director, Subcommittee on elle

Handicalved; Judy Buckalew, legislative assistant, Subcommittee
on the Handi6apped; Carla M. Curtis, congressiOnal fellow, Subcom-
mittee on the Handicapped; and David Morse, legislative assistant.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR WEICKER

Senator WEICKER. The Senate Subcommittee on Education, Arts
and Humanities is conducting today's field hearing in Connecticut
to learn first hand the impact of proposed reductions in the Feder-al student assistance programs on Connecticut students nd
schools These hearings are extremely important in the sense that
the evidence gathered by the subcommittee, will be used in the

"forthcoming battle within the Senate Appropriations Committee on
the President's budget. This is not, therefore, just an exercise in
rhetoric that is going to be transcribed onto paper and then filed
away in an archive. This is the ammUnition which is needed in
order to effectively present the case for higher education in this
country in the Appropriations Committee of the U.S. Senate.

Higher education is a very vital part of the fiber of Connecticut
life More.than 163,000 students are served by Connecticut colleges
and universities. In addition, thousands of Connecticut residents
serve as teachers, administrators, and support personnel in these
institutions. Many more thousands are studying in out-of-State in-
Stitutions.

Nearly a century ago, higher edvation in our Nation was gener-
ally limited to a privileged few, generally those who afford it. The
Federal Government, in an attempt to promote an educated popu-
lation helped establish public land grant institutions. These schools
provided access to higher education for countless American young-
sters who otherwise were unable to afford or even to contemplate
higher education.

(53)
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I think it is worthy to note that all these people that involve
themselves in education in this country, whether by virtue of their
profession on the campuses of this country, or whether by virtue of
their work within the Government of this country, have no reason
to put on any hair shirt as to what education is accomplishing.

As I view the United States around me just within my lifetime
from an educational point of view, it is a totally different nation.

'Millions have the educational opportunity, and are capitalizing on
it as compared to the hundreds that were inyolved when I first
started out as a schoolchild.

So, indeed, I think public education and education as a whole has
been one of the most unqualified successes of the United States of
America, even taken in the context of the entire history of man.

The basic character of Federal aid to higher education has
changed since the early days. Today, most Federal support is in the
form of student aid rather than direct aid to institutions. This is as
it should be, for it gives students the opportunity to select the
schOol that best serves their needs.

Many of the students who attend colleges and universities in the
State of Connecticut receive Federal aid in the form of grants and
student loans. That aid totals almost $281 million in this current
academic year. This financial assistance to students from Pell
grants, supplemental education opportunity grants, college work-
study funds, State student incentive grants, national direct student
loans, and guaranteed student loans represents more than 90 per-
cent of all financial aid received by Connecticut students.

Obviously cuts in Federal student assistance will have a severe
impact on the ability of qualified Connecticut residents to attend
schools of higher eduction. These cuts have been proposed at a time
college costs are increasing faster than the general rate of inflation
and when more and more emphasis is being placed on obtaining a
higher education.

Recent proposals to reduce the Federal funding for these vital
programs alarms me. Iiiaeed, I term these proposals to be both a
disgrace and a repudiation of a commitment that traditionally has
brought about nothing but success. I am concerned about preserv-
ing access to higher education for low and middle income Ameri-
cans.

We cannot and we must not return to the days when only the
wealthy can afford a college education. During the course of
today's hearings I feel confident that the testimony we will receive
will help build a solid record which I can take back to my col-
leagues in Congress. The record will demonstratenot political
theory, opinions or ideOlogy but, rather, the hard facts of financial
aid cuts as they impact specific colleges, universities and students.

On behalf of Chairman Stafford and the entire subcommittee I
extend my thanks to the University of Connecticut and its presi-
dent, John DiBiaggio and to all of today's witnesses for your efforts
in allowing today's hearings to occur.

Before I introduce our first witness, there are two remarks that I
would like to add to the prepared remarks I have given. First, I
find the statement by this administration, that the United States
should be No. 1 in the world in terms of its strength, while at the
same time the administration seeks to cut education by 25 percent

t)
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or more, to be a total contradiction. I want to use every possible
forum to remind the American people that our strength and our
position in the world has been determined in large part by educa-
tion, by our quest for, technology, and by our mastery of it, and
indeed, there is no way we''re ever going to outman the Soviet
Union. That's a biological impossibility.

Whatever we do in terms of the defense of freedom will come
from the minds of men and women and the place where their
minds are improved and brought to the point where they can serve
their nation. This of course, begins in the classrooms across this
land.

Second, I want to' pay a special compliment to Chairman Bob
Stafford. In the 1982 budget process it was the firmness of the
chairman, Bob Stafford, and whatever assistance I. could offer him,
that prevented the massive cuts proposed by the administration,
prevented the block granting of many of the programs both in
eduation, special education, vocational training and preserved
Many of the laws that were on the bOoks to assist all beneficiaries
of the educational process. It was not easy for Bob Stafford to face
up to the new administration and say, in effect, that if compromise
were not reached that he and I would vote for proposals of the
D mocratic side within the committee.

ator Stafford did that, and because he did and because Ijoine ith him, the matter was brought to a general meeting of
the min s between the Democrats, and the Republicans led by Sen-
ator Hatch, Senator Stafford, Senator Baker, myself, and the ad-
ministration.

The point that I want to make is that regardless of whether or
not those of us who labor in the cause of education think we are
right, regardless of whether or not the facts say we are right, itis_
absolutely nesessary for this country now to politically fight for'
what it believes. There is an activism needed at all.levels of our
society to bring to pass in the Congress of the United States the
commitments you have in your homes and schools.

. Again I pay tribute to the chairman and the sense of the courage
he displayed but I also ask that others join in to make certain that
we are not going to have a repetition of Budget proposals which
are worse for 1983 than they were for 1982 when 'it comes to the
field of education.

Our first witness is a dear personal friend.
He is currently serving as the member of the House Committee

on Education and Labor and the Committee on Government Rela-
tions, the Subcommittees on Elementary, Secondary and Vocation-
al Education, Postsecondary Education, Manpower and Housing,
and Intergovernmental Relations.

Larry DeNardis is a former college professor of Albertus Magnus
College where he taught for 16 years in the area of political science
and public administration. He is the former president of the Con-
necticut Independent Colleges Association.

Larry served five terms as a Connecticut State senator, pursued
his interest in education from a position on the education commit-
tee in the State legislature and he plays a major role in the shap-
ing of national education policy, and he played a major role in re-
structuring the student aid programs.

6
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Again, one aside which illustrates the last point that I made in
my ,opening remarks. Larry was debating as to whether or not he
should run for the Congress of the United States. Indeed, he had
just come out of politics and for the first time had a settled life and
a secure salary. I told him at that time I would do anything possi-
ble in terms of both encouraging him and supporting him because I
felt it was absolutely essential to have one knowledgeable in educa-
tion be in the ring in terms of our political process. I am not
ashamed to say that I called up college presidents across this State
saying, if you want to serve your interests then let this man leave
his job to make this run.

I am glad to say that my gfforts were successful. He did run, he
was elected and now he is one of the strongest voices in the House
of Representatives for the cause which brings us all together here
this morning. Larry DeNardis. [Applause.]

STATEMENT OF HON. LAWRENCE J. DeNARDIS, A REPRESENTA-
TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT

Mr. DENARDIS. Senator Weicker, thank you very much, first for
bringing your subcommittee here to Connecticut and also for your
very kind remarks. I truly appreciate having the opportunity to be
here this morning to discuss this issue. I want to say first, however,
that you are mistaken, I think, sir, about pne thing. You have
many, many friends in the Republican Party'and you will find that
to be the case next July in Hartford when the State convention
meets. [Applause.]

You have indicated that I have spent my entire adult life in ,edu-
"Ation, indeed, in)ai,gher education. Therefore, I am not only famil-
iar with the programs that are under scrutiny in thiftearigg but
very aware of the important role that these programs haveAtyed
in providing access to higher education and I firmly believe that
every effort should be made to preserve the Federal commitment so
that each citizen, regardless of economic means, will continue to
have the opportunity to develop his or her natural talent and con-
tribute to our society.

I want to say right at the top that 1981 was an extremely diffi-
cult year in which a number of decisions were made, some of which
were unpopular with the world of higher education, but I haye to
say, quite frankly, some of the decisions were necessary. Im Ohing
to refer to one program at the outset that I had a great deal of in-
volvement with, and that is the guaranteed student loan program.

I believe that the Congress in 1978 erred in removing the income
lid on that program. In making that program available to all A...,
gardless of income from 1978 to 1981, we saw the costs of the GSL
program balloon. The number of loans outstanding*ipled and it
put the administration in the position of having to Elsklor a reim-
position of the lid, the eligibility lid that existed in That program
from its inception in 1965 to 19,78.

In 1978 the lid was, $25,000 adjusted'gross income. Families with
that level of income or less had access to the $2,500 undergraduate
student loan at the subsidized rate, which akthat,point was 7 per-,.
cent The income lid should have been increased i41978 because of
the ravages of inf1ati9n already manifest in our society. It should
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have been raised and perhaps raised again between 1978 and 1981.
But to pe1init'fan4118s with incomes of $100,000, $200,000, $300,000
or more, sons and daughters of some very wealthy people in this
country, including sons and4daughters of some very wealthy people
in this State having access to that money, that precious federally
subsidized money, to use it as a cheap source of income capital,of
investment capital was wrong.

So I want to put myself on record as supporting the reimposition
of the lid for that program. I worked very hard and long hours as..a
member of the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education on the
House side and as a conferee with your colleague, Senator Stafford,

,and others in weiting the details of the nein, program.
4-- We compromised al $30,000 being a figure that would permit un-

questioned access to the progxam. We worked out a formula so that
if.ar.family was over $30,000 adjusted gross income they would go
into a formulal,system whereby_their family income in excess of
$30,000 measured4tgainst expenses, measured against the cost of
attendance of the stUdents in the family who were attending col-

.0 lege and other factors would produce a numter which would make
that family eligible for a guaranteed student loan.

I did a number of calculations with the help of very valuable and
experienced staff members and a computer. We did computer runs
Erd.infipitum and found that a family of four, for example, with an
income of $47,000 or $48,000, having the normal expenses that a
family of four would have, having a son or daughter at a moderate
to high-priced institution of higher learning would still be eligible
-to receive under the 1981 rewrite, a GSL.

In fact, just for the sake of inquiry, I did a run with a family of
$80,000 income with pretty heavy expenses with three children in
college, one at a private institution, two at a public institution and
found that all three students would be eligible for full or partial
guaranteed-student loans under the 1981 rewrite.

My point is that at least with respect to the GSL program I
think we imposed some limitations that were necessary given the
budget stringencies that we face and will continue to face. I make
no apologies for the final product at least in the area of the GSL
last year. But I say,'after all the work that was invested in that on
the House side, the Senate side and finally the long hours that we
spent with it in conference that it is a program that I don't want to
see touched for another few years to come. And then, when we do
touch it I want to see us raise that $30,000 first step up higher.

I do not agree with the recommendations that have been made
- this ,year by the administration which include applying the needs

analysis to students at all income levels because I know the compo-
nents of that formula that are presently existent and the compo-
nents of the formula that the administration is proposing and the
needs analysis test would bring the program down to about $22,000
or $23,000 as a lid for access to the program. I oppose that change.
In fact, I oppose all the changes that have been recommended for
the GSL program after the exhaustive rewrite that we underwent
last year. The administration wants to increase the origination fee
to 10 percent from 5 percent. When we adopted the 5 percent loan
origination fee last year and it was a hotly contested revision we
didso in order to reduce the interest subsidies the Government
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would have to pay the banks. But to raise it from 5 percent to 10
percent in 1 year, I think is uncalled for and exorbitant and I
oppose that.

I also oppose most strenuously the end of the program with re-
spect to graduate and professional students. That I think would be
an utter travesty. [Applause.]

In fact, I may get into some trouble with my friends who are in
the business of educating undergraduates when I say at this point
that it is almost more important to have the guaranteed student
loan program at the graduate level than it is at the undergraduate,
not that I want to sacrifice one for the other. I simply say that to
emphasize the importance of having that kind of program available
to our graduate students, and I think that's in line with your gen-
eral discussion of the role of education in our Nation's future.

There are other aspects of the GSL program which are recom-
mended for change. I want to say flatly that I oppose any changes
in the GSL program after the work that we did last year. Pell
grants would be altered by increasing the percentage of discretion-
ary income. That is the income which remains after a reserve for
basic family expenses is subtracted. That percentage would be in-
creased under the administration% current proposal so that fami-
lies would have toin effect, that change would rule a number of
families out of eligibility.

By my estimate, the number of students receiving assistance na-
tionwide would be reduced, by virtue of that change, from 2.5 mil-
lion in academic year 1982-83 to 1.8 million. Under the
administration's proposal with respect to some other programs, the
so-called campus-based aid programs, that is, the supplemental edu-
cational opportunity grant, SEOG, the college work-study, the na-
tional direct student loan, this is assistance which is distributed at
the discretion of school financial aid officers to meet individual stu-
dent financial need.

They, under the administration's proposal, would be reduced tre-
mendously.

I want to say a word about the effect of this request from the
administration in all of the student financial assistance categories,

, the effept that it would have on New England and Connecticut as
part of this region.

Senator Weicker, I have just been asked tkco-chair a new com-
mittee that is being established in New England in our New Eng-
land Congressional Caucus. It is a committee on education and the
economy in our six-State region of the United States. We are going
to begin- to undertake an examination of the precise role of educe-
tion in our New England economy.

I knOw even before undertaking that study, which, will take us
all over New England to the major industrial and educational cen-
ters of this six-State region, I know even before we begin that study
that the recommendations that are made by the administration
would have a devastating effect on the interface between education
and 'Our future economy in New England.

The new economy of Connecticut, of the other five States, de-
pends for its health on a highly education and innovative work
force, a work force that is increasingly involved in this area of the
country in computers, precision instruments, health care, business
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management, technology based manufacturing, research and devel-
opment, in such fields as biogenetics, forestry, Marine science, agri-
culture and so on.

These are all areas where people can only piepare through the
higher education facilities in this country, which we have in abun-
dance here in New England in both the public sector and the pri-
vate sector. Thus, a reduCtion in the number of college and univer-
sity educated men and women for New 'England will harm our
re on's knowledge intensive economy.

So I think it is more than a matter of general principle that we
resist these cuts. It is a matter of provincialism in terms of our
economy here in Connecticut and throughout New England. It will

4 become a regional question for us, I am sure.
There are other things that I would say about this matter but

I'm sure, looking at the very impressive list of witnesses that you
will have before you today, Senator Weicker, that many of the
points that I would make will be brought out with greater elo-
quence by the university presidents and financial aid officers, stu-dents and others who will testify today.

Let me say that the reductions in Federal funds for student as-
sistance that are now being pressed I think will produce enormous-ly far reaching and negative consequences eroding our economy,
eroding our hoped for increased productivity in this country, our
hopes for renewed prosperity, our hopes for being able to compete
on a world scale with nations that are close at our heels.

Having just come back from an extensive and exhaustive visit to
Japan, I had my eyes opened about what the Japanese are about.
We have all read about it. We have all seen films about it. We
have all heard tell about it. I had a chance to see it firsthand. They
mean busine'ss. They mean to become No. 1, at least in a nonmili-
tary sense, and they have made major strides in their educational
system and in their economy toward that end.

We live in a global village and we've got to think in those terms.
That's why we cannot take a step backward, and I want to say just
a word, firrally abouf colleges and universities as institutions be-
cause I believe that these financial aid cutbacks will endanger our
colleges and universities. I believe that strong colleges and univer-
sities are indispensable to a free and flourishing society, and I
think that consideration has to be taken into account.

And, finally, of course, for the individuals involved these art-
backsfwill be discouraging and will frustrate the hopes and aspirac
tionsfof many talented and motivated Americans who want to fur-
ther their education. Enough is enough. Last year we had to under-
go some changes, some of which, as I've indicated, I thought neces-
sary. Others went beyond what I thought was appropriate.

Nevertheless, 1981 was 1981. In 1982 we should not touch any
these programs except to improve them and if we can't improve
them, leave them be. Hopefully in 1983, with a bit of resurgenc4 in
the economy we can then address them again with a view toward
improving them.

And I want to say again to you, Senator Weicker, I happen to
know firsthand the role that you played on the Senate side. My
job on the House side was a little easier because we had a little
stronger majority in support of these programs, both Democrats
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and a fair number of Republicans, like myself, who didn't Wane to
harm these programs.

But I know, in your chamber and particularly in the committee
that you brought here today by your presence and with staff, that
you and Senator Stafford were the swing necessary votes on these
items and a whole host of other items. There are two people in the
U.S. Senate with respect to a whole range of education and human
resource programs that made the difference in 1981 between some
draconian cuts and cuts that we have had to accommodate and live
with and I know that you are about to play that role again this
year, and I personally thank you.

Senator WEICKER. Thank you very much, Congressman. [Ap-,

plausel
The first panel consists of John DiBiaggio, the president of the

University of Connecticut; Don James, president of Central Con-
necticut State College; William Krummel, president of Norwalk
State Technical College, and Richard Turner, president of South
Central Community College.

STATEMENTS OF JOHN DiBIAGGIO, PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF
CONNECTICUT; F. DON JAMES, PRESIDENT, ,CENTRAL CON-
NECTICUT STATE COLLEGE; RICHARD TURNER, PRESIDENT,
SOUTH CENTRAL COMMUNITY COLLEGE; AND WILLIAM M.
KRUMMEL, NORWALK STATE TECHNICAL COLLEGE, A PANEL

Mr. DIBIAGGIO. Thank you, Senator. I am indeed most pleased to
be given this opportunity to testify before your committee on a sub-
ject of grave importance to all of higher education, and that is, of
course, student aid.

I needn't tell you, Senator, that the Federal Government has had
an over 20-year commitment to assisting students in realizing their
full potential through a college or a university education. As a
matter of fact, each and every President, regardless of party,
during that period of time has reiterated that commitment. And
the last elected Republican President stated unequivocably, and I
quote:

No qualified student who wants to go to college should be barred by lack of
money.

That commitment was translated under that president to the
BEOG programs, the basic education opportunity grant programs,
which have now been retitled the Pell grants, as you are well
aware. However, the three rounds of cuts that we suffered through
this last year by the administration have effectively repealed the
provisions of that act while income eligibility standards have been
lowered extensively.

Allow me to illustrate if I might, Senator, what those proposed
outs in Federal student financial aid will mean to the University of -
Connecticut. We are a medium-size State university, as you are
well aware, and therefore I think that we are fairly representative
of State universities throughout this great Nation.
, In essence, sir, the students at this university stand to lose, if

you were to approve the administration's proposals, some $21 mil-
lion in student aid, student aid that now applies to both our under-
graduate and graduate students. Over 6,000 students who are al-
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ready ineligible under guaranteed student loans have sufferedthrough such a reduction or will suffer through it this curren1 fall.
The remaining 5,500 students in this category will receive, of
course, considerably diminished assistance. The full effect of thosemodifications in guaranteed student loans made this fall will be
felt most profoundly in academic year 1982-83. As you know, they
were approved. last October but by that time they couldn't impacton the guaranteed student loan program for this year.

In essence, that new program for guarenteed student loans, asCongressman DeNardis has pointed out, will decrease eligibility byraising the income under which students are competitive for thoseloans to $30,000. In addition, students will be asked to pay a 5-per-4
cent origination fee. And I needn't tell you that the President has
recommended that that fee be increased to 10 percent in thecoming year.

Thus, if a student who has a loan cap of $2,500 were to actually
borrow that $2,500 he would only receive $2,250, paying the 10-per-
cent origination fee. And that in face of the fact that this institu-tion, like all institutions throughout the Nation, has been com-pelled to increase its tuition. At this institution increase in t9itionand fees will approximate 11 percent. So you can see how that" com-pounds the problem; 11-percent increase of cost, 10-percent reduc-
tion in loan, a loss of 20 percent, if you will.

But more disturbing, as Congressman DeNardis has pointed out,would be the move to ban altogether graduate and professional stu-dents from participation in the guaranteed student loan program.Let me point out to you, sir, that at this university alone 2,145graduate and professional students borrowed over $8 million underthis program during this current year. The administration con-tends that these students would now be eligible for the auxiliaryloan to assist students program which has, I think, a very interest-ing acronym, ALAS, and perhaps an appropriate one.
However, unlike the GSL's, under this program repayment muststart 60 days after the loan is received. More importantly, it is at a14-percent interest rate rather than a 9-percent interest rate ofGSL's. And perhaps more importantly of all, very few banks inConnecticut have chosen to participate in the program because ob-viously these graduate and professional students lack the collateral'necessary to obtain the loans.

, Now we have done ek graduate student recipient Profile for you.That shows that 80 perdegt of our graduate students are independ-
ent students earning less than $10,000 a year, or they come fromfamilies that earn less than $10,000 a year. In fact, Senator, 50 per-

-
cent of those students earn less' than $1,000 Ayear.

Well, if you appreciate, therefore, what th4'impacCof this elimi-nation of graduate and professional students from the guaranteedstudent loan program might mean, I think it becomes very clearthat its effect on our graduate and professional programs at ouruniyersity would be devastating.
.Unfortunately, while that is 1982-83 and thaes terribly bleak,the outlook for 1988-.84 is even worse. The administration could

have suggested, of course, a steady level of funding which would
have been very difficult for our studentS but I think we might have i.survived. However, the administration now proposes that the sup-

,
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plemental educational opportunity grants and the national direct
student loan programs be totagly abolished. If this were to come
about about 1,300 of the needfflit students at this university would
lose approximately $700,000 in student aid.

We would take care of those students in greatest need, of course,
through other mechanisms. But the 3,500 remaining students in
that category who we classify as high need would receive drastical-
ly diminished awards.

Most distressing of all in the administration proposals is the pro-
posal that Pell grants be reduced even further. Now, at our institu-
tion this entitlement program supports 2,800 students and those
students rank among our most financially disadvantaged. The loss
to these students would approximate $1 million under the
administration's proposal, which translates very conservatively
into 1,600 students losing up to $900 each.

The recently enacted phase out of social security benefits for de-
pendent children in higher education will amount to on this
campus alone, some 750 students for the coming fall semester.
Now, there are over 900 social security dependents at this institu-
tion at this time. Some of those, of course, will graduate in June.
But there would remain eligible 750 who will be next year's sopho-
mores, juniors, and seniors. They will still be covered, but under a
declining formula because in addition there will be a discontinu-
ance of the summer assistant payments to those students and a
gradual reduction of the entire program through 1985.

Furthermore, and this I find to be quite incredible, the students
with the greatest need will be losing Pell grant support as well be-
cause under that proposal social security contributions must now
be credited against the Pell grant award.

The outcome of all these actions is quite obvious. Students will
be compelled, if they can, to turn to the only other available form
of self support which they might have, and that is a productive job.
In fact, I can point out to you that nearly 2,200. University of Con-
necticut students, at this time, earn over $1.1 million annually
working in our laboratories, in our library and otherwise assisting
our administration. But those students are funded primarily
through the college work-study program, and the administration
has suggested that that program be reduced as well. In fact, if the
administration proposals were accepted and approved by the Con-
gress it would mean the elimination of some 200 job opportunities
this coming year and as many as 400 the following year.

And that seems to me, sir, parenthetically, to be antithetical to
what the administration says is its firm commitment, its belief that
those of us in the society should earn our way. Well then, why not
give the students the opportunity to earn their way by maintaining
the college work-study program. .

However, there is yet still another and, I think, more4subtle -
effect pf these decreases in student aid that have come about and
which are proposed. We have found, sir, as have a number of other
public institutions, that students are now being driven from the
private to the public sector.

Our applicant, pool increased significantly this year and, as a
matter of fact, our applicant pool is increasing for next year once
again. But not only did our applicant pool increase but our yield
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increased as well. That is, the percentage of students that we ac-
cepted who actually chose to enroll increased. ,That has meant
crowded dormitories to us lid it's meant crowded classrooms. But
it's also meant:that students who might have gone to the private
sector have opted instead to come to the public sector.

Now my fear, and it'inight be surprising that I would have a fear
of that kind of action because obviously it should be of great assist-
ance to an institution such as ours both in applicant numbers andin quality of students who come here, my fear is that such a trend
will tend to modify the character of public institutions by increas-
ing the number of affluent stndents enrolled and by diminishing
access to students from more disadvantaged backgrounds.

In addition, it would be` damaging to the programs of private in-
stitutions which, in my opinion, provide a vital and important serv,7,
ice to our society. In fact, I believe, and I know that you believe
thAt a strong and 'vital private and public sector in higher educa-
tion constituted of a very diverse student body is in the ultimate
best interest of our entire nation.

In my opinion, two factors have been major contributors to the
progress of our Nation throughout its brief history. The first has
been educational bpportunity for all of our citizens regardless of
social economic status, predicated only on their intellectual capa-
bility.

The second is technological leadership, which has come, in great
part due to the research which was conducted in university.labora-
tories I would submit that a diminished commitment to providing
adequate student aid would impact on both, by denying access to
undergraduate education for.the financially disadvantaged and by
decreasing the research activities that are an integral part of grad-
uate and professional education. IP.

I trust, in fact, I know that. you. will not be so shortsighted as to
allow this tragedy to occur. Thank you.

"The prepared statement of Mr. DiBiaggio follows]
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'

aP moct pleased 4to be given the opportunity to testify

before this Committee on a sUbject of grave importanCe to the

vast ma)vity cif students curiently enr.olled in higher

eAucation, namely, student arch Along the continuum of the

past twent47 years, our federal government hi!s demonstrated a

firm bi-partican commitment to assist students in realizing

their full potential t'brough a C-aflPqe or 'university

education. As early as 1958, President Flsenhower state: "If

we are tc maintain our position (.4 leadership, we must see tO

it that today's young people are-prepared to contribute the

maximum. to 'our future progress." Thi commitmcnt was

reaffirmed in the Ilich4 Education Act of 1965. Supporting_

that lecislatihn, President Johnson concluded that expanded

studebt aid programs were designed to encouraoe "every child to

get as much.educatiOn,es he had the ability to take." fn 1970,

Richard 4ixon declared in his message to Congress that "No

qualified student whe wants to,go to coPecle shoul0 be barred
o

by lack of money." The resulting itgislatipn est,blished what

has now become the Pell Giant Pr.ograM. In 4978, the Middle
0

Income Student Assistaqce Act ekpanded the defynition of need

extensivel, and in 1980, the Education Anendments improved
o

'benefits fornall eligible students.
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Howve-r, the three rounds of cuts ldst year by this

administration have effectively repealee the provisions .eaf that

Act, while income eLigibtli.ty standaids have been lowered

beyond those that existed before the 1978 and 1480 legislation.:

In'order,to place the magnitude Of these a?tions, in proper
.4c

s

context, allow me to illustrate aat t, hese proposed

modifications in the federal financial aid program mean tothe

mniversity of Connecticut, a MeOlum-"si7ee state-university and,

therefore somewhat representative of state universities

throughout the nation. In essence, the students at our

university stand to lose approxigately $21.3 million

available student alei. This is a reduct'ioW of nearly A% of
A

all student aid supporting our undergraduate and graduate .

student population. Over 1000 students are already ineligiT

for Guaranteed _Student Lo'ans, lue.Pto changes made this 'past

fall; most of the remainiAq 5500 'students will receive

considerably diminished -aSsistance. And all of these changes

Are cOming at a time when tuition and fees at, our insiitution

will rise by over

The, full. effect of the modificatiogs of the GuararAeed

Student Loan Program made last October 'will be felt most

profoundly in academic yeaX, 1982-83. As state'd'earlier, over

6000 students will be ineligible under the proposed

regulations, which deny eligibil4y to mOst students from

families whose incomes are greater than $30,000. In addition,

needy studente who are eligible must now pay a 5% loan

origination fee, which in essepce diminishes the available

mongy for tuition and other costs. .As you,are well aware, tho

re550
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President's hudget calls for an increase of the oraination fee

to 101, while keeping the Joan &mount capped at $2500. Thus,

while the student would -borrow $2500, he would recelve only

$2250.

If Congress enacts the adsanistr&tion's proposal to limit

eligibility to "unmet need," over 3000 ef our neediest students

would stand to lose an addit1onal $4 million of loan aid. The

'.

'lunaiet need" provisidn would inhibit acce,ssitlillty as much at

public as at privpte institutions, hecaure of the sMaller gap

between the total cost of public education and available aid. ,

.. Most disturbing would be the move to ban graduate and

professional students from participation in the Guaranteed
_

Student Loan Program. At our university ,alcne, over 2145

gi'aduate and professional students borrowed over $8.275 million I

under this program during IN current year. The administration

..

ae

maintains that

\

these students would be able to use the

Auxiliary Loan>s to Assis Stuoerts (ALAS) Program, whereby

monies can be borrowed at a 14% interest rate. However, unliite

G.S.L., under this prooram, repayment must start 60 days after

the loan is made. In Connecticut, there are only a few bankp

participat4ng in tbe program, and these tankp are reluctant to

make,loans to students, because of their lack f collzteral to

. assure repaymrnt. dur graduate studcnt recipien profile shoWs

that 80% are independent students earning ss t n $10,000, or

Chat thAv come from families earning uncle that amount. Fifty

percent,of these students earn less thbn $ 100 per year. 11hen .

one recognixes 4tat all of these st ill 'now

in'eligible for guaranteed student loans, it is ohvio that the
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effect on our graduate and professional programs will he

devastating. In ,tes'ence, students will be forced out of

graduate and professional schools to,seek more immediate and

less productive employnent elsewhere.

Unfortunately, while 1982-83 appears bleak, the outlook for

1983-84 is even worse. The administration could have suggested
4

a steady -level of funding, which woI.d have been difficult for

students in and of itself. irowever, the administration now

proposes that the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant

and the National Direct Student Loan Programs be totally

abolished. If this were to come about, 1300 of the neediest

students at this university would lose approximately va(1,000

in student aid. Of course, we would see to it that the

students. with the greatest,need woulo continue to receive the

fullest aid packages. However, approximately 3500 remaining

pitudents, whom we clossify as high-need, wOuld receive

drastically dimjnished awards.

Most distressing of all is a proposal to farther reduce

support of the *Pell Grant Program. At'our institution, this

entitlement program supports 2800 students wbo rank among our

most financially disadvantaged. The loss to these students

would approximate $1 million, mhirh translates conservatively

into 1600 students losing up to $900 each. Of all the proposed

reduceions1 I find this one to be'the mQst' onerous of all,

because it impacts op those who have the most cri.tical need.

The recently enacted phaseout of Sosial Security benefits

to dependent children in higher education will affect over 750

students currentLy enrolled at ou'r univeriity. At this tiMe,
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there are over 900 recipients, but some will graduate in June.

However, even those sophomores, Juniors and seniors who will

still be covered will face declining support, because of the

discontinuance of summer assistane p yments and the gradual

reduction of the program through, 1 ,85. Furthermore, the

students with the greatest need will e losing Pell Grant

Support, as well, becausse Social Security contributions must

now be credited against the Pell'awaid.

The administration maintains that 80% of these students

could qualify for guaranteed student loans. However, these are

the vety students who, prior to October 1, 1981, qualified for

loans up to $2500, which, as we explained earlier, will,now be

revised downward. The outcome of this acttfron is obvious;

students will need to turn to the only oeher avatable form of

self-support, namely, a productive Job. In fact, nearly 2200

University of Connecticut students earn over $1.1 million

annually working gn our laboratories, nur library, ' and

othe'rwise assisting the administrtion of our institution.

But, the p.roposed reduction in the' College Work Study program

will mean the elimination of 2P0 such Job opportunities for the

coming year and over 400 in the following year, based on the

loss of over $300,000 in those funds.

fr
I would refer you to the chart at the end of my testimony

which graphically demonstrates each of the reductions I have

described.

However, there is yet another more subtle effect of these-

decreases in student aid. We have found, as have a number of

other public institutions, that students are now being driven,
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from the private to the public sector. Our applicant pool

increased sianificantly this Year, as did our "yield", that is

the percentage gsf admitted students who actually enrolled. Thts

increased "yield" has not only resulted in crowded dormitories

and classrooms, but has also adversely affected the "yielo" at

certain private inctitutionc vith whom we compete. My fear is

that such a trend will tend to modify the character of public

institutions by increasing the number of affluont Students

enrolled and by diminishing access to students from more

disadvantaged backgrounds. In addition, it would he damaging

to the programs of private institutions which, in my opinion,

provide a vital eno important service to our society. In

essence, a strong and viable private and public sector in

higher Oucation, constituted of a diverse student body, islin

the ultimate hest interests of the nation.

In my ,op)nion, two factors have been ma)or contributors to

the progress of this. nation throughout its brief 4iistory. The

first has heen-edAtional opportunity for all of its citizens,

regardless of, socio-economac status, predicated only on

intellecrual capability.. The second is technologic leadership,

which has COMe, in great part, due tS research which was
1

conduct
,

ed in university laboratories: I would submit that a

dimfnished commitment bo Providing hdeguatc student aid would

impact on both, by denying access to undergradudte education

for the, financially disadvantagedr and by de reasing the

research activities that are an integral pait graduate and

professional OucatiOn. I trust that you will not he so

shortsighted as io allow this tragedy to occur.
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rhe University of Cgnnecticut

Financial Aid Impacts of Proposed Federal Budget Reductions

81/82
Estimated

Suggested,/
Actual
Cuts 82/83

% reduced
over 81/82

83/84 r

Impact /

% reduced
over 81/82

P

Pell $ 2,500,000 $ 2,400,000 (4%) $ 1,500,000 ( 40%)

NDSL 231,282 2.1.282 . 0 0 (100%)

CWS 1,150,620 1,055,000 (8.3%) 840,(40. ( 27%) .

SEOG 481,994 481;994 0 0 (1007)

GSBC 28,400,000 9,100,000 (68%) 9,100000 */(.68%)

$32,763,896 $13,268,276 (60i) $11,440,000 ( 65%)
r

"

rhe UniveTsjty of Connecticut'

Number of Financial Aid ReOpients

Impact of Pipposed Federal Budget Reductions

81/82,
EstimAte

Soggested/rfctual
Cuts 82/83

83/84
Impact

6

Pell. 2,800 2,600 1,200

NOSL1 460 460 0

CWS .2,125 1,950 1,525.

SEOG 900 900

'G6OL 13,700 6,0002 6,000

1Represents only the renewed Federal contribttlon to the loanrfund.
fhere will still be approximately $1 million remaining from collections.

2most of the GSBL recipients would also receive another form or
financial assistance since bank loans will be redirected to the neediest
students
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Senator WEICKER John, thank you very much. What I intend to
do is to let each one speak and then there will be some questions to
the panel as a whole.

Mr. JAMES. Senator Weicker, I certainly vpreciate the opportu;
nity of representing the State colleges and bspecially my own col-'
lege, to appear before you today and let me indicate what alieady
has been indicated .by Congressman DeNardis and President Di-

. Biaggio, the appreciation that we in education have foi your very
strong support of what we stand for in trying to be sure that we
provide opportunities for all students regardless of financial back-
ground, to higher education.

I am going to speak primarily for Central, even thou gh there are
foul- State colleges 'in the State of Connecticut, as you know, repre-
senting 30,000 students "full time and part time, the largest system,

7 -if v$e*call it a system, in the State of Connecticut serving this State.
I would like to speak vary particularly to our college because I

Lthink 4t illustrates-the impact of these reductions in student aid or
proposed reductions, on a college such as ours. Let me describe our
typical financial aid student.

In the first place, it incorporatesia nnajority ofour student body.
We have $10.5.miHion'sin financial aid at Central Serving 4,555 stu-
dents, 67 percent of our entire student body. Out of these funds,
94.8 percent are Federal funds, so the impact of Federal cuts have
an impact throughout bur entire financial aid program.

Our student population cbmes firimarily from Connecticut.
Ninety-eight percent of our students -are Connecticuf residents.

; Ninety percent of our graduates reside in the state of Connecticut
§olhere's a very direct impact on the economy and the society of
our State by these proposed cuts.

,Most ,of our students come primarily ffoin the middle income
families, the ones that will be most hard hit by the proposed cuts.
Eighty-two percent of our recipients of campus-based aid programs

\ are dependent undergrads, 69 percent of the recipients of the Pell
\grant. Eighty-five percent of these recipients represent families

whose income is below $30,000, certainly the area, once again, that
would be hardest hit by the proposed cuts.

Now let me deal with each of these in particular giving some
facts, regarding Central. The Pell grant program, which is, of
course, the heart of the financial aid program, represents 10.2 per-
cent of the CCSC total funding, affects 1,275 students, 18,percent of
our student body. .

The proposed cut for fiscal year 1983 of 40 percent would impact
on a tremendous number of students who are depending upon this

,to go through a college sueh as Central. Seventy-one percent of our
dependent recipients are threatened by these cuts. Certainly the- *fact that the SEOG, the NDSL programs Would be cut completely
means that there would be no alternatives left to the families and
to the students who represent families Of the middle income area.

I agree with President DiBiaggio that one of the most serious
cuts is in the college work-study program. Here the administration
has indicated and the Federal Government has traditionally indi-

_
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cated, that this is the most appropriate form of campus-based aid
that appears in the current budget proposal and yet there is a cut
.of 278 percent frop this particular program.

I might add ta 'What President DiBi'aggio indicated, not only does
this provide work for our students, it provides aid for our colleges.
As a matter of fact, I'm sure our colleges would find difficulty in
carrying out our mission were it not for the students that are em-
ployed under college wprk-study at air institutions.

I agree with President DiBiaggio that these cuts are going 'to
affect the stuOrit m4keup of colleges such las ours, I think even
more so than at the university because .most of our students do
come from that middle-income bracket. We are very much con-
cerned that what it will do as other students begin to pair into
Central because thef cannot afford the private colleges, it is going
to cut out the lowdr incorne students from the possibility of higher
education.

The guaranteed student loan program which at Central is 79 per-
cent of our total funding affecting 3,772 students; 55 percent of our
student body is also of very great concern. In the first place, this
origination fee going from 5 to 10 pnrcent, as has already been
stated, will have a tremendous impact. The $250 difference perhaps
does not sound great but for a student who has no other source of
income it will be a major impact on theirability to continue higher
education.

The reqthrement of all students to demonstrate financial need,
very candidly, I agree with. r agree with COngressman DeNardis re-
garding this, but we want to be sure that those,students who most
need financial aid afe the ones that will receive it.

Certainly though, I have great concern over the requirement of
the students to repay loans at the market rates 2 years after they
leave college, Which is proposed in fiscal year 1983 budget. This
will make the cost of borrowing more expensive. I think it ,will
impose an excessive and unrealistic debt on most of our students.

Right now, the typical student at,Central whp is graduating owes
more than $6,000 to this Program, a sum that must be returned. By
the way, speaking of that, I would indicate the concern all af us
have for the default that has been sdboidely advertised through the
national press. I think that all of us not only have taken steps in
the past but are improVing those Steps to be sure that all Federal
aid is properly administered.

Our default rate on the NDSL at Central was only 5.4 percent
and we are continuing a policy we have had in effect for 5 years to
collect the IRS tax returns to verify the income and to be sure that
the Federal money is going to the students who most need that
money.

I would echo the concern on the social security education bene-
fits, those benefits that will cease as of May.1982 for,stlidents.
After that time, the concern is t&it this is going to impaZithe most
needy students for financial aid and this will certainly impact the
reduced financial aid we have for others too.

At Central, 21 percent of our students receive a kind of grant as-
sistance, the outright gift. Out of the.21 percent two-thirds of those
are also involved in the self-help assistance; that is, they are also
incurring the obligations for irback. for the college work-study;
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$8.7 million coming to Central, affecting over 4,000 students, 88
percent 611 our financial aid recipients, are involved in the guar-
anteed siTdent loan or the college work-study. That is, these stu-
dents are inflicting an obligation to pay back or they are working.

Further, we estimate at Central that around 90 percent of our
students are working at one time or another to help finance their
education I emphasize this, Senator, because I feel very keenly
that the misnomer abroad in the public that financial aid is a give-
away is not the case. When you think that 88 percent of our stu-
dents on financial aid are incurring the debt to pay back to society,
or are working in order to provide their financial education, this is
no give-away program.

I also feel very keenly that as we look at these programs, and I
concur with the statement that you made initially, we feel so
keenly it has been the possibility of this country of making access
for all students, regardless of fiha-ncial need, to the higher educa-
tion opportunities.

And.I am very firmly convinced that if the proposed budget for
fiscal year 1983 were to be adopted we would find a critical prob-
lem of access for so many students to higher education, very much
concern thqt not only would these students be affected but that we
would lose the great value that we have for society.

Again, using Central as an example, 90 percent of our alumni
live in the State o£ Connecticut, are working, productive, taxpaying
citizehs. I am very firmly convinced that were it not for the oppor-
tunity for ,thesg students to go to a college such as ours, the whole
society in our 1ate would be the loser.

The investment that the Federal Government, that our State
government is making -is an investment and our history shows has
teen rdpaid over and over. We are deeply appreciative of your
strong support. It is a welcoine opportunity for us not only to tes-
tify personally4iut to submit written material that we hope will aid
you atki enable yciu to carry out the fight that you're doing.

We thank you, Senator Weicker, very much.
Senator WEIciaa.Thank.you very much.
I think, aside from tile facts that each one df you were citing in

your statements, this for the first time, I think, is bringing home to
the,people of Connecticut what is actually happening at the univer-
sities. The.y read about-a "Federal budget," they read about "Rea-,.ganomics'," they read about uts in education. Now it is being relat-
ed to numbers 'of studen , programs utilized, and what it will
mean for the future. I think, that askje from the knowledge which I
am gaining to go back into'the Appropriations Committee, maybe
this will now bring it'all home as far as 31/2 million people in Con-
necticut are concerned. , .

President Turner of South Central Cominunity College. ,
Mr. TURNER. Senator Weidker, I thank ,you for inViting me to

i:larticipate in this 'panel and I hope thattny comments will be
helpful.

.As lr speak on behalf of South Central Community College r will
repeat points, mentioned By fellow panel members but I think that
the common concerns arrived at separately only un,derline the con-
sistency of Our positions regarding the seriousness of ale proposed
cuts. , t-
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Community colleges have served a large proportion of low
income first generation students, including a large minority popu-
lation. Many persons attending these postsecondary institutions
had thought of college as beyond reach because of anticipated geo-
graphical, economic, psychological, sociological, or physical bar-
riers.

The community colleges have enabled man3P, many persons to
overcome these hurdles and to obtain educational and occupational -success, contributing to the well-being of our State and our Nation.
Minority students, particularly, blacks and Hispanicq, have been en- A

rolled in community colleges in relatively large numbers.
Fall 1980 statistics reveal 3,098 blacks and 794 Hispanics among .

the 34,024 students in the State's 12 community colleges. Women
have comprised approximately 65 percent of the total general fund
enrollment.

These groups, as well as less affluent whites, have been repre-
sentative of the broad range of backgrounds of community college
students. The location of community colleges for easy access of stu-
dents to public and private transportation has accommodated daily
commuting but just as important, it has facilitated continuous em-
ployment of students who have not been able to afford to give up
jobs to study full time.

Federal financial assistance to needy students has been the most
significant factor affecting their ability

i
to attend college. It is in-

conceivable, Senator Weicker, that the mportant role of education
as a key factor in employment and economic well being could have
been so grossly ignored in the Reagan administration s efforts to
establish a realistic budget and liring about economic recovery.

The impact of these proposals upon the neediest of our citizens,
including many minorities, would be especially severe. The Concept
of equal educational lIpportunity would never' become a reality.
Even now, because of recent cutbacks, financial aid is not available
in amounts needed to assist all qualified persons in achieving their
educational goals.

At South Central Community College, ideally located in New
Haven's Long Wharf Industrial Park along 1-95 and Long Thland
Sound, approximately 249percent of our 2,000-plus students re-
ceived Pell grants in fall 1981. If the proposed 40 percent reduction
in Pell grants nationally should be passed onto our college, along
with ihe simultaneous reductions in the amount of the maximum
award for our students, lo ered income eligibility limits, additional
rules affecting grants to'st dents with family incomes of more than
$11,000, removal from collsideration the number of children the
family has in college, and regtriction of living expenses considered
in determining financial aid, the effect would be overwhelming for
students who have had no Ilternative thus farjor financial aid. .If suppremental educational opportunity grants should be elimi-
nated; if national direct student loans should be eliminated; if
State student incentive grants should be eliminated; if the college
work-study programs should be reduced by 28 percent down from

^ 30, where would poor'students turn for help?
Certainly many of our potential students would not be able to.,,

lind emPloyment for they would lack the ..mquired, educational '."'
background, skills, and experience "needed to compete for jobs in

)
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our increasingly technological labor market. The point is that the
Reagan administration offers no alternatives for the poor student.
There is no bread and no cake is being offered either.

Who then will be responsible for providing meaningful alterna-
tive solutions to potential problems facing millions of displaced col-
lege students If only one phase_ of financial assistance were being
proposed for extinction or cutbacks in favor of another the propos,
als might be more realistic.

For example, if college work study reportedly regayded as the
most desirable form of financial aid by the Reagan administratiofi,
were to receive substantial increases in allocations to offset compa-
rable reductions in another financial aid program, that would be
the appearance at least of reasonableness.

Do we sit quietly by and allow the baby to be tossed out with the
bathwater. Certainly some reforms would be considefed sensible in
view of our economic status. Everything simply cannot occur at
once, however, without irreparable harm to the country.

I do not believe that the proposed financial aid cuts Aould result ..
in a lower total enrollment at South Central Community College.
Rather, the composition of student body would change, as has been
indicated earlier. We would enroll more middle-income students
who could afford our tuition and fees. There would be a drastic re,
duction in-minority enrollment..

This Would result, I expect, from the spillover effect of st8dents
from high cost private institutions shifting to the University of
Connecticut, to the State colleges, and to the comtnunity colleges.
Where would the neediest commu,nity college students shift to
obtain a postsecondary education? Whai would happen to the large
number of women cuirentIy attending South Central and other
community colleges, many of whom are heads of households, many
of whom are providing essential income to supplement that of their
husbands, or who are preparing to supplement such hicome?

How do we keep the neediest of our current students off of the
welfare rolls without 4roviding them the financial assistance they
need to obtain access to our educational system? Have we forgotten
the fact that education is an inipOtant,economic investment.

I encourage you. and your comniittge, Senator Weicker, to contin-
,ue your strong support for the student financial aid programs and
to oppose the elimination of Severe cutbacks proposed by the
Reagan administration. There's loo much uncertainty pervading
our great NatiOn. We must eestore a feeling of hope and confidence
in what,the fut-ure has in store for us. Thank you yery much.

NOw we have President Krummel of Norwalk State Technical
College. .

Mr. Ksvidmin. -Tllank you, Senator Weicker. I represent the
smallest bigher educational system in Connecticut but, I believe,
one that has a very critical role in Connecticut life, particularly in
its econorhy, and I will Calk a little bit about that further in myremarks.

But,-Senator, permit me to' introduce thqse remarks with What I
regard' as a revealing incident that actually occurred recently at
Nrwalk State Technical College. The chairman of our mechanical
engineering technology program dropped into the office of the

wl
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college's only counselor, who also doubles as a financial aid officer,
and the conversation went something like this:

"Genetia"last name left out"is falling asleep in mecha-
nisms class You know, she has this late night, job at United -Parcel
Service in order to help with family expenses but she's too good a
student to lose Why can't you fix her up with some financial aid to
take the pressure off her so that she can concentrate on her stud-
ies?"

Senator, the major elements of this archetypical tale are. First,
that we have here a typical technical college academically demand-
ing program, probably the most demanding of any 2-year program,
leaving the student with less time and energy for outside work.

Second, we have here a typical technical college from the lower
middle class or blue collar socio-economid group. Third, a typical
technical college student with the strong work ethic, "I don't need
government handouts."

There is one atypical element in this story, it is a girl. Most of
our students are actually male. At Norwalk State Technical Col-
lege, it is estimated for this year that we will have a record
$708,599 of financial aid distributed to 380 students.

Our September enrollment showed 643 full-time and 144 part-
time students in the day, and 17 full-time and 1,138 part-time stu-
dents in the evening, a total head count at our college of 1,942 stu-
dents Approximately 95 percent of the recipients of financial aid
are day full-time students.

Thus, almost 60 percent of our full-time day students are recipi-
ents of financial aid. Further analysis shows that over 80 percent
of estimated financial aid for this year will be in the guaranteed
student loan program and 14 percent in the Pell grants.

Work-study programs at the college presently attract relatively
few takers although the college can very much use student work
and I think some explanation for this is in order becaCise I think
this is a critical point, what we're leading up to here.

Our, mostly male, students can earn higher hourly pay at outside
jobs and at present the college jobs are mostly clerical, not attrac-
tive to our teChnical students. We do believe that work-study has
potential as a much more satisfying form of financial aidand we at
Norwalk State College are developing tutoring prOgrams, labora-
tory aid programs that have the prospect of offering more challeng-
ing use of our skilled student workers. ,

I might add, I think one of the tactics perhaps that we should be
pursuing under these present critical times is preparing plans for
programs that We think are going to be valuable to us and we
should be pushing those rather than reacting in a strictly defensiveanner.

Let me talk a little bit about our technical colleges again. The
primary purpose of'bur college is to prepare men and women for
employment as engineering technicians in Conn.ecticnt business
and industry, A secondary purpose is to enable students who so
wish to transfer to a 4-year baccalaureate program in engineering
technologies or science.

For either mission it is essential that the technical colleges con-
tinue to strengthen the academic quality of their programs and-to
intensify their technical offerings in order to properly rn.eet the de-
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mands for quality technicians and engineers. Graduates of 'the'
technical colleges are a vital ingredient in a healthy Connecticut
economy, particularly when Connecticut is seeking to develop a
high technology base. The squeeze is on the student.

The student is asked to perform in his or' her studies at maxi-
mum effectiveness while at the same time necessary financial sup-\____.s
port is taken away. The choice for the student is to try to get by
with just the required min"!mum of academic effort, or drop out en-
tirely, or drop back to part-time study and prolonging the years of
college preparation.

Any of these alternatives is destructive of the college's mission,
wasteful for the State and, most important of all, wasteful of our'
human resource. The proposed elimination of campus-based firian-
cial aid programs, an estimated 20- to 40-percent cut in the Pell
grants, 20- to 40-percent cut in government student loans would
reduce the estimated total financial aid awarded a number of recip-
ients at our college to less than 75 percent of this year's expected
level.

Senator, this may not appear to be all that disastrous but 'the cut
should be seen as taking place at a time when the technical col-
leges are just beginning to make use of this resource and when fi-
nancial aid assistance to technical students should be-going tip int
stead of down.

- 1Senator, the likely long-range effects on the technical colleges of
the continued cutback in financial aid will be to impair academic
quality, decrease the number of entering and graduating full-time
students. I expect that there will continue to be a shift to a larger
ratio of part-time to full-time students, which will have the long-
range effect of weakening the institution financially and academi-

The pool of technically competent personnel that the Connecticut
ecoriomy needs will be diminished. Senator, I appreciate very much
the opportunity to give you these remiirks and I appreciate ery
much the efforts that you are making on behalf of Connecti
particularly its Colinecticut educational system. Thank you.

Senator WEICKER. Thank you very much. [Applause.]
I have about four or five brief questions which I would appreci-

ate everybody responding to, and also, in light of the number of
witnesses that we have following, if you could keep the responses
brief I would appreciate it. .

No. 1: It is stated that much of the slack created by a lesser Fed-
eral role will be taken up by the corporate and charitable sector.
Your commehts.

Mr. 'DIBIAGGIO, It is a marvelous eoncept in theory. The New
Federalism has a' dertain appeal, as you are well aware. Certaidly,
all of us would like to see the role of Feder0 regulation Ocrease4
in our lives. Certainly all of us would like to ,see control placed
more at the local level but, there's a tacit assumption in that 0.rhole
process which I do not see coining about es of yet.
'That is, the States will assume the burden, and our State has

made no gesture whatsoever to assume the burden for students, the
subject we are discussing today, and that second, the corporate and
the business community will assigt in' this entire matter. ,

Mit
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- We intAd to gj.ve them the opportunity to do so, sir. As one of
our initiatives i -capital campaign we have as one of our primary
issues financial support for students from disadvantaged back-
grounds and hopefully, the corporate community will respond. But
we are certain that that will take a period of time andwe don't yet
see that response, and until then the livelihood, in fact, the very
continuation of students at this institution is threatened. .

Mr. JAMES. Senator, let me indicate very briefly, following What
John has just indieated, the same. We are going to the corporate
community indicating their support is not "only heeded but their
support is mandator.y for their own survivL are quoting fig-
ures of the number of our graduates from intral who are em-
ployed by the various employers in Hartford; United Technologies;

,the insurance companies, to Show that they are dependent upon a
college such as ours and John certainly could show the same fig-
ures for the University-"of.Connecticut. .

.So sme are asking for that. But when I see the figures thaf-95 per-
cent" of all funds coming into our college to help students tire Fed-
eral funds there, is certainly no hok that immediately the corpo-
rate' sector is going to pick up that kind of,a slack. And it becomes
overwhelming when you recognizehopefully, in the long run we
will have the corporate sector, picked up part of it, but not 95 per,
cent.

Mr..TURNER. We have in the State recently the organized State
council on education for employment. In the New Haven area the

.. first such regional council, the South Central Regional Council on
Education for Employment, with the mission of helping to bridgeik
the communication gap between education and business, this is just
beginning, however, and business is just beginning lo understa
the needs of education and we are hoping to be able to articul
our programs more carefullY with the needs of business.

.

Mr. Katmaisi.. Senator, the technical colleges have, a very close
tie to business and inclustry. r have a regional advisory council in
Norwalk composed of vice presidents of engineering at Nash'Engi-
n and senior _vice presidents of UniOn Trust, president of

easu ment Systems in Norwalk. They are all very strongly com-
mitted business and industry people and they have given me a
great' deaFof support. They have given the college a great deal of
support and they have even set up a foundation with which to go
out and gdemoney from the husiness and industry comraunity and
give it to the college for scholarship, professional development and
the like,

And Fmust say that support is very welcome, it is very impor-
tant, but I can't see how it can replace Federal support in terms of
magnitude and in terms of an orderly prodess. Wing Out to.get the

,kirid of support that we need "to replace the greatly decreasing, Fed-
eral support to me is chaos. It is catch-as-catch-can. It will not Meet'
our needs. It is needed. It is tieing given. But I dbn't see it possibly_
develoPing to the point where it can supOlant Federal support.

Senatbr WEICKER. To follow up on the point made. b John, .we
will have you' 'respond in the opposite way. Again, Fgat r you al-
ready detect a trend of applications which indicates th students
are moving across from the private sector into the public institu:
tiOns. Clearly what that indicates to me is increasing support firger .
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cial by the State le gislature. I'would like your observations on that
as to what you, feel as to whether or not at the present time,and
the present state of Connecticut's economy you see that additional
finaftcial supPort coming from the State legislature?

Mr. KRUMMEL. It is true that in the current budget for 1983 the
State technical colleges are getting what you might call softie relief
in terms of our equipment, but I don't think that reflectt the cut-. back in fmantial aid or. Federal support. I think it more reflects
the perception that the technical colleges need that kind of support
to carryout their mission to support the Connecticut economy.

Again, I have not detected any large move to replace the loss of
Federal support.

t
Mr. TURNER. The higher edicational system in Connecticut has

been operating on a barebones budget for about 10 years. .We at
South Central have very limited faculty and staff and actually are
operating pretty much at capacity so that I'm not sure how many
more persons wei.can, serve even though the demand may be great-

' er. .
Mr. JAMES. Very briefly, Senator, 'following what. my two col-

leaghes have indicated, the level of support of the State of Con--
nectictit for public higher education has been' consistently going
down over the past) 4, 5, 6, 7 years, so I do not think that the State
can reverse its position at this stage to accompliih the added sup-
port.

Further, in the area of scholarship grants and financial a id thee
State has a minimal suppovt heve.,In fact,out of the State supple-
mAntal incentive grant [SSIG], one-third of that is Federal funds
4i,rvay We find, that about 1 percent of Mr students are receiving.
any kind of State aid, so therefore, it would be impossible for, the
State 1.16 reverse itself and to pick up the kineof a slack we are
talking about with reduced Federal support.

Mr. DIBIAGGIO. I think, Senator, it is going to take a periiid of
time for the States to be able tO gearAip to ineet this need. But in
the State of Connecticut, just tO adeto what my colleagues ,have
said, statutorily it has been stated that the State will not assume
responsibility for any lost Federal programs.

In our case, for instance, we stand to lose this year, as you know,
,the Bankhead-Jones funds, which support agricultural programs,
educational programs that fund at this institution some 10 faculty
positions. We have to absorb those 10 faculty positions within our
existing fuilds.

More tragically, the Governor's recommended budget for the uni-
'veqity this year is less than our budget for the current year as it
was rescinded, not as it was appropriated. a

Senator WEICKER. As you know, the State of Conn cticut prOb-
ably ranks either first or second, depending on the m ntk a d the
year, in per capita defense 'spending and if there is on ent of
the budget that has not been overlooked it is the commitment to
defense.

my question to you is this: Insofar as our State is concerned, who
is going to supply the technological and manual skilli that will
clearly be demanded from the huge outlays put into defense, which
outlays, obviously, are going to reach into the State of Connecticut?

. 0..
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41 other words, the question that I asked here is a contradiction.
The greater demand is going to be placed on those areas Of train-
ing, whether technologically or manually, at the same time the
education budget is being pulled back.

Mr DIBIAGGIO. I think Presiaent James Made the point quite
clearly that our institutions produce,more of the employees, that is
the educated employees, higher educated employees, let me say, for
the companies, the corporations in this State than do institutions
from any other part of the country.

What that says to me is that students who atteud.colleges and
universities in the State tend to stay in thht State. If those stu-
dentsVnn't able to attend those colleges or universities because of
inadequate support they will migrate to other areas of the country
and will not be available in that manpower pool that is going to be
critically needed if we are going to .fulfill those defense contracts.

I might add, as you well know, Senator, that the proposals for
increased defense spending in termsiof missiles, et cetera, are not
for the kinds of production that is currently going on jn our State
of Connecticute and so I don't see that that is i)articularly going to
assist us.

One last comment. I find it unconscienable for an administration
to recommend an, 18-perdent increase in defense spending and, at
the same time, a diminution in spending for social programs and,
at the same time, a decrease in taxes.

Mr. JAMES. Senator; let me answer very briefly regarding Cen-
tral. We have a school of technology that now comprises around 10
percent of our fulf-time undergraduate student bociye a school that
only came into existence about 5 years ago. We are accepting many
of the transfers'from the technical colleges who want to go on for a

°4-year program. I can get the percentage and I will give this to
John later, the exact number of those students who are depending
on Federal rmancial aid in order totreceive their educational oppor-
tunities, and I think it is a very high -percentage.

But the ccincern that we have is these are the very- students Who
are going to be going into the inpreasing technology of the State
and they are getting their education at institutions such as those
-represented by the four of us here.

Mr. TURNER. Schools like South Central will be ,participating in
developing persons for the technological fields but perhaps not as
directly as the fech colleges which will be preparing persons for

rotry Immediately into-the technological field. As we prepare per-
ns for transfer to,4-year colleges and for praduate study, we also

will be participating.
Mr. KRUMMEL. The problem we haw with .the tech colleges is

that we know that we have to have an academic quality program.
The quality comes Only through Work. The student has to partici-
pate in the quality program. He has to be strong in his mathemat-
ics achievement, he has to be strong in' his science, the has to have
technidal courses that are relevant to the world around him. These
peke time ancleffort.

We Cannot rely on a student being able ti make it carrying a
full-time or' three-quarter-time job outside. It is impossible. I had a
student in my office yesterday who was-,i rviewing me for a stu-.
dent newspaper. He could barely k ake. He would come off
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the job as a security guard at 6 o'clock in the morning and he told
me he had taken a quiz in an electrOnics course jiist a short while
before.

This is going to kill our efforts to bring up our academic quality
to the point required bY a highly technical industry economic base.

Senator WEICKER: My last question is you have been living with
.the fiscal year 1982 budget and you have r(tad about the p,roposals
for fiscal year 1983. YOu have to prepare for the academic year
1983-84. When is the latest point that you have to know what to

'count on Before you start impacting on your student bodies regard-
less of what the law says? In other words, you've got to operate de
facto at some point regardless of what has actually been passed by
the Congress, so at what point, for orderly plthming, would. you
have to know about what is contained in the 1983 fiscal year
budget?

Mr; DIBIAGoia. I don't really think it is a matr of what we
have to know It is what our 'students and our potential students
have to know Once again let Me reiterate that we will have ade-
titiate numbers of students in the public sector. That is not the
problem.

The problem is what kinds of students will they be, and from
what kinds of backgrbunds Will they come? And how many stu-
dents will be diverted fron&:aliigher education because they are un-
certain as to the dollars 'will be available to them. We hav
seen that already, Senator. We could all reiterate tades such as the
'one that my colleague at the end pf the table just gave you.

Thatiis, we have encountered stadents who have come to us and
said, "I simply cannot come back in the fall because I'm not certain
of the dollars available so I am going to either transfer or drop out
and go to work, or whatever." And we don't know what, the cost of
that will be...ultimately.

I think it is only fair for students to know whep they are apply-
ing to an institution what kind of dollars will be available to sup-_
port them, and that means starting now. Flow soon do we need to
knoW? Yesterday.

Mr. JAMES. Senator, I would have to echo what President DiBiag-
gio indicated. I think what. will happen, and we are seeing this, as
has already been stated, that some of the stUdents cannot continue
in college' because of the financial aid, but there will be a shift and
it will come too late for us to make. any plans for that shift in the
kind of students we have.

When our financial aid letters, go out in late siking we are find-
ing not only does that affect our students but students from other
schools then begin to come and say they cannot afford to go to col-
lege X, can they come especially to a public institution.

It negates planning because it all come at such a late date that
we can only try to shift our resources at the appropriate time.

Mr. TURNER. I expect that our date would be comparable to the
dates for the University of Connecticut and State colleges. Howev-
er, I think there is a misconception of the fact that because s.tu-
derip at cornmnnity colleges' are responsible for paying lower tu.
itiohs, they somehow have an' easier time of it so far as financial
aid, but I think the relative problem is the same, that they have a
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relatively lower incofne rate and find it more difficult to meet even
the lower tuitions.

So they are affected very negatively by the delays.
Senator WEICKER I, don't, want to anger your colleagues, but I

want to tell you soinething. I have the greatest admiration i -the
world for students at our community colleges. They are not there
to ao anything, else but get that education. That usually involves
Rnormous sacrifice as far as the studenth are concerned regardless
of what age they are because, as you know, they span a great
'breadth as far as that is concerned.

So, believe me, I fully understand the impact that comes on your
colleges.

Mr. KRUMMEL Senator, I think you have practicdlly 'taken the
words out of my mouth. For the students that I see in our technical
college, they are from blue collar groups, from lower middle class
parents who have'never been to cellege, there are rhany kids in the
family arid the questiOn that my students face is "should I be going
to college at all?' And right now, with the cutbac4 in financial aid,
their families, and they themselves, because they are responsible
individuals, are thinking "can I afford to take the time out to go to
college?".

To them it would seem to be more and more a negative situation.
Th y cannot afford it. Qux tuitiori is very low. It is one of the
lo est in the Northeast. But that isn't thevoint as was just made

re The point is that they have many other responsibilities- and
bligations.
We want those students because they are good hardworking stu-

dents Our technical students are of that type. Thercontinue their
education after they leave us, if 'lot full time-30 percent of our
students go on full timethey. continue studying at night at the
University of Bridgeport and Bridgeport Engineering Institute,
taking courses at night.

Those students are turned away before even starting by the lack
of opportunity financially.

Senator WEICKER. Gentlemen, I want to thank you very much. I
would say your testimony today sends me into battle well prepared.
Thank you very mu&

$.

The next panel, and this will be the last one in the morningsT
sion,. consists. of John Mancini, a senior at Fairfield Preparatory
School, oh his\vay hopefully to college; Holly Koch, an undergrad-
uate student, junior at the University of Hartford; Gioia Mapp, un-
dergraduate student, a senior at Yale University; and Candrina Al-
exander, a graduate student at the Medical School of the Universi-
ty of Connecticut.

Zandrina,Alexander, why don t youstart?

STATEMENTS OF ZANDRINA ALEXANDER, STUDENT, MEDICA
gCHOOL, UNIVERSITY -OF CONNECTICUT; HOLLY KOCH, STU-
DENT, UNIVERSITY OF HARTFORD; OIOIA MAPP, STUDENT,
YALE UNIVERSITY; AND, JOHN MANCINI:STUDENT, FAIRFIELD
PREPARATORY SCHOOL. A PANEL

Me: ALEXANDER. Senator Weicler, ladies and _gentlemen, my
name is Zandrina Alexander. I am a third-year medical student at
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the University of Connecticut. As you know, it is the current
adhlinistration's stand to end the availability of guaranteed stu-
dent loans to the graduate and professional students as of April 1 ,
of this year.

The University Sf Connecticut School of Medicine has enrolled
turreiptly 337 students of which 295, which represents 88 percent,
require some farn of financial aid. Of this financial aid, 87 percent
comes from the gUaranteed student loan program.

'1+Based on the calculations of our financial aid officer, when the
GSL is discontinued this April at least 94 students, which 'repre-
sents one third of our student body,iwill be forced to drop out of
school.

Senator, ladies and gentlemen, I am one'of those 94. I applied to
medicai school at the' age of 28, a decidedly poor disadvantaged
person and a single parent. I found a place in medical school be-
cause I wa.1 eligible, because I had the ability, and because I was
-committed.

I have had a very difficult time of it but k have done well. There-
is a chance that this may be taken fiom me:My education has
been financed almost completely by loans and these loans have
been primarily guaranteed student loans. Even though these loans
are reasbnable, even though I go to a State school that is reason-
ably priced, currently L owe $32,000. I still have a year to go.

At least I can afford to pay this at some time in the future, I
think. But what I am here to say is that without the GSL I would
not have been able to go to Medical school and with the GSL I
would not be able to finish medical school after all these years.

The worst part of it is that theie is no affordable single program
that is being offered to replace the GSL. I speak not only for myself
but for every poor and middle income student in this country;
black as well as white; that we cannot afford to,be without a GSL.

The poor and middle income make up the bulk of this society: it
is from these ranks that most of the professionals come. Weare en- .
titled to an education. I feel this very strongly. ,

Speaking primarily now as 'a medical student, currently most of
the urban and rural areas are the medically underserved areas in
the country. Medical school graduates drawn from these ranks
that is, poor underserved, ruralare the most,likely to return to
these areas. So when you are not providing these poor people like

°myself with aid to go to medical school you Eve, in effect, depriving
a *hole segment of the community of medical care in the future.

I must also mention that one of the main issues of the day is cost
containment of medical iare. What happens when medical educa-
tion.becomes only affo able to the rich and only they will 'be able
to afford tnedical care. ot only that, when people have to go out .
and borrow at 19 and 20 percent; the amount of money they 'are
going to have to pay back, they are going to have to go away from
piimary care. They are going to have to go into all the fancy spe-

. cialties, whi,ch are not what is needed today.
But in order to pay back these loanS this is whEtt they are going

to have to do. And I understand that the thrust today is to try to
get as many people -as possible into primary care, and this isn't
going to be,,realized when GSL's are taken away.
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Wilat I want to say is that the true cost-of discontinuing the GSL
will not be the frustrated ambitions of students like myself. But I
think, as you said, Senator Weic.ker, it wOuld be a frustrate& ambi-
tion of the country as a whole because the bulk of the society
would not be abIb to afford an education.

Also, it will be a frustration for any pbssible equitable distribu-
tion of medical care in the country in the future because, as I said
before, when only the wealthy can afford to go to medical school
only the wealthy can afford to be served. Thank you.

Senator WEICKER. Zandrina, thank you very much:
Gioia Mapp?
M. MA14'. Thank you, Senator Weicker. I would like to thank

you for the opportunity to be here today* to express my concern
ovef the Reagan administratkin proposals. Senator, to be truthful,
concern is a mild word for how I feel about the, pending cuts in fi-
nancial aid. In truth, I am very angry.

I have been very fortunate to have had the opportunity to attend
Yale University. My .4 years have offered me many cultural, intel-
lectual and social benefits which I have enjoyed. But, as a simple
matter of fact, these opportunities have been available to me
through the Federal student assistance progratn.

As I approach graduation I am thankful for these opportunities
that have prepared me for success in my future but my outrage
stems from my fear that I will be one of the last needy students to
have an opportunity to take aeantage of these benefits.

My written testimony contains many facts and figures coneern-
ing the cost of a Yale education and -to keep my remarks brief I
will just highlight what I'd like to say. For this academic year a
student academic budget at Yale Was $11,500. Currently, my family
and I happened to finance over 50 percent of that and a large part
of that financing comes from the fact that I received social security
survivor benefits.

The best way for-you to understand what these cuts will mean
for students in the future is to take a look at my financial aid
package as though I were not graduating and I woulditiave another
year at Yale.

Simply pht, with the decrease in social security survivor benefits,
with all calculations, would come out to about a 50-percent de-
crease of what I currently receive. My financial need for next year
would be over 80' percent of the cost to attend Yale University,
whicti will come out to approximately $10,000.

This aid would have to be given to me solely in schOlarship be-
cause as it stands currently I have only been eligiblq for a national
direct studeni loan and ineligible for the BEOG, SEOG, and other
funds.

Fortanately, Yale Uniyersity has already made a commitment to
meet current student financial need in the event of these changes
in the aid program. This would make it almost impossible for the
university to continue ,to fund students at this current rate if they
had to finance over the 40 percent,of the students .who received fi-
nancial aid at a rate as high as they would have to finance me.

We, the students on financial aid at all universities struggle to
mt.k our current commitments of summer earnings and term time
ernployment.4 have personally experienced how Reagan's elimina-
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tion of Federal summer job piftrams can make the struggle more
difficult.

When you add the pressures of inflation, unemployment and lay-
offs, parents and students alike,.would find it virtually impossible
fo earn the extra funds needed to fill the gap if extra scholarships
weren't available., .' !

But, as I Said, universities like Yale could not indefinitely meet
the, extra need. They have proposed that they would be able to, . meet the/need fa all students currently enrolled at Yale. That
would be through the class of 1986. After that pOint, it has already
been proposed that Yale would have to switch to a admit-deny
policy. .

0 It would still admit students without regard to income but it
woUld only meet the full financial need of some of them. This
policy would effectively deny some qualified students from entering
Yale College. My greatest fear is that if Yale is forced to go to such
a policy, as well as other universities, that the diversity of appli-
cant pools, as mentioned by many of the presidents who spoke

wotild mean that a Tale education, asidget cuts

before me, wou be greatly,decreased.
Yale is' very roud of the diversity of its applicant pool and,

simply, these b
well as education at other uhiversities, would only be available to
those who could meet its full expense. -

I hope that I've left you with the same concerns that I-have. I do
not want to see the number of students who ere deprived of the
opportunity to receive a college education rise. I -ask you, Senator
Weicker, to give consideration to the facts I have presented.

The Reagan adthinistration Proposals to reduce Federal student
financial aid assistance represent a stifling of our Nation's most
important resburoe. An educated citizenry is a necessity. I fear
President Reagan s proposals because I believe strongly that the
opportunities for a college education must be made available to all
who.desire it. ,..,

Young men and women cannot abandon their goals due to the
prohibitive cost of education. The limited resources we currently
have to aid thern must be distributed according to the ability to
benefit and I believe society will always gain from the maintenance
of programpwhich support education. Thank you.

Senator WEICKER. Thank you very much.
Holly Koch?
Ms. KOCH. Thank you, Senator Weicker, for inviting me to tes-

tify. I would like to say that I attend the University. of Hartford,
, which is a atrivate. institution. The Au'io., Dunn and Barney

School of Business is the *hool I am enro' d in as an economics
finance major. I am in my second semester, junior year and intend
to graduate with a bachelor of Science degree in May of 1983.. Initially, I applied for qlmission at the University of Connecti-
cut, the University of MiNsachusetts, Central Connecticut State
College, and the University of Hartford. Although the estimated
budget for the University of Hartford was much higher than the
pther institutions, the Office of Student' Financial Assistance bailed
me out and offked significantly more in financial assistance.

Therefore, I enrolled as a fresbman in 1979. Coming from a
single parent familY has dictated that I earn my own way and pay

.
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for my own college expenses. I do not receive any moneys from
either parent or any relatives to subsidize my education. I am en-
tirely dependent upon the financial assistance programs offered
through the university and upon what summer employment I-can
find.

Working 3 months each summer provides enough income to pay
for most of my living expenses during the school year. I also work
approximately 15 hours each week during the academic yen..to pay
for my grocery bills and miscellaneous expenses and, ye:7am one
of those students who goes to class with circles under her eyes
sometimes because she is tired from working part-time jobs.

For the past 3 years I have followed. procedures in applying for
financial assistance and in return I have receikl adequate
amounts of funding from-a variety of sources; Federal,State, local,
and university. Each academic year my estimated financial fieed
budget is determined and the university attempts to match this
figure with their pool of available funds.

For example, the financial need figure for my freshman year was
$4,018 and the university provided $4,000 in financial assistance.
My sophomore year estimated need after subtracting sources of(
funds, was $4,185 and the university provided $4,100 in assistance.
This year, financial need was determined at $4,917 and I was
awarded $4,896 in financial aid. -

That is based on a budget of $5,000 tuition and approximately
another $4,600 in expenses, books, fees, room and board. I would
like to note that although the Federal aid programs and the pri-
vate university funds provide the greatest portion of assistance, a
substantial amount of, funds are received from the Connecticut
State scholarship program and a local scholarship foundation in
my home town. That amounts to approximately $1,500 a year.

I also borrowed the maximum allowable, $ 500 per year, from
the Connecticut guaranteed student loan progra . The proposed 10
percent origination fee on next year's loan wo ld decrease that
amount by $250. I could only borrow $2,250. That i a sizable reduc-
tion for me.

Proposed decreases in other federally based prog ms such as the
BEOG or the Pell grant, as it is now called, would also reduce pos-
sible aid by $150 in my case. I am employed each academic year
under the college work-study program. Eve* year I work over my
alloted work-study amounts. ,This is usually by November or De-
cember. Every year I am fortunate enough that my director in the
office puts me on his part-time payroll Other students do not re-
ceive that. They are not that lucky. The budgets of the university
can't cover those costs. When they run out 'of their work-study
_funds they are out, -and that is i6

Any cuibacks in college work-study funds that are being pro-
posed by Reagan's budget would set me behind even further than I
already am. The proposed cutbacks in stn.:lent financial assistance
would obviously cause problems for students such its myself that
rely so heavily on the federally sponsored aid programs.

I do realize that the University of Hartford attempts to make up
for th gaps by providing financial assistance through their own
grants and s holarships. However, they could not meet sudh a siz-



able difference in Federal aid received versus their private univer-
sity aid provided.

Severe budget restraint-4 going into effect for 1983-84 would not,
necessarily affect me because I hope to be graduated by then. How-
ever, 'they would no doubt cause countless students to abruptly end
their education at postsecondary institutions. It is bad enough that
many incoming freshmen will never be able to go to the college or
university of their choice, but to take away or terminate the educe-
tion of those already in attOdance would be like throwing away
Federal myneys already given to these students.

I can't imagine attending college for 2 or 3 years and then being
forced to le'ave because there are no sources of financial aid availa-
ble for students such as myself who is doing everything in my
power to obtain my college degree. Thank you.

Senator WEICKER. Thank you very much.
John Mancini?
Mr. MANCINI. Senator, I am honored to be here and to represent

not only myself but my fellow peers from Fairfield Prep and the
State Student Advisory Council on Education. This council, formed
by Commissioner Shed, is compi-ised of a cfoss-section of the stu-
dent population from representative schools across the State. I
speak for all meinbers of the council when I say that I am deeply
concerned about my future education and the possibility of not re-
ceiving any financial assistimce.

As a senior in high school, the future seems ionely and frighten-
, ing. My plans for after college are to,attend law school, pursue a

career of either corporate or trial law and eventually to enter poli-
tics.

I contribute my successful high school career to my involvement
in extracurriculars coupled with my academic excellence. Present-
ly, I serve as the student council president of Fairfield prep. I am a
National Achiever Association regional coordinator in junior
achievement. I have been active in soccer and debating. I am a
member of the National Honor Society and Ksy Club and currently
rank in the toP 19 percentof my class.

You see, Senator, it has- always been education which has pro-
vided the opportunity for success in America. Now the Federal
Government wants to cut funds to the financial assistance pro-
grams which provide the means for a solid education for the major-
ity of postsecondary school stndents.

In doing so, tfiey help to create a more stable economic future.,In
reality, they are employing, the improper means to attain an end
which may not result. The way to improve the economic conditions
of this Nation is to educate the masses. Through education the im-
migrant settlers of the 'early 1900's moved out of the ghettbs and
built themselves a place in society. -

It is education which Orovides oppor.tunity which America standi
for to achieve success: For my next 4 years of College and following
years of law school I will be in need of financial assistance in order
to make my dreams come true. I am relying heavily upon guaran-
teed student loans and college work-study programs.

I would like very much to attend Harvgrd University for my un-
dergraduate education. Realistically, my parents cannot support
me for a traction of the total expenses. For college, and later law
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school, I will *be dependent upon government-funded programs in
order to continue my pathway toward a successful tomorrow.

Without these financial assistance programs the open doors of
my future maY enclose me into the same world of my parents.

' Rec4nt figures have shown the expenses for the academie year 1983
to be approximately-$12,000 for Harvard University. .
r Because of this enormous financial burden on my family I may
not be able to attend the school of my choice. The college scholar-

,...ship service estimates my total family contribution toward educa-
tion for the next year to be $3,050. In order to account for the out-
standing funds needed, I am considering college work-study and
guaranteed student loans.

*Because colleges will receive less Federal aid, college woric study
may be difficult to attain. Many colleges have few employment op-
portunities on campus. With a, decline of Federal funds the compe-
tition for the work-study prograrns may eliminate my chances for
consideration. ,

The largest part, of most financial aid packets arranged for by
, the college and universities is often in the form of a guaranteed
student loan. The Government has helped to reduce the burden by
ubsidizing the difference in interest rates to the banks. This has

helped maintain a 9-percent interest ceiling on student loans.
Since Congress is considering legislation limiting eljgibility for

guaranteed student loans and removing Federal interest benefits
this once sought-after aid may soon provide very little of my finan-
cial needs. With the present situation of the financial assistance
programs it is difficult to afford the expenses of any large universi-
ty.

With any further reductions in the availability of such financial ,

assistance I may find myself at a 19st for payment of education ex- ,penses My future is in danger and seems filled with turbulent mo-
ments My goals and aspirations may never become a reality while
there are few funds accountable.

The youth of today are indeed the future of America. The Gov-
ernment should take a vested interest in us today in order to pre- .
pare us to be the leaders ofktomorrow. Thank you.

Senator WEICKER. Thank you, John.
. Did all of your parents attend college?

MS. ALEXANDER. Mine did not.
Senator WEICKER. Are you'the first member.of your family to be

able to go into graduate school, Zandrina, and get this far along in
the educational process? ,

MS. ALEXANDER. I am the first member of my family to go to col- .
lege, period.

Senator WEICKER. The very interesting point that Holly brought
up in her comments, how much moneyif, as you say, you are
forced to leave, how much nidney has already been expended by '."
the Federal Government that literally will- be just thrown away?,
Do you have any ideas? 1

MS. ALEXANDER. My current indebtedness 1h32,000, of which a\little n ore than 50 percent of that is Government guaranteed loansthat I opld not be able to pay back without a lucrative position.
Senator WEICKER. What year are you in now?
MS. ALEXANDER. This is my third year.
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Senator WEIQKER. How many years do you have still ahead of
you? .

Ms, ALEXADER. One more year. I have 1 mpre year ahead of me.
-Senator, WEICKER. After this?
MS. /1.EXANDER, After this year. Yes.
Sena or WEICKER. At the end of that year what do you estimate

will be the amount of your indebtedness, assuming the fact that
things are going to work out and, as you indicate, that is a very iffy

4 question, but assuming they do virork out, what would be the total/ amount ,of your indebtedness at that time?
Ms. ALEXANDER. It costs abSut $12,000 a year for medical school

and I am-also a single parent so I add another $2,000 for.that. So,
1 adding $.k4,000 to $32,000 that biings it to $46,000 approximately,

and this is at a State school, which'is relatively inexpensive.
Senator WEICKER. You indicated, as I recall, in your comments

.._,, tbat many who pursue the direction that you have, tend to go back
to their communities to practice what it is they have learned. You
are entil'ely correct when ybu say that in many of the deprived and
rural areas there is a great shortage of professionals. Is that what

'you intend;to do?
MS. ALEXANDER. Definitely. I am committed to primary care

medicine. I am committed to going back to the inner city and work-
ing with my people. By my people I mean the poor and the under,
served.

Senator WEICKER. Gioia, in the course of your career at Yale, just
review for me, did you receive Federal assistance in addition to
whatever assistance you.got from Yale University?

M. MAPP. Yes. I was the recipient of national direct student
loans as well as work-study funds.

Senator WEICKER. Can you give me any idap hs to the amounts
that are involved there?

Ms. MAPP. My work-study funds usually amount to around $800
a term which I earn by working 10 hours a week, and my indebted-
ness at this point with the national direct student loan is $6,000.

Senator WEICKER. Holly, have you received Federal funds in the
course of your eillication that are required to be paid back?

Ms. Komi. I receive approxirhately $1,000 every year from the
Pell grant program, $1,000'every year from the college work-study
program and basically, to date, The Federal moneys have totaled
about $9,000, but I am not through yet.

The university has provided about $8,000 in private gFänts and
. scholarships. Then I get an additional $3,000 to $4,000 in local

scholarships. The taxpayers are putting me through school.
Senator WEICKER. Thee point I want to make to all three of you

because John hasn't yet been thiough your experience, and hope-
-. w fully he will be able to have, that experience, would all of yOu have

been able to do what you want to do in terms of educational oppori-
tunity without the Federal assistance? ,

Ms. Komi. Never. )

MS. MAIT. NO. ,,
1 t

MS. ALEXANDER. Absciliiiely not. --
Ms. Komi. My college tuition is more than my mother's a 'Listed

gross income.
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Senator WEICKER- I very much appreciate all of you. This is, I
know, throwing a soft ball at youthat is what we call it in my
profession when one gives you the opportunity, to be broad in your
response, but I wonder if any of yoir might want to comment an
those of your fellow students. you know that are in the same cir-
cumstances in which you find yourself. I think a lot of times the
perception that is given is that there are many people just having
a good time, not paying back loans, who could do with an educe-

qion,.or could do without an education.
I would really like to have each one of you very briefly respond

to that because I think it is important.
I would like to give you each a few minutes to tell of those that

you are aware of who share your concerns. Anything parfitular
that you would like to highliaht is my last question so you can set
the record straight in the minds of the public.

Ms. ALEXANDER. Senator Weicker,.Lwould like to say that medi-
cal education takes a treMeildous commitment. It js a' lot of very,
very hard work and we aren't able to take part in things like wOrk-
study programs because we work 70. to 80 hours a week or moee,
and that does not include homework.and extra reading. .

There is no one in medical schdol geofing off. They wouldn't be
there. And the ones who are there are committed and they deserve
tcr be helped. They deserve to be helped because, I think, it is their
right and because, I think, it is a commitment to the country, to
the United States of America that' these people get this chance for
us to develop into the sociefy that we have always claimed we are,

,and that we warit.to keep.
Senator WEICKER. Thank yOu very much.
Ms. MAPP, Senator, a flood of comments come to thind and basi-

cally I hpve to agree with the rerparks that were juk made. None
of the students that I go to school with are goofing off. Every one of
us realizes just how fortunate We are to be at Yale University be-
cause roughly 1 out of every 10 applicants are picked to be in any
one graduating cies§ and that is quite a ratio to overcome.

But in terms of financial aid, I go to school with people wha I see
working j bs outside of their work-study jobs to make ends meet
and a' lpt f them aresending rrioney home to help make ends meet
there.

I happezied to mention in my testimony that Federal reductions a

spend the nd of one summer loging for employment ,for the next
in summerjobs made it difficult ,16r me, T% be truthful about it, I

sumrareirid the summer of my sophomore year I was 'yen; fortu-
nate to larrd a job with the Commerce Department. I was depend-
ing on that jbb..In April of my junior year I got a phone call
saying. "Pm sorry, Gioia, we can t hire yoU and we feel badly about
it,' and I know that they, felt badly about it, but the fact was that
Yale University aipectS of its financial aid. studerits at least $1,000
in aummer earnings to gO toward their tuition bill. The loss of that
job vina,loss of at least 1,1,000 for me. That $1,000 does not take
into acceunt the extra money"I try te earn to be, able to meel extra
experisea for books; and other personal expenses. :
-' I have Men very fortunate, as I have said. I am riot in position
where Prietessari19 have to ISe sending money home but. I will be
horteSt 'andigay I have beeri clOse to itiat times. And so, the money

; ;
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thal I received in the national direct,student loan has made it pos-
,sibre for me to complete my educatioNt Yale. 0

My goals wete. to go on to law school. This is no longer my plan.
I. have been intdviewing for jobs. My plan is to go into the private
sector and to basically earn the-Money that r will need to go to law
school because I realize that I can no longer dbpend on ftnancial
assistance to meet that goal.

Senator WEICKER. Thank,you very much.
Holly. .

Ms. Koc . I ould like to note that, yes, studeAte are in school to
learn b there are those students there that are there partying, as

0 4 you mi t call it. I am not one of those students. I often watch theI others come and go. I am from a private university. The tuition is
high. The budget is high to get in there: There are students in
there that you might say don't belong there. They are just there
for the fun. It is a very small percentage, but they are there.

Fortunately, these stUamts are not the Ones that are receiving
the financial aid. Then there would be .a real injustice in the
system:The students that I know that I see that are recipients of
finandal aid moneys, are doing their best. They are good students.
They are trying hard. They are working hard. They are doing ev- .erything in their p8Wer to get through college 'and repay the .

moneys that they have borrowed. . .

I wpuld like to say that I belieFe I am a good student and I wourd ,
have liked tb continue h graduate school. It ishno longer in the
near future for. me. I will o out after I graduate next year, inter-
view and try and eeek em loyment with one of the firms in Con-
necticut. Hopefully through their programs I might be able Ta go t
back and take some graduate courses and ultimately get a degree.

That is basically what I have to do to get ,an education. It is
'using people and you go through your college education and your
graduate school realizing that you owe a heck of a lot of people an
awful lot of time, money and consideration:mid you are in debt
that you could never possibly repay.

Senator WEIbKER. Thank you very Much.
Johb, my last question to you then is, at the present time, what

you want to do in terms a higher education you might not be able
to do; is that 'correct? Are you debating now as to what the future
holds for you, as Wwhere you are going .to go to college, if you are
going to'go to collet ?rA

MI:. MANCINI \..C4 t: College is going to pose a problem in
. itself, first of all, to ay Cot it. But then, with the debts I will have

.earned through loans, if I de get them, laW school may be virtually
. impossible to pay for. So the option will be open to me whether or

not I (lb want to go into a professional field right after college.
. And at my Harvard iritervieW that was a questipn posed to,

and I said that if a job ware offered to me I'Would seriously have o
consider .not going into law school siMply because of the deb , I
ni. ht face through my 3 years of law 'echeol. .

natot %Imp. I notice in your statement you say that yo
Parents' contribution woctld be in the area of $3,000, is that correct,
toward a $12,000 tuition. Does Harvard guarantee that they can
pick up that difference in the absence of Federal programs?
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Mr. MADKINL No, HarVard doesn't guarantee that they can pick
up the difference. TheS, say that the Federal progrms will be a
major -part of the assistance that you get and then they will try to
make uP the difference from there but without those Federal pro-
grams I would not be able to afford going to Harvard.

Senator WEICKER. After we hear from the Senators and.Congpess-
men, and' all the presidents of the universities, I think that the
four of you probably bring it home better than anyone else. Thank
you ;iery much. -

We are going to hear more from the faculty and from the presi-
dents of the private colleges and J would say we certainly can take
10 minutes here, 10 minutes or a little bit more, if there is any stu-
dent in this room who would either like to express him or herself,
Or has-any question to ask.

ythy don't you come to the microphone how.

STATEMENT OF JOHN MESSLER, STUDENT, EASTERN
CONNECTICUT STATE'COLLEGE

Mr. MESSLER. My name is John Mess ler. I am a sophomore at
Eastern Connecticut State College and I am eventually hoping to
look at law school myself. I originally was interested in private
education when I was in high school. When my junior year came
around, I was starting to seriously look where I would go to school.
I had really no choice but to look toward public education.

At Eastern, I have really enjoyed the school and I hope to go to
law school but without the loans I don't think I. would be able to do
it. What do you feel aboutI know it is important to cut back on
these expenses, the Federal expenses. But how long do you think it
will take for the States to pick up some of the slack?

Senator WEICKER. I would agree with the comments made earlier
by president DiBiaggio and those of his colleagues, I see no indica-
tion coming from the State of Connecticut that it is goineto pick
up the slack. I see nothing in the privattsector that says that they
are going to pick up the slack.

What I am saying to you is what is going to give here is your
education. That is what we arelfighting for. ft is not a question
that the State is going to supply extra moneys.

Let me say this right. now. The State of Connecticut does not
have the natural resources to jax, to produce the money -to make
up for what the Federal Government isn't doing. We don't have

, that, And I think it would be ,very difficult for the State of Con-
necticut, and knowing the realisms of politics, to impose those
taxes necessary to supplement the Federal role, or substitute,
rather, the Federal role.

What I am saying to you is that what will he diminished because
of the diminishing Federal dollars under those circumstances is the
educational opportunity that is now available to all.

Mr. MESSLER. What do you think is the destiny of some of the
smaller private schools? I don't know offhand how many there are
in Connecticut but I know there are several, as well as those
around New England.

Senator WEICKER. I think the answer is that they are going to be
hard pressed in the sense that, again as was indicated by the earl-
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er panel, the larger tuition fees, usually present in the private in-
stitutions, are not going to be met in the sense of Federal aid being
withdrawn or not going to be met in the sense of parents having
lower incomes due to the bad economic times.

Therefore, students are going to look increasingly toward the
public sector. The difficulty with that is that it will then impact onthe student body mix in the public institutions and probably de-. prive many low-income students, lower middle -income students,
and minority students of the education they are now getting.

\STATEMENT OF EVANGELINE FRANRLIisi, MEDICAL STUDENT,
YALE UNIVERSITY

MS. FRANKLIN. My name is Evangeline \Franklin and I am a
medical student at Yale University. I would like to give you some
more fuel for your fire, Senator Weicker, in terms of information
about what medical students at Yale have been dperating under
the last few*years.

I have matriculated at, Yale University and currently owe over
$40,000 in _Federal student loans. I was bne of the last group of
medical students to receive low-interest loans- at a 7-percent inter-
est rate. I alio owe 2 years of, service through the National Health
Service Corps scholarship program, and this has been the only way
that I have been able to finance my medical education.

As my counterpart fiorn the University of Connecticut has indi-
cated, I am also very concerned .about service in primary care to
the underserved in this country. I would like to indicate further-
more that there will be a great decrease in the future in terms of
those individuals from minority and low-income backgrounds who ILwill go into medicine and, as a result, because of the high cost of a
medical education they will not be attracted to primary care spe-cialties 'such as internal Ingdicine, obstetrics, gynecology, pediat-
rics, and psychiatry becaule of the low incomes which are derived
therefrom.

,They will be much more attracted to specialty medicine which
are not needed any further irl this country. Geographic maldistri-
bution will also suffer because of the large-emounts of money that
will be owed by medical school graduates.

Senator WEICKER. I want to emphasize that this is a tremendous
point you are making and I don't think everybody understands
that in order to get the kind of income to pay back these.loans, you
must move into the areas where the money is, so that the less
served or underservedipopulations will continue to suffer.

Ms. FRANKLIN. I think that the decrease in the low-interest loan
programs that were previously provided for students and the in-
creases and ceilings on the loan-program which is at market inteo
est pluS in terms of operating that program is really abominable in
terms of the Government's perception of how to rearrange physi-
cian supply in this country.

I think that medicine is a prime example of a profession which
actually does provide a very unique and important service to the 'people of this country, and if the Federal Government is going to
take the attitude that physicians, who are ping to be highly paid
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professionals anyway, should be paying back high-interest loans I
think that they are really going to -be cutting off their own necks.

There are several hundreds of thousands of people iii the State of
Connecticut who won't be able to get service because of the various
cutbacks in medicare and medicaid expenditures and other social
welfare prograins.*And I think that I, as a graduating student from
Yale University, if I was owing money at an interest rate of 20 per-
cent I would be attracted to hematology, oneology, and akniversity

-based practice.
So, I think that ydu should relay that inforination to the commit-

tee and to the rest of Congress. I really don't think that Reaganom-
ics has a clear understanding of the economics of medicine and
what changes there really have to be made in order to affect spe-
cialty distribution. Cutting back the loan programs for medical
education is surely not an incentive to redistribUte specialties and
geographic problems in the medical industry. Thank you.

Senator WELCKER. Thank you very much.

STATEMENT OF STEVEN ALLEN, STUDENT, UNIVERSITY OF
CONNECTICUT

Mr. ALLEN. Senator Weicker, my name is Steven Allen and I am
a graduate student working on my Ph. D. in civil engineering here
at the University of Connecticut! I have been a graduate student
for the last 3 years and if I can remain a full-time student, hopeful-
ly in another year I will graduate with my Ph. D.

I appreciate the opportunity to speak here and hope that in some
small way I may influence those of you who have some power to
moderate the proposed cutbacks in student aid programs.

I am particularly distressed by the proposed cutbacks in the
- guaranteed student loan program, especially as it affects graduate

studbnts. It is my understanding that the graduate student loans
may be severely cut back or eliminated entirely for graduate stu-
dents. i

Prior to the beginning of my graduate studies here .at UConn I
had worked 8 years and was able to accumulate enough ravings to
allow me to consider becoming a full-time student again. I had
always planned to continue my education with the eventual goal of
accepting a faculty position. ,

However, the ecohomic realities of life forced me to delay this
move until I had sufficient funds. So with the as' surance and the
reasonable expectation that I would receive graduate student loans
in the forrn of guaranteed student loans, I embarked this career as
a graduate student. I am presently receiving a graduate stipend of
approximately $4,500 a year for 20 hours a week work as a gradu-
ate assistant hai,he department of civil engineering. Between this
and a student Mb of $5,000 a year I have been able to subsist, and .
I say subsist, because that is about all 'I can do. It is certainly an
austere lifestyle.

I occasionally take out my bills, look at them and put them away,
unpaid. I am at a point where I cannot pay for maintenance oh my
car, which is necessary to get to this university. By the way, I com-
mute from Mystic, Conn., every day: I am one of your neighbors. I
am at the point where I have no rnore savings left and if I don't
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receive this guaranteethstudent loan for the next year I will basi-
cally go broke if I try to remain a student.
. NoW I hear that the student loans for graduate students will be

cut or eliminated entirely. I will be forced to throw away .3 years
my education and go back to work full time. This is, my only sho
at a Ph. D. in my eventual Career goals. If I quit now I will never
be able to resume again.

When I compare my lot with those from Third World countries
my complaints may seem insignificant. After all, I am not starving.
However, my concern is not for me alone. My concern is also for \
higher education and especially graduate education in the United I
States.

Without support for graduate students there will be few Ameri-
cans going on for advanced deg-fees and consequently fewer Ph. D.'s
available to carry oh the research and teaching duties at, universi-
ties. It is happening right now when nearly a third 61\all courses
here are taught by nonpermanent faculty or'graduate students.

The consequences are grave' for higher education in the United
States. Do we need another Sputnik to wake up the present admin-
istration to the fact that thee.quality of higher eduCation in the
United Statts is imperiled? When will the administration realize
that these proposed cutbacks are sbortsighted and serve only to
erode America's loosening grip on high technology.

Without support for graduate students and graduatse education in
the United Staths there will be no way in which American industry
can match foreign competition. We have already lost the edge in,
the automobile industry. Are we to lose it in every other engineer-
ing, science and medicine industry?

I call on you, Senator Weicker, to use whatever influence you
have as my elected representative to make mY. concerns ttnd 'fears
felt in the U.S. Congress. Thai"( you.

Senator WEICKER. 'Thank you very much.' -
I think you said something which should be emphasized. The Ei-

senhower admiriistration perceived a Soviet threat and responded
by an influx of furids into the educational system for resenrch,
scholarship through the-National Defense Educati9n Act, whereas,
the esponse of this administration to the same perceived threat is
to draw back in this area and clearly I don't think that is the right
way to go.

4

STATEMENT OFGREGORY THOMAS, STUDENT, EASTERN
bONNECTICUT STATE COLLEGE

Mr. THOMAS. Senator Weicker, my name is Gregory Thomas ;nd
I am also from Eastern Connecticut State College. I would like to
reiterate what my fellow' students have said about the dirp finan-
cial straits that many.of us are in and the need for these-Federal
loan and grAnt programs to continue to keep us in schoO.

Personally, I too am broke and my car is in a,atate of disrepair.
In fact, it hasn't been on the road for 6 months. What I would like
to ask you is that I atri sure you are aware that March 1 is the day

.of the Second Annual Student Lobby Day in Washington, D.C. Are
you and members of your committee going to jk yourqelves
available so that we can talk?
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Senator WEICKER. The answer is yes. You wit be welcome down
there. And I thinl it, is important that you do Make your vieivs
known in Washington. And this is the time to do it, prior to the

' finalization of that budget.
Mr. THOMAS. M'y question to Tou, sir, is will you personally be

there to talk with us and representatives from our school and from
. other schools in the State?

Senator WEICKER. Yes.
Mr. THOMAS. Thank you yery much.,
Senator WEICKER.I Thank you all very much.
[Whereupon, at 12.30 p.m., the hearing recessed, to reconvene at

1 p.m. the soigne day.]
,

AFTERNOON SESSION

[Whereupon, at 1 p.m., the subcommittee reconvened, Hon)
Lqwell,Weicker, Jr., presiding.]

Setator WEICKER. The hearing will esume. As our next panel we
have with *us Steve Trachtenberg, president of the University of
Hiirtford; Marcia Savage, the president of Hartford College for
Women; Oaks Ames, president of Connecticut College, and Richard
Terry, president of Quinnipiac College:

I very much appreciate your taking time from ,yotir very busy
schedules to be with us.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD A. TERRY, PRESIDENT, QUINNIPIAC
COLLIEGE; OAK MIES, PRESIDENT, CONNECTICUT COLLEGE;
MARCIA SAVAGE, PRESIDENT, HARTFORD COLLEGE FOR
WOMEN; AND STEPHEN JOEL TRACHTENBERG, PRESIDENT,
UNIVERS* OF HARTFORD, A PANEL
Mr. TERR . Senator Weickerz I appreciate this opportunity to ad-

dress the Senate Subcommittee on Education. Allow me to preface
my remarks by stating that I support President Reagan's goals of
restoring health to the economrby reducing tlie costs of Govern-
ment, stimulating private investment, and curbing inflation. I also
support his goals of insuring that the Nation will be strong and
productive, able to defend itself and preeminent for the knowledge
and skills of its people.

' All of us stand to gain from having a strong nation with a
healthy economy, and we find it not unreasonable to expect our
students,to bear:along with the rest of us, a proportionate burden
in reducing the expenditures ofthe Federal Government.

At Quinnipiac College, a private institution offering- undergrad-
uate and graduate degrees, we endorse the principle that the first
source of funds for tuition and fees should be, not the Federal Gov-
ernment, but students and their families. Increasingly, thowever,
students 'and their families ha4e found themselves hard pressed,
first because of inflation and now because of the recession, toThear
a larger share of the costs of higher education. This college, with
its modest endowment, is able to provide limited funds toward the
financial assistance of a full-time enrollment of 2,300 and a part-
time enrollment of 1,600 students. Our full-time students have been
able to .demonstrate substantial financial need for assistance in
meeting these costs.

(q
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cs1/4 A large imber of them belong to. mi e-income families, and
many Irepres t the first' generation going o college. Ametig our
students recei ing campus-based aid, the average family income is
$24;500. Over 1,600 of our full-time stud,ents depend on Federal
gragt, loan-aed work-stirtly funds, which satisfy about 60 percent of
Their documented need..

The other 40 percent is made up in pari by resources provided by
d e44. stitlents and their families, State grants, college-developed scholar-

ships, and campus employment opportunities. The proposed reduc-
tions .in the Federal student financial asgistance programs will
affect our students in different ways. .

Lowering the eligibility requirements for t Pell grant to/an ad-
justed gross family income of $16,000 would aftect about 25 percent
of the students presently eligible for these grants. Elhninating the
State stuaent inceritive grants would affect betweeno$0 arid 100 stua

9 dents; eliminating the- supplemental grant program would affect
over 100' students; eliminating further Federal fundingjor the rut,
tional direct stildent loan program woulsi affect a lane numbersof
the 460 students currently receiving loansAinder fhis program, re-
ducing the college work-study program woirld directly affect over
300 Quinnipiac students; doubling the origination fee So l. guaran-
teed student loans, and raising the inte'rest to market rates, would
affect the 75 percent orour students who Wbuld find these loans
increasing their indektedness by 19 percenta very impractical
way of meeting the costs of an education.

On the whole, it would seem that the proposed budget is asking
ouir students and thousands of others to be ready, if need be, to
forgo their education so that the economy can be healed. Not all of
them, of course, will have to make this large sacrifice. The few
from wealthy families will be -assured of completing college. Those
with familiesfortunate enough to be able to go into debt will be
able to pay for their education. those who can't scrape together
the1/4cash for college will be barred from higher education.

If our students are called upon to make sacrifices, let these be'
bearable ones. Give families time to find other resources for tuition
and fees. Give colleges time to acquire scholarships and build loan

e, funds that will make it possible for students to continue their edu-
cation, Give those fortunate enough to be intelligeht and unfortu-
nate enough to be poor or to belong to financially strapped middle-
incoMe families en educational opportunity that, through no fault
of their own, they have been able neither to inherit not to earn. It
makes sense to do this, because the strength of our country and- the,
health of the economy depend on it.-Thank you.

Senator WEICKER. Thank you very, very much.
President Ames.'
Mr. AMES. Senator Weicker, I want to thank you and your staff

for giving us this opportunity to talk on a subject which is of really
great concern to all of its in higher eaucation, both public and inde-
pendent, and of-course is so important for future generatioiw of
students and thdeed for our Whole Nation.

In melting my remarks I wait to oncentrate CM the impact on
Connecticut College and its students the cuts in Federal finan-
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cial aid programs, both those which have been enacted.and those
which are proposed for the fiscal 1983 budget.

At the anset I want to say that the Middle Income Student As-
sistance Act of 1978 was a tremendously helpful piece of legisla-
tion, a veq important one indeed. It had some flaws in it, one of
which' was the availability of guaranteed student loans to those
who did not need,them. None of us in higher education obiected to
the eliminatibn of any wasteful features in this legislation.

What toncerns us today ig that the- cuts for next year in fiscal
1983 may seriously reduce educational opportunity for America's
students..T4se cuts seem to deny the prinéiple that it is in the
Nation's inttrest to.invest in the .higher education of its young
people. .

Connecticut College has a modest endowmgrit of about $14 Mil-
lion and an annual giving program that brings in about $1,200,000
a year. We are able to offer financial aid to 34 percent of our stu-
dentt. The average package of scholarship, plus a loan, plus work-
study-covers about one-half the cost of attending Connecticut Col-

, lege.
This year almost 90 percent of our total inCorne from endowment

and from annuSsViving combined, in addition to the Federal and
State funds for s holarships is necessary to maintain that level of
support. Ninety percent of our income from sOnrces other Than tu-
ition is going into thesollege's scholarship pfogram.

However, in recent years we have had, to send out between 30.
and 90 of what we call admit-deny letters each spring to applicants
to the freshman class advising them that they are admitted, that
we would like tolwe tirmeat the college but that we have run out
of aid funds

For the class of 1985, thjs year's freshinen, this number rose to
' 147. Clearly, this is not tile case of freedom of choice and, opportu-

nity 'We lose diversity in our student body and therefore education
'for ,all of our students. This is some of the enrichment it otherwise
could tiavt. Most of those admitted denied students have to go else-
where, although they had originally edecided that our particular
combination of strengths would have given them an education best
suited to their needs,and their hopes.

The U.S. Sectetary of Edudation has said that the Federal Gov-
ernment can no longer afford what he calls posh student aid pro-
grarn, and I am quoting him there as you know. He seems to think
if' paid oppqrtunities are reduceditsignificantly students..and their
parents will be able)o reach into their mattresses and come up
with the difference.

Our experience suggests otherwise. The fact that those admitted
but denied students muste turn either to the public sector or to a
ichool with greater financial aid.resources indicates that there is
little elasticity in those family budgets. And, as we know, those col-
leges with more financial aid resources than Connecticut College
has are now also being.foiced to coirgittnability to pay in their ad-
missions decisions. Wesleyan University just announced that policy
change last week.

garlier I noted that Connecticut College is using almost 90 per-
cent of all its endowment and annual giving income to finance its
scholarship budget. A few years ago that percentage was far less.
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The increase has been necessary to compensate for the combined
effects of inflation and the constant or decreasing funding levels
from both State and Federal governments.- .

We estimate that next year the level of Federal funding for the
Pell grants and for the college-based programs at Connecticut, Col-
lege Will be 46 percent below the 1979-80 level in constant dollars.
The proposed budget for fiscal 1983 would bring about a further re-duction of 44 percent. It is hard to see how we can adapt to such 'big cuts and still maintain the'quality of our product, a liberal edu-
cation. .

We have been diverting an increasing fraction of income other
than tuition into financial aid for several years. To go further
would force the-tuition up too rapidly for many who can just barely
afford to pay now. And it would severely limit what we could pay
our faculty and expend fot *library and the laboratory budgets.In closing, I would like to make some general observations. To
find solutions to the problems of our times "from nuclear weapons
to inflation we need npt only specialists but more people who have
the intellectual skills, the habits of mind, the breadth of under-
standing to see these problems ih perspective and therefore, tajudge wisely.

We need a highly educated citizenry. Liberal education help stu-
dents develop these qualities. It should be the foundation for all
professional and specialized study and it has long been one of the
great strengths of America's independent colleges and universities.

If student financial aid is cut as deeply as the present , adminis-
tration proposes- for fiscal 1983, it will be impossible for many
young people to freely choOse those colleges where they can best.
develop their potential. The results will be a less skillesi and less
wise society. We must recognize that financial aid for students is
an investment in their futures and in our Nation's future that will ,be paid back many times over.

To reduce it is both shortsighted and, in the long run, will be far
more costly to our Nation. If we wish to increase America's produc-tivity and problem-solving capacity we must not allow financial
need to limit educational opportunity.

Thank you very much.
Senator WEIMER. Thank you. ,

Marcia Savage, president of thilartford College for Women.
Ms. SAVAGE. Senator Weicker, I would like to add my thanks as

well for this opportunity to speak out on probably one of the most
crucial issues facing higher eshication today,.

As I considered my testimony the following words flooded mymind: On the one hand, survival; access; opportunity; diversity; and
quality. On the other, failure!' elitism; disadvantage; homogeneity;and inequality.

The first group represents those Values, I think, which have
characterized the postsecond edu'cational philosophy in this acountry for approximately 24 years. I think most of us w4l admit
that the implementation for making real a concept such as diversi-
ty and access within our complex edikcational system, has not been .without problems.

At the same'time, I realize as a president of a wpman's institu-
tion that it is a commitment to just such concepts. that has made
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the education of Women in this country of all ages, of all socioeco-
nomic levels more possible and successful than it has ever -been
before in the history of this Nation.

Federal assistance programs in education have made it possible
for single parents, for displaced homemakers, midlife adults, as
well as the traditionally aged studei)ts to improve the quality of in-
dividual and family lives, to become wage earners, to know the
meaning of financial independence as a result of their educational
experience and training.

Academically able women have come to know the positive value
of their intelligence. They have known that thikintelligence need
not be coupled with appropriate social class and economic back-
ground in order-to have the opportunity to have it find expression
in the best of those postsecondary educational environments aVaila-
ble within our society.

All of the above appears at great risk as a result of the proposed
cutbacks. Thus; the other >Words I mentioned come to the fore.
When I speak of failure I speak not only of the possible failure of
the individual institutions a result of such actions but the fail-
ure of a dream.

Educational doors which were opened as a result of 'personal and
institutionnl paying will be closed. Access will be, I am afraid, a
dream' deferred in the, ,words of the poet, Nikki Giovanni, and elit-
ism will replace the diversity that is so, characteristic of today's
student bodies.

But more specifically, the impact of cuts in Federal student aid
programs on a small private, independent college is dramatic and
devastating in its results. Hartfbrd College, a, very, small liberal
arts, 2-year "college for women, 80 percent of whose graduates
transfer to a wide variety of 4-year colleges, offers an opportunity
fOr wider horizons to a student body quite different from that anZ
many other independent colleges.

Seventy percent of our students commute from home. Twenty-
five percent of them are parttime. Twenty-five percent of them are
adults. According to the college scholarship service institutional
statistics 115 students filed financial aid applications for- Hartford
College for the 081-82 academic year.

Ninety-three of those were dependent students of whom 30 per-. cent had family incomes under $15,000. Forty-five percent had in-
comes between $15 and $30,000. And only 25 percent incomes above
$30. Of the 22 who were independent students, as they filed, 86 per-
cent of them had incomes under $5,000 and all were under $10,000.
Eighty percent of the total .applicant group then represent family
incomes of under $30,000.

These intlude not only a number of minority students, chiefly
black and Hispanic, but also many students from various ethnic
groups. We have in our college a ,high percentage -of students who
are for the first time, in their families, going to college, 'and for
whom this college provides the gateway to opportipities not other-
wise possible.

Since the majority of our students commute most continue to
work at part-time jobs, often the same ones they had in high school
while attending college on a full-time basis. Hartford College's tu-
ition in the current year is $3,-600. Board and room charges for resi-
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dent students is, $2,250. To say that these charges are- low for pri-
vate independent colleges is an understatement. But in view of the
low average income of our students' famines the firaincial commit-
ment, exclusive of loans, has been over $150,000 for the last 3
years. 4

During this period, reductions in Federal funding for basicgiants, even with the relative stability, and the supplemental
w grants and the college work-study prograin, have already reduced

the Federal portion of the aid coMmitment at Hartford College
from 62 percent of the total in 1979-80 to 50 percent in 1980-81 to

,

42 percent in 1981-82.
Guaranteed lots over the same 3-year period have increased,

markedly from $T52,000 to the current $272,000 in 1981-82. With a
student population almost half of whom are from families with in-
comes below $30,000, further _reductions in the basic opportunity
program, the supplemental program,,and the college work-study
program, coupled with origination fees and reduced availability of
guaranteed loans for the under $30,000 income group would, unless
a,lternative sources of aid become available, put Hartford College,
-Ken at its modest cost, out of financial reach for most of the stu-
dent§in thel15 to $30,000 income range, about one-quarter of our
present -student body.

In conclusion, at a time when this colintry needs competitively
every intelligent mind honed to its highest level, the proposed cuts
would stamp out acces.§ to approximately 2,165,000 students, would
cut aid by $400 a year, even for students at the poverty level, will
weaken our commitment as a country to keep open college opportu-
nities for.student.4 of ability, will shrink the pool of trained intelli-
gent future leaders of this country at a time when they are, going
to be crucially needed, and will further burden the public institu-
tions tind weaken independent institutions which have given us the,
diversity of experience in a country which has been proud of this
kind of opportunity.

Thank you.
Senator WMCKER. Thank you.
President Trachtenberg?
Mr. TRACHTENBERG. Senator Weicker, I am obliged to the oppor-

tunity to make this statementand I think all of the people of Con-
necticut share that obligation. I am'also pleased to associate myself
with remarks made by my colleagues in the independent sector and
I am glad for this occasion to make a common cause with my col-
leagues in the taxpayer supported sector, some of whom I see here
and whose concerns we share mutually.

It would be redundant to state that the cuts proposed by the
' Reagan administration for 1983-84 would have a devastating effect
on higher education. The President is proposing to cut the Pell
grants from $2.3 billioa in 1981 to only $1.4 billion in 1983. He is

,
al§o proposing the elimination of new Federal funding for supple-
mental educational opportunity grants and the national direct stu-
dent loans.

Currently the combination of Federal funding for those two,pro-
grams is $556 million. He is also proposing a sharp reduction from
$'550 million in college work-study funding currently to $397 mil-

1 lion in 1983. .
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If we werelnjook at this at the next level in ter of the effects
on'each State the picture would look something 1 e this. In Con-
necticut, during the 1980-S1 .academic year students shared
$18,832,000 in Pell grant fundinI. With the pro sed cuts for 1983-
84, this figure would drop to $11,299,000.

In terms of the caeopus9based funding, e 1980-81 figure is
roughly $15,368,000. The Reagan propos will reduce that to
$4,773,000. Two other areas that will great affect the students are
changes in the guaranteed student loan rogram and the elimina-
tion of social security benefits for stud ts between the ages of 18
and 22.

The guaranteed student loan pro
middle-income family. If it is mad
coordinate this program through
away from that kind of partici
astroto to students in all sector
in the.public sector and the in

What do all of these cuts
Itirtford? In the area of Pe
approximately 758 studen
$672,000. If the administ
the best our students
$436,000. That would p

In the campus-bas
students receiving $
funding. Under the
aided since the pr

Under the na
dents have par
proposes no n
the money w
being paid
sisting onl

Finally
student§involved and with the reduction contemplated for 1983-84,
taking,into account a slight increase in the minimum wage, we
wouldilDe able to aid only 364 students. Overall, it is our guess that
if all the cuts recommended were to come to fruition evr 1,300 stu-
den who currently qualify for Federal aid at the University of
H ford would either be cut out totally or reduced substantially.

he University of Hartford has increased its own scholarship
udget significantly ,both in 1981-82 and proposed for 1982-83.
owever, it would be impossible to fill all of the gaps left in 1983-

'84 if the adminikration's proposals were passed.
Currently, many of our students and their families are obliged to

bOrrow as much as $4,000 for each academic year, and even with
their willingness to borrow for quality education, they still find it
difficult to meet all of the exPenses involved in educating their
children.

If loans become, more difficult to get, then the middle-class fami-
lies will be left out in the cold when it comes to higher education,
particularly in the independent sector. The ramifications of the
cuts in Connecticut and throughout the country vally need consid-

too c mbersome for banks to
the mainstay of the

State agencies and they back
ation, the afects would be dis-

of higher education, in all sectors,
pendent sector..

ean to students at the University of
grants the 1981-82 academic year has

participating. They are sharing about
tion manages to get its way in 198-3-84,

ould hope for would be approximately
13bably help only about 493 students.
programs this year, 1981-82, we have 500

3,000 in State educational opportunity grant
roposed cuts for 1983-84, no students would be

gram is abolished.
onal direct student loan program, over 650 stu-

cipated this year. Since the Reagan administration
funding for 1983-84, we would only be able to use

collect from students involved in the program that is
ck by past recipients. We would therefore drop to as-

400 students.
under the college Work study program we now have 515
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eration Without the trained manpower that my colleagues bave
referred to we will be unable to face the challenges ahead.

The University of Hartford is going to do its level best to protect
its students and is making financial aid the highest priority in its
budget for the coming academic year.

The University gave slightly more than $2 Million in financial
aid from its own funds, during the current 'academic year. Next
year we plan to increase our financial aid budget tiy- 75 percent and
bring our commitment to roughly $3.5 million. And that is without
the money that we have bee_n getting from the Federal Govern-
ment, from guarantee& student loans, from private philanthropic
organizations,amions, and fraternal organizations.

That should b e total mount of financial aid provided the
students at th ity ov r $10 million. We estimate Inore than
75 percent of e st sody orthe University of Hartford, re-'ceived some fo financial Assistance during their 4 years of
full-time underg uate work.

Senator, one f the things that concerns me is what these cut-
backs ar say g to young people over 'and above the financial
impact tha ey are haying on them. If the demographic data that
I have seen is accurate in the years to come the elderly population
of this country will grow rapidly even as the younger working`pop-
ulatiOn declines in size.

What we are seeing is an inversion of a pyramid, a pyramid by
which a large young population is supporting a small elderlylopu-
lotion As the tables turn, one could conceive of today's college age

_population taking the position, you didn't look out for us when we
were young and we have no duty to look out for ybu wben you areold 1 think that is a dreadful message and I think what it says is
that this is not merely a young people's issue. This is an issue that
needs to be df concern to plople who are on social security, to.
People who are in middle age and hepe to get older and hope to
live to see some of their social security benefits paid by the work-
ing people as they contribute to the social security pool through
their effprts.

We expect to have these folks out here in the audience working
and paying for social security when I am in retirement and I don't
want them saying no when that time comes. I think there is a
second issue I have been in university administration long enough
to remember when young people on campuses in this country were
talking about tearing, the system down, talking about revolution,
talking about despising the American way. We told them then to
work within the system. That is what they want to do today. They
want to work within the system. I don't think we can afford to
slam the door in their face just as they have stepped up tro the
threshold. Thank you.

Senator WEICKER. Why don't I throw the first question ou t4p
of you and respond in any order. You havejaLrd-thnorni4gs
testimony If you weren't here, I will repeat,-that there is expec

t o be an influx of students ,igto- the public sector in the sense th
the tuition is less, that the-tuitions of the private institutions is at
such a level that either it can't' be afforded or the aid won't be
there to assist in paying. I want to know if you already see any`pat-
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tern in this respect at this time nin anticipation of the 1E183-84 aca-
demic year?
. Mr. TRACHTENBERG. It iS too early for me to De able to give you
anything useful about t niversity of Hartford, except to say
that the percentage of oul*plicants who are requestingkfinancial
assistance is up. Now, what they will do once admitted, and once
they hare got our financW aid package' and once they have been
admitted to the University of Connecticut and seen its financial aid
package I think it is impossible to speculate but I think it is foolish
not to appreciate that we are economic animals and that people
are, to some extent, motivate& by economic and financial circum-
stances.

Ms. SAVAGE. There are two points at which Hartford College
would see the impact of this. One is at the point of admission.
Every institutioh knows the other institutions with which it com-
petes in terins of applications and we are beginning to see on our
list public institutions that have not been part of the pool,.of
schools at which our applicants are looking. So, we are beginning

' to see it.
Two is hat we sent 80 to 85 percent of our women on to_institu-

tions, 4-ye r institutions and bne of the treitions we have there is
the president meets with each of those w men. And a I talk with
them there is no doubt ba what the University of Connecticut is
going to have a large 'Contingent of Hartford Cojlege for Women ap-
plying in a way that I think they have not seen before So I think
we are seeing it at both sides of our process.

Mr. AMES.- We are seeing the same effect that Marcia spoke of
We are seeing public institutions now appearing on the list of our
top competitors, which weren't there a few years ago; the Universi-
ty of Vermont, the University of Massachusetts, and the University
of Connecticut, all three are becoming stronger and stronger com-
petitors.

And I think the figure I gave earlier of 30 to 90 admitdeny let-
ters that we have to send out., that figure jumping to 147 for this
year's freshman class indiCates very dramatically that the funding
levels right now are beginning to cause a very powerful squeeze for
many families.

Mr. TERRY. We are noticing the same things that the others are,
that there are a large number of other choices for public institu-
tions in addition to our own. Our applications for financial aid are
up to an unprecedented number, 3,000 applications currently in for
student financial aid.

I think it stands to reason that when the price of private higher
education is much larger than the price of public higher education,
there is going to be that movement to the public system. That isn't
a bad thing, but if students want something that is taught at a par-
ticular private college and have to forgo that then that is bad for
that student.

I think, also, that the public system of education in this country.
could be overwhelmed by the sudden influx of people unable to
attend private higher education. So all of us, I think, register con-

`, ' cern about this.
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Senator WEICKER. Do all of you look for a decline in your student
populations in the next couple of years? Qould you Possibly antici-
pate it?

Mr. TRACHTENBERG. The demographers' tell US that the popula-
tion of 18 year olds, the high school graduating classes of America
is going to decline about 25 perceq in this country during this
decade, and they tell us that in the Northeast that is,more in the
neighborhood of 40 percent. And they tell us that in Connecticut
we have the absolute epicenter of nobody being born. I don't know
if they forgot how to do it but there have been fewer live births in
Connecticut than practically anyplace else in the country, and we
see a population decline down to about 43 percent. It makes you
wonder about what is in the water.

At any rate, Connecticut is going to have the severest impact of
the population decline of any State in the Union. That is very im-
portant, obviously, for people who are in a line of work that has
traditibnally been providing services to young people.'

We have tried to change our mix to some extent to accommodate
to that so as Marcia Savage has indicated, it is true at the Univer-
sity of Hartford and indeed it is true in the joublic sector installt
tions as well. We are more and more hospitable to people of non-
traditional ages than ever 'before and we have become far more ac .
commodating than in years past.

The University of Hartford will run programs at United
Technology's plant if they will put together a cohort of students

Th sufficient to make it sensible and sound. Even allowing for all
those variations, there is going to be a smaller net population and I
think all of us in every sector 'are anticipating that.

But, to compound that with the ravages of inflation have impact-
ed on us and contribute the cutbacks in an unprecedented itrid
hasty pell mell way of Federal programs which havg supported the
student bodies, one creates a forniula for an intolerable situation.

We have already lost one of our 'colleague institutions in this
State, Amherst College, whicli served Connecticut well for many
years, closed last year as a result of all the buffeting that they
have been taking. It is not inconceivable to think that institutions
of higherducation won't wake up some mprning.

I don't mean to predict doom and gloom. Some of 'the institutions
may be able to survive in spirit but lose their capacity to serve in
meaningful ways. For exampli, I pointed out that our highest pri-
ority for next year is financial aid. Well, it is no small feat to go
from $2 million in financial aid to $3.5 million in 1 year.

What we have essentially had to do is talk to all our faculty and
all our administrators and say, "Friends, it is not going to be as
good a year next year as we would -like to make it for you." We
have had to say that_ ta the people _who_do the_purchasing _for, the
library, and the people who buy the laborat9ry equipment. We are
really saying that people are our highest priority at the University
of Hartford, and we can do that for a year. We may be able to do it
for a second year. But' at some point the quality of the program is
impacted in such a way that it isn't worth the price. I can't say
that is going to be 2 years down the road or 5 years down the road
but there is not a whole lot of sense in inviting people to dinner
and then not being able to serve anything but crackers and water.
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MS. SAVAGE. The only thing, Senator, that I would like to pick up
on is Steve's point, and that is that in looking at our futures many
of us have counted upon and have been led to helieve that it is the
nontraditional student that will help fill that gap.

What we are now seeing, and I think we have forgotten that and
I think they have been forgot.ten in-this whole range of thinking is
that those students too turn to loan programs. For example, in
order to make that next step, and that is get back to school, finish
a degree or go to school while having very much a part-time job,
and so that I think that we will be impacted strongly \as we watch
that population begin to decline in grea umber& as well.

Senator WEICKER. What concerns 1 my own experience of
going to Yale between 1949 and 19 , just so we put it in the
proper time bracket, most of my classmates were there because
they could afford to be there. I think that Yale is a better, institu-
tion today because it includes many other students, besides those
who can afford to be there. -

By the same token, I think those students benefit from the inno- .

vations in education that only the private, or to the greater extent,
the private institutions have supplied. It seems to me that what is
being threatened herecorrect me if I am wrongis going back to
my era in college, which I don't think is a good thing for student,.
university, or country.

Mr. AMES. I would like to pick up on what Marcia said about
older learners and just say a Pvord about the economics of adult
education. We have an evening and summer session and return-to-
college program, a very, successful one. But we cannot charge tu-
ition per course in that program which is any greater dean about
half the tuition per course chrarged that a full-time undergraduate
pays. If we did that, if we raised the tuition for adult learners to
greater than half that a full-time undergraduate pays we would
have no one there:\

A typical student`will take one course in the fall semester and
one in the spring perhaps, compared to four courses that a full-
time undergraduate sakes in each semester. So you see, it takes
eight adult learners to make up for one full-time undergraduate.
And I think that the independent colleges and universities which
are in large urban areas may fina it possible to take up a good deal
of the slack as coventional, traditional enrollments go down. But
a lot which are removed from urban areas will-not be able to use
this as a strategy. .

,I think the whole idea that ndult education could make the dif-
ference for us, has been overstated.

Mr. TERRY. 32Y, haven't looked on size 'as a problem yet. Our col-
lege haihad a stable enrollment for some years. We are well aware
of the demographic projections and we know that we will all be
competing for students in a shrinking applicant pool. That doesn't
bother us either. We think that students will come for those things
that they find are goodi and won't come for the things they find
aren't good. .

We- are -also repruiting-out of State. Two-thirds of our students
are from Connecticut, one third out, and We are moving towhrd a
50-50. We are, trying to recruit from areas where thde aren't as -
many colleges and where the population .decline is not so steep.
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That is not the answer to everything. Actually, the institution is
concerned about its survival.

But I must admit, in all the discussions in my college with those
reSponsible for the financing of it, the coneern has been for the
student's ability to get an education far more than it has been our
concern with whether we wili be able to weather the shortfall in
student financial aid. We are indeed dependent upon tuition, and
fees at our college. We have a very modest endowment. Much of
our Opera'g expenses are paid out of tuition fees. I

Senator TIEICKER. I want to thank each one of you for adding to
the information that I will be taking back to Washington. I would

A jugt hope that your voices will continue 'to be heard in the sense of
having everybody understand what is at issue here, and what is at
issue, I suppose what bothers me, as I expressed earlier'on, is that
there is a double hardship. We are xeally only putting a finger on
the first hardship, which is that impacting directly. orr the students
that-either have t6 leave college or can't attend college or go on to

1 graduate work. , r'N
The second one, which hasn't been discussed, is the failure of the

Nation not having available to it those Students and their knowl-
edge which won't impact for another 4, ',4;ir 6, years out. Then, be-
lieve me, the catchup course will be far greater thhn- anything we
are discussing here today in terms of cutbacks.

Thank you very much.
Senator WEICKER. The committee will now hear its last panel ,

consisting of Antonia Moran-.-it is nice to see you againof the.
American Association of University Professors, Vincent Maiocco,
president of the Conneeticut'Student Loan'Foundation; and repre-
senting the AFL-CIO, Chris Mueller, assistant to John Driscoll.

Ms. Moran, why don't you lead off.
. .

STATEMENTS OF ANTONIA 'MORAN, STATE COORDINATOR,-
. AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OE UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS; VIN-
, CENT MAIOCCO: PRESIDENT, CONNECTICUT STUDENT LOAN

FOUNDATION; AND,LCIIRIS MUELLER', AFL-CIO, A PANEL ,

MS. MORAN. Senator Weicker; my name 'mAntonia Moran. I am
the State, coordinator for the AmeriCan ATWocation of UnWersity
Professor+ in Connecticut. I have a 5-minute statement. I must con-
fess that this issue is large and detailed and it is very, difficult to
put all of my thoughts into this statement.

,Before Lbegin 'I would like to sag that the MUP endorses the
ositions taken by previous speaker in support of the qurrent pro-

gram of student financial aid. We
in the Connecticut Coalition for Hi er Education, which;with the

ye been an active participant

help of Conneeticut''s entire congressional delegation and with the
assistance of Dr. Milady, delivered hundreds of letters of 'proteSt to
Président Reagan about what were then only rumored cuts to stu-
dent aid. On behalf of AAUP I would iike to express Our thanks to
yhdand to your staff for your assistance in this effort, t

I would like to address my remarks this afternocin to the.ques-
tion of the impact on faculty of the President's proposed cuts to
sttident aid. I know that it is usually considered improper to talk

1-12
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.about the damage such reduaions would do to one's.self but in this
case I believe it is not only proper but necessary.'

From the point of view of the facidty the reductions in under-
graduate student aid mean the opening of a period of turmoil in
higher education. While most predictions of the results of these
cuts are hardly more than crystal ball gazing it is obvious that
they will cause dramatic changes in parental decisions concerning
the education' of their 'children and with those changes will come

.dramatic shifts in college attendance. *-

We suspect that education will become more stratified by income
than it has been for the past 10 years. We suipect that the more '
prestigious an institution is the richer its student body will become
and the less heterogenous and the less prestigious .an institution is *

t the poorer its student body will become.
We suspect that many middle class families will hesitate to send

their children away to school or to allow them to attend the college
of their choice. In Connecticut this may mean unprecedented in-
creases in enrollments in the public institutions forcing out lower
income families and declines in some of ur private colleges.

.. Most likely, it will mean a period of.5 to 10 years in which fami-
lies rethink their priorities and begin the process of saving for the

'extremely expensive future education of their young children.
Institutions will be under extreme pressure to fix things by re-

spanding to enrollment shifts. We are concerned that these short-
run dramatic changes will result in conditions within higher educa-
tion which will not be conducive to good teaching, good research or

,good education in the long run.
These changes cannot be in the best int,erests of the faculty, the

institutions or the students. Nor can thesi cuts in student aid be in
the interest of the State as a whole. Connecticut, even More than
other regions of the countrt depends upon a college-educated work
force. These proposals will limit the ability of farhilies to achieve
their goals for their children by limiting the ability to provide for
their future working life.

In our economy, to enter the work force without education
means to'be subjected to insecurity and low income. Everybody has
seen President Reagan's statement about the 42 pages of job appli-
cations. The New York Times recently reported a study of the watt
ads in 10 major urban areas in New York State. There were more
than 12,000 jobs advertised. Of these 12,000 jobs, only 1,300 were
true entry level positions. .

As Part of the survey, the people called the advertisers to deter-
mine job application rates. Employers reported that there were .
more than 29,000 applicants for these 1,300 jobs. In Buffalo the
ratio is something like 32 to 1.

The only way a family can keep its children out of this surplus
labor pool is by providing education. Yet the cost of education in *
this State and in this region is too high to iSermit even the average_
family to put its children through college without assistance

The Reagan proposals will mean that our young people will be'
' forced to live with insecurity and_poverty, In our part of the coun-

try young people have been responding to these conditions lor'leav-
ing the State and going elsewhere. The continual drop in popula-
tion between the ages of 25 and 35 must damage the ability of the
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State and the region to respond to new economic needs. The only
answer is education and the only way to make access to it available
is through adequate financial aid.

Next, I would like to speak to the question of reductions in grad-
uate student aid. In a recent article in the New York Times, Henry
Risofsky,. dean of the faculty of arts and science at Harvard, sAd.
"Universities must continue to attract our share of the finest
minds. It is obviously valuable to society when excellent students
flock to our law, medicine, business and other professional schools.
But unless a significant number continue to choose academic ca-
reers in aKts and sciences the quality of ,our civilization will suffer.
For better or worse, Ameksitan universities are the principal source

4 of ideas for society and when ideas dry up or deteriorate in quality,
decline is inevitable."

The reductions in fear to graduate students which President
Reagan is proposing will cause the reduction in the number of our
finest minds who choose to attend graduate school. 'This will be
particularly true of those fields which are not supported by iFederal
funds for research.

The loss 6f younrpeople in our greuate schools means the loss
of young faculty, and this has serious irriport for the future of our
academic institutions. As faculty membel.s, we depend on our grad-,
uate students for intellectual stimulation, for assistance in re-
search and as futute colleagues.

There is another side to this issue of graduate student aid. The
fatuity in the tInited States has traditionally been white and male.
The kradual change to a more representative group, one that is:not
gh,ettoized with women in teaching colleges and blapk faculty mem-
bers in black institutions has been slow, difficult and ribt always
successful.

But it is painfully -clear-that without adequate financial aid on
the graduate level neither women nor iriinority canditiates will be
able to find their Way into the teaching professions or into the
other professions.

Finally, I would like to speak to this issue from the point of view
of the faculty as parents. Many of us have children in college who
are about to gradwite from high school. The reality of these budget
cuts comes home-To us as we begin to fill out the financial aid
forms this year. We know that we are facing 12 percent cuts in aid
lb the coming year.

Some of us have already been notified that our children may not
be eligible for th,e assistance they received last year. Most of us
haye incomes which place us firmly, in the middle class and we are
educated consumers of higher education. Our 6hildren have been
primed for success in higher education and we want them to take
their places in a growing economy oith soine chance to spend their
lives productively in careers theY havA chosen as best suited to
their oWn needs and talents.

We are now wondering if this will be pos§ible or if it will Be p9s-
sible only for some of ()lir children and notlbr others. Do.we pick
the boys, the girls, the younger, the older, the business oriented, or
the artist? The loss of supplemental grants, the decline in work-
study, the changes in student loan eligibility hit us directly. We are
taxpayers too. Far many of us Federal student assistance has been
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the only direct benefil we have received from the Government in
return for our thOnsands of dollars of tax payments. I suspect its
loss will make a good many of us angry.

We thank you for this opportunity to testify before die subcom-
mittee and hope that you will be successful in stopping these pro-
posed reductions.

Senator WEICKER. Thaqk you, and if I had to guess, I think we
'are going to' be sUccessful in stopping these proposed reductions. I
feel very strongly, at least speaking on the Senate side, that there
is going to 1 considerable fine tuning of the budget as presented. I
think one o those areas that is going to be fine tuned most is that
dealing witF1eduction and with the various loan programs.

So, what i.necessary, however, is a continual expression by your
colleagues,,j your students, by. your fellow parents. This is impor-
tant to this country. I am afraid that we are presented with budg-
ets that are what they are because the American people have been
silent too loft on the iinportance of education.

Mr. MAIOCCO. My honest thanks and appreciation to you, Senator
Weicker, for' the invitation and privilege tcf present testimony
today on the proposed cuts and changes to the guaranteed student
loan program. .

Before I get into my written testimony, let me just make two
comments. One, I first apologizerfor not having spent more time

_with you today. It just so happens tliat we are *conducting work-
shops throughout the State for our participating lenders and, of
course, I didn't have the luxury of that free time, and second, to

`comment on-the President's meseage last night in his news confer-
eriCe.

I just couldn't believe, or I was more dismayed to think that only
one reporter thought to ask questions about the education cuts. I
also was not very pleased with the response from (the President.

Senator WEICKER. Let me ask you this simple question:/ Do you
think what he says is true?

Mr. MAIOCCO. No, I do not. I think there may be a very, very
small percentage of people who are smart enough to understand a
way of taking student loan money and investing it at higher rates,
but it is not that easy, if you try to invest small amounts of money
at 18 percent. People read about certificates of deposit [CD's] and
what-not but they never stop to think that it takes at least $10,000
as..an initial investment to even think. of investing yo zi.P\money at
18 or 20 percent. So, that is why I was very unhappy with his com-
ment because there may be a very small percentage of,people who
are taking advantage of that.

On the other sideit came out of the congressional committte
hearing several years ago that even if people did that, which to me
is morally not the correct thing to do, these would be the people
who support the program. These would be the people with substan-
tial incomes and nay the most in taxes to make these programs
available. This was some rationale that came out of Washington
several years ago. "

But, aside from that point, let rile get into what I have here as
actual testimony.

Although the GSL program is only one seenent of the proposed
cuts to the higher education budget, it is the largest single student
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financial aid program available, so that even small changes become
very significant. It also is the only student financial program for
which I am directly responsible and therefore feel somewhat expert
in speaking about.

I am sure that you have already heard from the experts on the

Ld SSIG programs. he only important point I wish to
campus-based programs, syr as Pell grants, college work-study,

make in regard tp' those programs is the fact that as those pro-
grams are ,curtailed in any way, shape, or form, it places that much
more reliance on the GSL program which is, in my opinion, the
last probable source of obtaining funds.

Because of the short period of time to speak on this very con tro-4
versial subject, I have limited my talk to three proposed changes
which I feel are the most damaging and most severe in terms of
limited students' access to a decent postsecóndary education.

'rite first, and'prob-ably the most drastic, is the proposal to elimi-
nat all graduate `and professional students from borrowing under
the, GSL program. During the last Federal fiscal year the Connecti-
cut Student Loan Foundation guaranteed over $230 million worth
of loans. This is a remarkable sum for such a small State but the
main point of mentioning this statistic is that approximately. 20
percent of those loans were made to stu,dents enrolled in grIcluate
programs.

I am sure this change, should it ever be enacted, could actually
mean a drop of from 5,000 to 8,000 students in just the Connecticut
program alone. I believe this to be a very dangerous adventure and
would eventually put our educational structure behind our foreign
neighbors.

The second proposal is to have all students tested, or financially
analyzecr regardless of -their family income. My counterpart from

i,the State of Ohio, Mr, Bob Zeigler, sent to me just a few days ago a
copy of a letter he sent to Senator Robert Stafford of the State of
Yermont, who chairs this subcommittee of which you are a

pmember. This letter shows in detail a breakdown of student loan
applications processed by the Ohio program for the months of Octo-
ber, November, and December of last year.

It reveals that of the 23,400-some loans processed, 23,000, or 98
percent, Of those applications were from families with incomes of
Igs than $30,000. Only 2 percent were.above the $30,000 threshold
figure.

It appears, at least to me, to be such a waste of time and expense
to add this additional step to the already long and sometimes cum-
bersome processing of student, loan "applicatio9s. Schools certainly
could not possibly handle this extra workload, especially if they are
not to be compensated, or at least given a4itiouIal staff.

It could possibly meatl the delay of procëi applications, espe-
cially during peak periqds, by as mu,ch as 3 eeks. The current
policy of testing only those students whose fam1Iy income is above
$30,000, to me, is adequate andshould be retaind nd ill elimi-

04nate, I think, thqke people who truly do not need iuinf sc for their
educational experts.

The other concern I have is who is to determine the criteria to be
used if the savings to the Federal Government is not sufficient.
Then the Department of Education could simply change tip ground
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rules by making eligibility more strict. Then again, also who is to
say that all parents are willing to financially help their children.
Remember, it is a moral obligation, not a mandatory one.

And, finally, my third point is that this administration wants to
impose a 10-percent origination fee for the privilege of obtaining a
guaranteed student loan. Students are already paying 5 percent, so
this would double that amount. But students ,with serious need
cannot afford to pay this exorbitant fee, especially those attending
private schools where some costs are now above '$10,600 per year.

If they need to borrow from other sources to make up this void at
higher interest rates, it could lead to an overall increase in our
bankruptcy cases and certainly to our defaults. Should all three of
these proposals, and there are many, many more, but should all
three proposals come into fruition I feel there could possibly be a
30-percent reduction in loan volume for the 1982-83 academic year.

In terms of people Or 'students itt would mean that 20,000 to
25,000 students may not be able to borrow. How many of these will
not be able to even attend school is anyone's guess. But even if it
eliminated only half of the group it would create in my mind a tre-
mendous void in our educational system.

In concluSion, I would like to read the final paragraph of a letter
I received from a student loan recipient who has obviously kept
abreast of the recent budget developments. She sums up very
nicely the importance of education and what it means to our coun-
try. It reads as follows: r-

Regardless of the state of today's economy the government must realize that
funds of certain abtivities cannot be cut onbaniShed if wg afe to secure the future of
our country, The intelligence of our country is what has aroused the rest of the
world to take notice in us and it should remain to be the most significant part of
our nation. Yours sincerely, Magdola Nagy.

Thank you for this tim.
Senator VEICKER. Thafik you very much..
The last panelist is Chris Mueller, representing my_ good friena,

John Driscoll, of the Connecticut State AFL-CIO. Mrnlueller, pro-'
ceed.

Mr. MUELLER. Thank you.
4 Again, my name is Chris Mueller. I am a representative of the
State AFL-CIO. Before I read my prepared remarks I should add
that I am a participant of, the guaranteed student loan program. I
currently pay back exr6ry month and probably would not have been
able tO complete my education had I not been able to enjoy the
benefits of that program.

In preparing my testimony on this subject I was reminded that
150 years ago in Connecticut an embryonic labor organization
called the Association- of Farmers, Mechanics and Other)Working
Men was agitating for, arnbng other things, free grammar schools.
The Association set up a political party in New Loicdon and in 1832
was able to elect two representatives and a State senator to our'
general asseipbly.

Gov. Oliver Wolcott, Jr., in the'1820's had been sympathetic to .
the idea, otfree grammar, schools 'but he had' not been,able to con-
vinc.the leaders of Connecticut's townspeople, who insisted on a
tuitn charge for all public grammar schools.

1 1 '11
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It was not until the 1840's that tuition charges for these schools,
were generally abolished in Connecticut, but both here adad in Mas-
sachusetts there was the same group of *órking farmers and me-
chanics who led the finally successful agitation to that end.

In the years following, as organized labor grew among the crsft
unions and tradesmen of the country, the goal of education for ,the
sons and daughters of working people continued to be a majqr goal
of the labor movement.

When the first president of the American Federation of Labor,
Sam Gompeis, replied to the question: "What does labor want?"
The answer of "more" for which he is generally credited, was, of
course, not limited to one word. He said that labor wanted more
schools and fewer jails, among the other elements of a civilized ex-
istance.

Organized labor in Connecticut has always supported adequate
appropriations, both Federal and State, for educational opportuni-
ties that would be open to all regardless of economic status. We are
proud to have been one of the 'leading forces in getting adequate
appropriations for the library of the University of Connecticut back
in the days when John Dempsey was Governor.

So today, we are appalled with both the State's, niggardly alloca-
tion of funds for all its public institutions of higher education as
well as the horrifying proposals by President Reagan to cut Federal
support for student financial assistance contained in his latest
budget.

It is bad-enough that the public higher education share of the
State's dollar has slipped by 30 percent between 1971 and 1981,
chiefly because our elected leaders have refused to face the reality
that we cannot continue any longer without a personal income tax,
on a progressive scale.

Mr. Reagan's budget proposals, however, go much further and
would restrict the opportunity of Connecticut young people to
attend either private or pAiblic institutions of higher education. The
cuts in studen,t aid for higher educafion proposed by President
Reagan in his 1982-83 .budget constitute a 'savage attack on the
policy of Federal investment in postsecondary education which has
prevailed in both Reptiblican and Democratic administrationsdSince
1958.

Congress must repeal this action which is more dangerous to the
country's future than the Soviet nu-clear armament confronting
Western Europe. If enacted by Congress on top of the already-de-
bilitating- cuts voted in 1981, the Reagan program would mean a
loss of educational opportunity for literally millions of Americans
and the resultant loss of 'competent leacler'Ship and basic personnel
in every field of science, engineering, the arts and professions in
the trying years which will follow this administration.

The AFLCIO and its 'Connecticut Federation are deeply con-
cerned wigi this prospect end in the most vigorous terms urge ydur
committer to reject these destructive proposals of the President.

As the representative of the a9 AFIr-CIO's national and interna-
tional affiliates with membership in Connecticut, we note the
blighting effect these cuts in scholarship, loan and work-study aid
would mean to die sons and daughters of working people in Con-
necticut.
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Consider the difficulties already faced even without these cuts by
the children of, e 'typical( factory worker in our State who would
like to go to _college. The average annual earnings.of production
workers in tonnectkutihis meek workers in manufacturing ba-

' sicallyis now just under $16,000 a year. .

The-dannual budget eStimated by the U.S. Department of Labor
for a family of four at an intermediate level is now $25,604,This rs
an estimate made by Prof. David Pinsky of the University of Con-
necticut Labor Educdtioni Center, adjusted for inflation and the
latest figures published by the Labor Department, which were for
autumn of 1980. . .

Of this total, Professor Pinsky said that the consumption budget
of this family allows for only $114 for education expenses. That
would not take care Of ,the expense of one child in high school.
Even if bdth husband and wife were full-time workers and earned
$25,000 to $30,000 a yea r. they would have difficulty paying for one
child at the University of Connecticut. This public institution will
cost well over $5,000 for a student living on the Storrs campus next
year for tuition, fees, room arid board, not including clothing, trans-
portation or any personal expenses.

--.4

State colleges, including the community and technical colleges,
are less costly, but any private institution is mOre costly. How can
a student from a working family make it to college without the
present student loan guara4ees and the Pell grants, the Work-
study aid and the other supplementary aid provided hy Federal%
funds. , t

Perhaps President Reagan Wants to retnrn the United States to-
the class structure of the 1920's when his herp, President Coolidge,
was in the White House. At that time, only 3 percent of the popula-
tion had any college education. Does Mr. Reagan believe that the
American people would permit a reversion to that cldmpdown on.
opportunity for the youth of the country?

We in organized lobar, who were the first to sound ihe call for
free public education ih this country, will join with every other
thoughtful group in our society in opposing this outrageous at-
tempt to subvert this fundamental policy of equal opportunity for
all our young people to obtain the benefits of higher education, not
just for themselvelut for the future of our counq.

,
CONCLUDING' STATEMENT OF SENATE WEICKER

Senator WEICKER. The Reagan administration has introduced
several proposals in the fiscal year 1983 badget which would re-
strict access to guarantee4 student loans, eliminate three student
assistance programs, and eteatly reduce access to the Pell grant
while, reducing significantly the dollar aNeunt of the Pell grant
award. There are also significapt reductions proposed in the college
work study program. These proposals are offered as a means of re-

- clueing program costs and Gdvernment spending. Central to the ar-
guments in support of these proposals is the contention that no
truly needy, and deserving studeqt would be denied a college or
graduate education, due to the lack of adequate financial support
through,the yederal student aid programs.

,..
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The Senate Education Subcommittee has obtained a wide range
of viewpoints from college presidents, graduate and undergraduate
students, and interested professionals on the education proposals
the administration has recommended for the fiscal year 1983
budget. The unanimous conclusion based on testimony of all the
witnesses is that numerous deserving students in need of financial
support to complete their educational goals will be denied this op-
portunity if these proposals are enacted.

The administration has proposed several changes in the guaran-
teed student loan program designed to restrict access and reduce
Government spending. These proposals would double the loan origi-
nation fee from 5 to 10 percent; the _$30;000 income cap below4 which a need determination for eligibility need not be made, would
be eliminated by limiting eligibility to unmet needcost minus
family contributions and other aid, and graduate and profeasional
students would be removed from eligibility.

The elimination of the $30,000 income cap below which a deter-
mination of expected family contribution currently need riot be
mate, would have a negative impact on numerous students. This
propogal would especially impact students attending public institu-
tions, as these schools usually enroll a large number of independ-
ent undergraduate students.
.-The proposal would adversely affe e very po6r students who

are almost totally dependent on s ent aid to finance their higher
education su : I II enacted other aid sources such as
the Pell gran , if included as family income as is proposed, would
increase the expected family contribution and therefore reduce the
actual dollar amount a student- would be entitled to borrow. Many
students, as has been indicated here today, cannot secure From
family contribution or summer emproyment earnings, the addition-
al money needed to finance their education beyond the Pell grant
contribution. With the decreases which have been enacted in the
allowable Pell grant award, as well as the additional rediktions
proposed for 'fiscal year 1983, many students will be hard pressed to
secure the additional funds needed to fully finance 'their education-
al program.

Another proposal the administration has recommended to re-
- strict access to the GSL program is to restrict loan eligibility to un-

dergraduate students. Graduate students would no longer be eligi-
ble for the GSL program as it is currently known. The -auxiliary
loans to assist students [ALAS] program under which graduate-st
dents and parents would be able to borrow, would allow an ann 1

loan limit to be raised tb $8,040, but at an annual interest rat of
14 percent.

For graduate students, denial of access to GSL would p sent
critical problems. Even if students were willing to borrow unter
the high interest rates, there will be substantial reluc nce to
make unsubsidized loans of this magnitude available. The n-school
interest subsidy would also be eliminated under this pro sal. Full-
time gtudents could have.th payment of principal d erred, but
most graduate students are part time, and therefore ould be ex-
pected to repay principal as well as interest while in chool. Gradu-

%ate students who are able to obtain ALAS loans ould increase
their indebtedness by as much as 67 percent.

20.
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Many States do not currently guarantee ALAS loans. In States
where these programs are available, many lending institutions are
choosing not to participate in the program. Banks will be reluctant
to make ALAS loans to graduate students, since the abpence of in-
school interest subsidy would necessitate billing students monthly
or quarterly, or allowing interest to accrue which would deprive
the lehder of required cash flow.

The other pioposal the administration has proposed designed to
reduce expenditures in the GSL program by shifting costs to stu-
dents, is that of increasing the loan origination fee from 5 percent
to 10 percent. The record would support the position that we have
not sufficiently evaluated or assessed the impact of the .5-percent
origination fee which was also enacted with the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1981. The impact must be evaluated, in terms
of long-term cost effect per dollar loaned, as well as in terms of the
transfer of cost effect on students. Students participating in the
program would be adversely affected due to loss of usable loan
funds tO invest in their education. This loan origination fee is sub-
tracted from the loan amount. For undergraduate borrowers, dou-
bling the oritation fee and requiring market interest rates after
leaving schoo would increase indebtedness by an estimated 19 per-
cent. This policy is not sensitive to interest rates, and inherent in
the policy is the assumption that half of all borrowers borrow an
additional 5 percent to cover the cost of the fee. Based on the testi-
mony in the record it would be unreasonable to change the origina-
tion fee again, at this time.

Pell grants, the foundation program for Federal student assist-
ance, would be reduced from $2.3 to $1.4 billion in fiscal year 1983.
This would mean a 47-percent cut from fiscal year 1981 and a 38-
percent cut from fiscal year 1982. This would eliminate hundreds of
thousands of students from the program. To avoid a drastic reduc-
tion in the number of program eligibles absolute eligibility based
on reductrion from $27,000 to $14,000 annual family incmhe cap, the
administration is proposing to cftt the maximiim annual award to
$1,600. This cut in the allowable Pell grant award represents a 12,
percent decrease at a time when costs of higher education are spi-
raling by as mudh as 20 pereent on manyØpuses across the
country..

Massive cuts in Federal student aid, and in ost of the' categori-
cal support programs for, higher education, afe proposed in the
administration's fiscal year'1983 budget for' the Education Depart-
ment. Budget reductions proposed in the student aid category rep-
resent over a 50-percent cut below the levels for last rear s Budkee
Reconciliation Act. The college work study program and the Pell

\-,grant program would be dramatically reduced while three inajor
programs are proposed for elimination. These programs include:
Supplemental grants, State student incentive grants, and national
direct student loans. If these proposals are enacted, tens of thou-
sands of students will be forced to drop out of school or change
their educational plans.

Some 600,000 graduate students now depend on the GSL program
to finance their education. A majority of them will be Unable to
continue their education if the administration's recommendations
are adopted. -The proposals in the' GSL program would have an

12i
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"enormous impact on graduate students in terms of absolute costs
and the availability of loetn capital.
. In order to receive : return on the investment the Federal Gov-
ernment has made in .ehalf of hundreds of thousands of students
to date, continued su sort in the ferm of,student loansfor the
graduate and undergral . te studentmust be continued. This sup-
port should not, however, ed to penalize the persons it is
designed to assist, testimony rece ed mandates that graduate and
undergraddate students should b entitled to participate in the
GSL program.

Testimony received has supported the poSition of -the importance
to emphasize the traditional role of students and their families in
financing higher educationwhen such s pport is possible and fea-
sible. However, the record further suggest4 it is imperative that the
Federal Government continue to suppor the young adultsstu-
dentswho cannot pay their own way b t who desire to better
themselves as prodnctive citizens through the attainment of a post-
secondary degree. To this end, the Congress remains committed to
the survival of the Federal student aid programs.

Testimony received in. the record suggests that it is imPerative
that the Federal Government maintain its, support of these vital
education programs. These programs were conceived to insure that
all students have equid access, opportunity, and choice to attend in-
stitutions of higher education. Proponents of these student aid pro-.
grams argue the need to reemphasize the traditional role of stu-
dents and their families in financing higher education, and the
need to yeduce overall Federal spending. Opponents argue that
education of many low- and middle-income postsecondary students
will be adversely affected by the proposed reductions in the
amounts of Federal student aid or new restrictions on/eligibility.
As we have learned here today, a number of postsecondary institu-
tions, especially higher cost private and public institutions, will
suffer enrollment decreases as students shift.to lower cost, institu-
tions in an attempt to compensate for reductions in Federal stu-
dent aid, It is important for Members of Congress to consider the
long-term effects of what ia being proposed and the impact on edu-
cational systems.

At this point I order printed all statements of those who could
not attend and other pertiment material submitted for the record.

[The material referred to follOwsd
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STATE STUDENT ADV SORY COUNCIL ON,EDUCATION

OF C NNECTICUT

1
Position Statement on Budget Cuts

We, the State Student Advisory Council on Education of Connecticut,

feel that the Reagan administration's budget.duts have, and will,

cut tOo deeply into the education system. Our country's futtire

rests in the education system. We must provide the best services

possible to our youth. The block grant system will inevitably cause

_states to reduce funding in education as well. We cannot afford the

consequences of providing an inadequate education to students.

Furthernore, th&uts in the student aid programs will directly af-

fect the number and quality of our college graduates. Stude'nts who

have the potential, but not the money, should not be denied their

right to further their education.

1 23
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Senator Lowell P. Weicker, Jr.
Room 313
Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

3 Arnold Drive
Bloomfield, Connecticut 06002
February 15, 1982

Dear Senator Weicker

Enclosed are the results of a survey administered to

Bloomfield High School seniors which dhow the impact

that ,the proposed cuts in federal funding for higher

education will have on Connecticut's college bound students.

The results are very pertinent to the issues that will be

considered at the Field Hearing of the United States Senate

Subcommit;ee on Education on FridAY. February 19, 1982.

As a member of the State Student Advisory Council on

Education, I was chosen as one of four students who would

potentially give an oral testimony at the hearing. -However,

with a limited amount of time available for the hearing, only

ong college bound student was ;limited to give testimony.

Because I feel that this survey presents a highly personalized

expression of theiimportance of a federal commitment to

higher education, I am submitting the survey as written

testimony.

Students taking the survey provided a plethora af
N.

commentary regarding their disapproval of the Reagan Administration's

recent proposals. Although Bloomfield High School seniors

may hold opinions which are discrete fram those of their peers

in7dther locations, it is more likely that their beliefs are

representatil;e of.a statewide if nationwide general opinion.

I am dtdicated to the preservaticn of the Federal Student

124
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Assistance

P)

ogram. withoat such aid, the racial and

socioeconomi diversity utich has made my high school

experience so reurdinewill be replaced by a collegiate

peer group in which elitism and homogeneity will be

manifested. I hope that you will consider this testimony.

Sincerely,

:./..-...< gi .r.,

Todd H. Shuster

Bloomfield Itigh School

. 1_
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A
t
survey recently administered to Bloomfield High School

seniors shows that students need more funding for higher

edUcation than federal and state financial aid resources

now promise. One hundred and'fifty of the two hundred seniors

polled responded. Forty-five percent of the responsevcime

, from black students, fifty-two percent from white students,

and the remainder from Hispanic, Paerto Rican, and West
1

Indian students.

The survey revealed that)a majority of high school

seniors are college bound. Siventy-two percent of the

respondents'plan 'on attending a two-year or four-year

college, nine percent plan oniattending a technical or

vdcational institute, eight percent plan ort serving in the

military, and eleven percent intend to enter the job

market.

1

, When asked how much of "the bill" they felt absolutely

needed to be fUnded by financial aid, college,bound

seniors responded as follow's. Fourteen percent will need

all of their expenses to be alleviated, thirty-four percent
.e.

..will need one half of their pxpenses paid for, twenty-one
.,

pertent will need one quarter, sixteen percent Will need

Very Utile, and four en pe cent will ne\ ed no aid at all.
..

Yet when asked how much of "the bill" these college')

bound se ors anticipated would actually be funded by

aid, they responded.much differently. Onlyr financi l

eleven percent anticipate receiving financial aid for'all

of their expenses., twenty-five percent anticiiate receiving

(-1
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one half, twenty percent anticipate receiving one quarter.

twenty-one percent anticipate receiving very little aid,

and twenty-one percent anticipate receiving no aid at all.

Clearly evinced is the fact that college bound seniors

feel a.strong need for financial aid. Yet as the results

show, students realize that the need will not always be

met by the actual rations Allotted by state and federal

sources. The students' responses to the questions and their

. additional comments reflect a spirit of remonstration

against the federal government's recently devitalized

commitment to'education.

The following facts were introduced to the students

taking the survey:

3. The Reagan Administration is proposing the
cutting off of Pell Grants (for people already in
college) from $3.2 billion this year, to $1.8 billion
next year.

2. State grants, supported by federal funds,.may be cut
from $2.3 billion this year, to $1.8 billion next year.

3. Connecticut faces a $33.5 million deficit thid-year.
The state may not be able to compensate for the
federal cuts In higher education funding.

4. Colleges may be'forced to end "aid-blind" admission
polibies.

Considering these facts, Bloomfield High School seniors

made the following comments:

"If these cuts go into effect, it will be highly

unlikely for me to attend college."

"Reagan's cutting of the grants and programs used to

aid higher education is going to have a serious effect on
0

students attending college. So many students have such potentialt

12 7
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f
yet they cannot afford college. The studenit*Of today

are tomorrow's leaders." ,
,

"I think that the cutting.bf these fu}i s. will be

disastrous. It will accelerate the process already in

4 motion which will 'separate the classes.' The way the\\,..

economy is heading, thl-will be two classes--the very rich

and the very poor--an elimination of the.middle class. By

not being able to attendcornie due to financial aid cuts,

middle class students will eventually become lower class.

Those with money will become richer due to their edification."

"Tow can Reagan expect the future generations to be ..

in the position to take over the running of this country

When most of us are being put into a position of not even

beimg able to go to collage?"-

ro

"Reagan obviously seems to believe.that huge expend-

, itures in the military will provide a potential for national

development greater than modest expenditufes on higher

education. Cutting the Pell Grants results in a saving of

$1r4 billion, which will affect some one and a half million

:students' ability to attend college. For a less than one

percent reduction in budget outlays AAtempting to curb

the effect of a ninety-one billion dollar deficii, Reagan
*

is destroying the nation's greatest assets potential."

"I think that the Reagan Administration helps the

* white and hurts tha poor."

"I feel.that everyone has .the right to an education.

Therefore I disagree with the cutting proposal.. Education

should be free."
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"Reagan has feelings only for those with money

and for those who can afford the luxuries of life. He

should show more compassion. Power should not come first,

human lives Should."

"The budget cuts are depressing. I hope that they

will not prevent me from going to_college. -But if I cannot

get enougt financial aid, I may have to,be satisfied with

!going to a college that is not my top choice."

"With Reagan cutting funds and deemphasizing the

importance of higher education, it will become especially

difficult for blacks and other minorities to go to college,

and to stay in college."

"Reagan should stop these outrageous cutbacks on the

paor, and apply the pressure on the rich butincssmen."

No.

"Educat(ontodayi very imPortant. Today's children

make up tomorrow's society."

In Short, the students' oomments.constitute a united

appeal for a federal commitment to education. Bloomfield

High School amnions, representing a racially diverse

group of Individuals, are in harmonymith the notion that

students form a aource of potential that mujit be realized.

With an Insufficient dedication to the Importance of learning.

the Reagan Admindstration now poses a great threat to the

post-secondary education which students,undiridedly covet.

St;adents'are calling for a clarificatr of our

nations value system. The relatively tall amount of

funding required for the financial aid gran't programs

1 2d
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4 can easily be furnished with harmless cuts from what
y

students consider to be an excessive military budget.

The Reagan Administration must preserve' a spirit of learning

.4* in our country :to defeat the toxin we know of as ignorance.-

Vocation forms the hands that will one day close our*

nation's wwindow of vulnerability," the hands that will

continue to nurture our teeming human.resotirce.

Amount of Aid

1

Students who

Need Aid

Students Who

Anticipate

actually

Receiving Aid

All Impious 14%

One half of

Expenses 34%

,

0

25%
, ,

.

One quarter of

Expenses

k 21%

,

20%

Vary Little of

Expenses
16%

,

21%

Nche of

'EXpenses
14% 21%

,

91-5591 0 - S2 - 9 :13
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QUINEBAUG VALLEY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
DA NIELSON, CONNECTICUT 06239

Senator Lowell Weicker, Jr.
Room 313
Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Attention John A. Doyle

Dear Senator Weicker:

February 17, 1982

Enclosed is a statement on the potential impact of financial
aid cuts on students at Quinebau9 Valley CommunIty College. I

submit this as part of the written testimony for your hearings.

The reduction of federally funded.student aid programs would be
a calamity, dot only for low income families but for middle
income families. I urge you to continue your efforts to prevent
the Reagen administration from dramatically reducing educational
opportunity for huedreds of thousands of our citizens.

rern:rs

enclosure

13i

A

Sincerel ,

'Robert E. Miller

President
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Potential Impact of Student Aid Cuts On

Quinebaug Valley Community College

.1

The northeast sector of Connecticut served by Quinebaug Valley Community College

suffers from extraordinarily high unemployment and social deprivation. In December
1981 the Danielson labor area unemployment

rate was 10.3%,, the second highest in
the state. In the same month, average weekly earnings for manufacturing, production,
maintenance and related workers was $254.82, nearly thl lowest such average in tile
state. Our region has a high school attrition three times higher than the state,
average. The region also has substandard housing (twice.the state average), and

a high proportion of working mothers with young children:. Only 9% of the area's
populaiionrare college graduates.

Cutbacks in federally funded student aid programs would mean the ltss of eve'
100 students every semester, approximately 15% of the student population. 'The

northeast sector has a proud population.
Our constitueney requests lfttle and

receives much less overall in social welfare programs than other regions. Per
capita expenditures on social services within the QVCC service region is $2.48 per
capita vs. $12.34 per capita for the state. College work study, QVCC's largest

camOus-based pugram, lets students accept financial assistance without sacrificing
pride. Our students like to be able to "earn" their way. 'Cutbacks'in the college
work study Rrogram would seriously wound our ability to Kelp those who find work

the only respectable way to accept financial aid.

'Community colleges were founded to provide access to further education to those who'
faced barriers elsewhere. One of the largest barriers has traditionally proven to
be cost. A full-time student at QYCC pays $404 in tuition and fees and approximately
$250 in books and.suppl4es. The average student commutes 10 miles a day-to class

and must Provide his lir her own transportation. In u community whefe the Median
income is 410,000 per year, a $1,000 school cost,represents 10% of a family's
earnings. These students simply cannot afford that kind Rf cost without suffering
noticeable hardship. QVCC and the students it serves carinot afford funding cuts.

We urge President Reagan and Congress to increase student aid allocations to
conmunity colleges.

-132
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UNIVERSITY' OF BRIDGEPORT

SRIDGEPOR1 CONNECTICUT 00002

TESTIMON(SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD

BY LELAND MILES, PRESIDENT

OF-THE UNIVERSITY, OF BRIDGEPORT, BRIDGEPORT, CT

UNITED STATES SENATE SUB-COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

FEBRUARY 19, 1982 STORRS, CONNECTICUT

THE DRAMATIC EFFECt OF THE ADMINISTRATION'S.BUDGET FOR FISCAL 83 WITH

RESPECT TO HIGHER EDUCATION ON A NATIONAL BASIS IS WELL KNOWN. IT WOULD

BE,REDUNDANT TO RESTATE THEM IN DETAIL, OBVIOUSLY WHAT IS MOST

IMPORTANT' TO THE UNIVERSITY OF BRIDGEPORT IS HOW.THESE CUTS WILL AFFECT

Oa STUDENTS AND IN MANY RESPECTS HOW THESE CUTS AFFECT THE VIABILITY OF

OUR PRIVATE NON-PROFIT INSTITUTION IN PARTICULAR.

IT IS iMPORTANT TO UNDERSTAND THAT STUDENTS AND INSTITUTIONS ARE NOT 'LL

AFFECTED MOLY. THE IMPACT OF THE PRESIDENT'S BUDGET PROGRAM ON WELL

ENDOWED PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS OR ON HEAVILY SUBSIDIZED PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS

AND THEIR STUDENTS IS QUITE DIFFERENT QUANTITATIVELY ANB QUALITATIVELY--

COMPARED TO AN INDEPENDENT NON-PROFIT POST-SECONDARY URBAN INSTITUTION
eo

NOT BLESSED WITH EITHER ENORMOUS ENDOWMENTS OR SUBiIDIZED TAXPAYER SUPPORT

AirTHE STATE LEVEL.

ATTACHED TO OUR STATEMENT ARE,TABLES THAT ILLUSTRATE THE DIRECT AND

INDIRECT EFFECTS OF THE FEDERAL BUDGET FOR FISCAL '83 ON THE UNIVERSITY

OF BRIDGEPORT'S STUDENTS. To BE FAIR ABOUT THE IMPACT ON THE TOTAL NUMBER

OF STUDENTS INVOLVED, IT MUST BE RECOGNIZED THAT THERE IS SOME OVERLAP

AND, CONSEQUENTLY, AN INDIVIDUAL.STUDENT WILL BE A RECIPIENT OF AID FROM

ONE OR MORE OF THESE FEDERAL PROGRAMS. THEREFORE, APPROXIMATELY 2200 OF

OUR STUDENTS WILL BE AFFECTED AND OF THAT NUMBER 450 MAY WELL BE SO

GRIEVOUSLY HURT THAT THEY MAY BE'FORCED TO DISCONTINUE TMEIR EDUCATION OR
4
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TURN TO A LOW-PRICE PUBLIC INSTITUTION WHOSE TAXPAYER SUBSIDY Fag A STUDENT

IS, IN MANY RESPECTS, FAR GREATER IN ACTUAL DOLLARS THAN THOSE PROVIDED

DNECTLY FROM FpERAL PROGRAMS.

.IN SeMPLE'TERMS: UNLESS THERE IS SOME REFINEMENT IN THE FEDERAL BUDGET, IT

pAY COST TAXPAYERS MORE MONEY AT THE STATE LEVEL THAN CAN BEABSORBED AT

PRESENT IN AN ERA WHEN, AS IN THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT, A STATE BUDGET IS

UNDER ENORMOUS'FISCAL STRAIN.

OBV1aUSLY IT IS EASY TO STATE THAT THERE SHOULD BE NO CHANGE IN FEDERAL

POLICY AND BUDGETS RE RDING AID TO STUDeNTS IN POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION.

REALIST1C&LY, HOWE ER, SECRETARYBELL OUI1E PROPERLY POINTED

RECEWTLY "I:THINK WE CAN MEET THE NEEDS OF STUDENTS WITH THE,PROGRAM WE.

HAVE1PRONSED):, I DON'T THINK WE CAN MEET THE WANTS."

WHAT'ALTERNATIVES, THEN, WOULD THE UNIVERSITY OF BRIDGEPORT SUGGEST TO THE

ADMINISTRATION AND THE CONGRESS, A REDUCTION IN THE DEFENSE BUDGET WOULD

.ENABLE MONIES SAVED IN THAT AgEA TO BE DIRECTED.TO AREAS OF STUDEF FINAN-

CIAL ASSISTANCE AND OTHER SOCIAL PROGRAMS. THE ULTIMATE CHOICE IN THIS ,

11EGARD,-.HOWEVER, MUST BE LEFT TO THE CONGRESS TO PROPERLY ASSESS HOW THIS

'NATION SHALL SPEND ITS LIMITED RESOURCES AMONG A WIDE ARRAY OF CONFLICTING

REQUIREMENTS WITH REGARD TO THE PROPV LEVEL OF EXPENDITURE,TO MEET SOCIAL

'NEEDS AND MILITARY DEFENSE.

A SECOND ALTERNATIVE WOULD BE TO MAINTAIN FEDERAL STUDENT ASSISTANCE AT

CURRENT LEVELS, WITH A CLEAR MESSAGE BEING PRESENTED TO ALL ADMINISTRATORS

AND FACULTY IN HIGHER EDUCATION THAT THEY HAVE AN OBLIGATION TO DEVELOP

PRACTICAL APPROACHES AND PLANS TO ACCOMMODATE TO A REQUIREMENT OF REDIJCING
.

FEDERAL SUPPORT TO STUDENTS IN HIGHER EDUCATION AS PART OF REDUCING THE

GROWTH INOVERALL FEDERAL SPENDING.'
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A MORE STARTLING ALTERNATIVE, PERHAPS, BUT ONE WHICH SHOULD NOT BE IGNORED

WOLD,BE TO REQUIRE STATES TO CHARGE MORE OF THE DIRECT COST OF EDUCATION

TO THOSE STUDENTt,WHO ATTEND THEIR PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS. BY TIEING IN '

,SOME MANNER FEDERAL STUDENT AID TO SUCH REQUIREMENT, THIS WOULD PERMIT A

,STATE TO APPLY ArSIGNIFICANT PORTION OPITS APPROPRIATION TO PUBLIC HIGHER

EDUCATION IN ORDER TO PROVIDE NECESSARY FINANCIAL AID AT THE STATE LEVEL

TO THOSE STUDENTS WHOSE FAMILY SITUATION WOULD NOT PERMIT THEM TO PAY THE

RESULTING HIGHER puaLtc TUITION.

NATURALLY THIS WOULD ALSO MEAN THAT STUDENTS FROM FAMILIES WHOSE INCOME

IS HIGHER THAN AVERAGE WOULD NO LONGER PAY ONLY TEN TO TWENTY PERCENT OF

THE TRUE cosf OF A PUBLIC POST-SECONDARY EDUCATIONBUT MIGHT, UNDER SUCH

A CONCEPT, PAY AT LEAST FIFTY PERCENT OF THE ACTUAL COST tiOW BORNE BY

ALL TAXPAYERS IN A STATE. THIS, IN COMBINATION WITH APPROPRIATE FEDERAL

SUPPORT, WOULD CONCEIVABLY BRING GREATER EQUITY BETWEEN THAT TUITION

CHARGED BY PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION AND THAT HIGHER TUITION NECESSARILY

CHARGED BY THE INDEPENDENT NON-PROFIT SECTOR WHICH HAS SERVED THIS NATION

SO WELLWHILE AT THE SAME TIME PROPERLY REDUCE THE COST OF FEDERAL STUDENT

AID.

ARE THERE ACCEPTABLE REDUCTIONS? A FEW SEEM REASONABLE. WE WOULD SUPPORT

THE CONCEPT IN THE PRESIDENT'S PROPOSAL TH6T ALL GUARANTEED STUDENT LOANS

SHOULD BE BASED UPON A "NEEDS" TEST BUT WITH REASONABLE hEXIBILITY UNDER

THE LAW GIVEN TO FINANCIAL AID OFFICERS SO THAT THEY MIGHT HAVE THE RIGHT

.40REVIEW A FAMLY'S FINANCIAL SITUATIONNOT MERELY ON THE BASIS OF A

PRIOR YEAR'S INCOME BUT UPON ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE OF A REDUCTION IN THAT

INCOME DURING THE YEAR IN WHICH THE STUDENT LB' PLANNING TO ENTER INTO OR

CONTINUE HIS OR HER POST-SECONDARY EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE. WHILE IT WILL

PRESENT SOME FINANCIAL PROBLEMS TO A NUMBER OF STUDENTS, WE WOULD ALSO

SUPPORT THE TEN PERCENT ORIGINATION FEE AS PROPOSED TO-GUARANTEED STUDENT

135
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LOANS AND THE PRINCIPLE OF THE FLUCTUATING INTEREST RATE WITH RESPECT

To GSL.

IF THE CONGRESS DOES NOT CHOOSE TO MAINTAIN THE PRESENT GSL PROGRAM FOR

GRADUATE STUDENTS THEN IT IS S1GESTED THE LAW ALLOW THOSE GRADUATE

STUDENTS USIIG THE AUXILIARY LOAN PROGRAM, WHO WOULD NOT PASS A CREDIT

CHECK, TO HAVE ACtESS TO THE PROGRAM ON THE BASIS,OF OBTAINING A CO-

SIGNER. AS TO THE PELL GRANT PROGRAM, THE CUTS IN THIS AREA ARE TO$

DRAMATIC TO TAKE PLACE IN ONE YEAR. ANY REDUCTION IN PELL GRANTS SHOULD

BE REDESIGNED SO THAT THE RATE OF CUTS IN THIS PROGRAM BE,LESS SEVERE

FOR FISCAL '83.

ANOTHER TOOL IS REQUIRED IN THE FIELD OF STUDENT FINANCIAL AID, "PARA-

DOXICALLY, IT'WOULD BE CONTRARY TO THE PRESIDENT'S GOAL OF REDUCING

REGULATIONS IN THE ADMINISTRATION OF GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS. IN THE CAS

OF STUDENT'FINANCIAL,AID, WHATEVER AGENCY OF-GOVERNMENT WILL EVENTUALL

DIRECT THE SYSTEM OF HIGHER EDUCATION SHOULD INSIST ON TIGHTENING UP 7_/.

NEEDS-ANALYS1S PROCEDURES. THIS MIGHT REQUIRE MORE FINANCIAL SUPPORT A,

FROM PARENTS IN THE FUTURE,

IF DONE PROPERLY BY tHE,PSE OF A SINGLE SJMPLE DOCUMENT; EASY TO READ AND

UNDERSTAND SO THAT A STUDENT COULD APPLY FOR ANY FORM OF AID WITHIN THAT

APPLICATION THAT DOES NOT COMPROMISE THE DATA ENTRY; IT WOULD BE POSSIBLE

TO PROVIDE THE DELIVERY OF FINANCIAL AID TO THE MOST NEEDY.OF OUR STUDENTS.

FURTHER, IT WOULD GINE MODEST AID TO THOSE WHERE S6ME NE0 IS DEMONSTRATED

AND ELIMINATE SUPPORT FOR THOSE WHOSE FAMILY INCOME 1S,SUFFICIENT TO,MEET

THE EXPENSES OF HIGHER EDUCMON FOR THEIR SONS AND DAUGHTERS.

WHAT THE UNIVERSITY OF BRIDGEPORT IS SUGGESTING IS THAT THERE IS A ROLE

FOR THE' FEDERAL GOVERNMENT JO PLAY IN PROVIDING SUPPORT TO THOSE STUDENTS

136
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WHOSE FAMILY SITUATION REQUIRES DIRECT FINANCIA1 AID IN THE FORM OF

GRANTS AND'APPROPRIATE ACCESS TO GUARANTEED STUDENT LOANS,

WE BELIEVE THAT WHILE SOME OF THE OUTRAGE EXPRESSED BY HIciHER EDUCATION

IS JUSTIFIED, IT IS NECESSARY TO SEPARATE RHETORIC FROM FACT IN ORDER TO

DETERMINE HOW MANY STUDENTS ARE GOING TO BE GENUINELY HURT BY THE PROPOSED

BUDGET. AT UBWE COULD EASILY PROCLAIM THA'T ALMOST SIXTY FXRCENT OF QUR

STUDENTS ARE ADVERSELY AFFECTED. THE REALITY IS THAT APPROXIMATELY SEVEN

PERCENT OR 450 OF OUP 7000 STUDENTS CANNOT ABSORA THE EFFECT OF THE

PROPOSED CUTS. '

THE RESPONSIBILITY,OF THE PRESIDENT, THE CONGRESS AND-1'HE PEOPLE'OF THIS .

NATION IS TO ASSURE THAT THESE 450 STUDENTS, AND MANY THOUSANDS LIKE.THEM,

ARE NOT DENIED ACCESSeTO POSTSECONDARY-EDUCAT1ON WHILE THE NATION SEEKS

TO.SOLVE ITS ECONOMIC CRISIS,

1 ,97
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ADDENDUM

Should the above changes take place, the University of Bridgeport could
lose the follo_ciffg Federal Aid at the current level of fundrng

Direct

1981-82
Funding

1982-83
Proposed
Funding

% of
Loss

4 of
Students

(1) Pell Grant Reductions 326 $693,376 $346,688 50%
(2) SEOG elimination . 351 349,409 0 160
(3) CWSP reduction . 90 265,779 191,361 28
(4) NDSL Elimination of Federal

Capital Contribution 148 147,846 0 '100

18 46,800 0 100

(5) Social Security Reduction
(need based) 48 31 850 0. 25

Total 981 $1,535,060 $538,049

Total Potential Loss to Students $967,001
Attending the University of .

Bridgeport

Indirect
1982-83

10
# of 1981-82 'Proposed % of
Students Funding Funding Loss

(1) Eliminate Guaranteed
Student Loans for Graduate
Students 720 $3,192,816 0 1400%*

(2) Needs Test for All (est),
Guaranteed Student Loans 1000 2,500,000 0 100

(3) Origination Fee'Increased (est) .

to 10% 1300 325,000 0 10

Total 3020 $6,017,816 0

Total Potential Loss to Students $6,017,816

2Total Number of Student
.2 Financial Aid

Transactions 4001
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STATE OF CONNECTICUT
MANCHESTER COMMUNITY COLLEGE

MANCHESTER, ("ONNECTICUT 08040

February 12, 1982

Senator Lowell Weicke'r
Room 313
Russell Senate Cfffice Building

Washington, D. C. 20510

' Dear Senator Weicker:

This letter is submitted as written testimony pertinent to the hearing
on proposed federal student aid reductions scheduled February 19, 19'82

at the University of Connecticut

The uncertainty, that pervades our country is felt strongly in the
community colleges, where the majority of students cbre from families
with severely limited financial resources. The community colleges are
democracy's colleges, for they alone provide geographic, academic, and
financial access to higher education. No other oolleglate institution
is so closely tied to the People and the community, and no other
collegiate institutibn has made so determined a commitment AO meeting
America's need for violl trained technicians and paraprofessionals.

If President Reagan's economic policies are correct, there wjll be an
unprecedented need for a professional and technical ly skilled labor
force to fill the jobs his policies would create. What better opportunity
to prepare for this,demand than to serve the thogsandspf jobless workers
who have been,laid off in Connecticut. Yet all of Connecticut's public
colleges and its university face curtailment and fiscal austerity. What
is 'worse, the opportunity afforded by student aid money, so necessary to
lower income groups, is ending.

At Manchester Community College, the state's largest, approximately 500
of 900 eligible recipients witi see their financial aid ended under
current federal proposals. These are our neediest students and are
among those least likely to find employment without additional tralning.

.
OAR() or TRUIVTICI root fitiROIONAL COMMUNITY COLLITOIS
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In addition to this impact, .we are receiving applications from increasing
numbers of students who can'.0 longer afford the college of their choicd
and who plan to study one or two years with us in order to afford higher
tuitions elsewhere. ironically, we are already filled to capacity, and
this year we were forced to refuse admission to nearly 600 students
because of inadequate facilities, staff, and funding.

or very much appreciate the initiatives you have taken in addressing the
question of student aid reductions, and I hope that it will be possible
to maintain an adequate level of funding during the economically difficult
years ahead.

Sincerely, '

William E. Vincent
President ,c

WEV/s

1
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STATEMENT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT

HEALTH CENTER

SUBMITTED BY

JAMES E. MULVIHILL, D.M.D., VICE PRESIDENT FOR HEALTH AFFAIRS
AND EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

BEFORE THE

U.S. SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

OF THE COMMITTEE oN LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES

ON

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 19, 1982

1 4
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THE UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT

HEALTH CENTER
/

,Hr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee on Education:

The University of Connecticut Health Center is strongly opposed to

the drastic cutbacks and changes in the deed-based student financial aid

programs as proposed by the federal administration for FY "81.:

Of particular detriment to ihe Health Center students and programs

ould be the proposed elimination of graduaie and professiona'l students from

participation in the Guaranteed Student Loan Program (GSL).

It is easy to understand the popularity of a proposal to reduce financial

aid support for groups liktlY to'have relatively high future incomes. However,

easy targets do not pean they are valid tarflets. gThe proposed elimination of

the participation of graduate and professional students from participation in

the Guaranteed Student Loan Program ignores the cumulative impact of the many

other cut-backs in federal, state, and private support sources. For example,

many health funding programs, including federal capitation funds, have been

eliminated entirely. ,Other direct forms of student aid also are being reduced

substantially or eliminated. These include the National Health Service Corps

Scholarships, the National Direct Student Loan Program, the Health Profesaion

Loan Program, the Exceptional Financial Need Program, and the College Work-

Study Program. As a result, students find themselves with fewer ways to

borrow or earn money at thevvery time reduced state S'upport and inflation

combine to drive the cost of graduate and professional education ever higher.

Perhaps the importance of the GSL might be demonstrated more vividly by

. the following facts:

FARMINGTON, CONNECTICUT 06032
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The average annual cost of.medical and dental education at the University

of Connecticut Health Center is currently $12,000 per student. At, that level,

we find already that an increasing number of our students require loans to pay

for their educational expenses. For eiple, of the 528 medical and dental

students currently enrolled, 470 (or approximately 90%) require $3,077,259 in

financial assistance. Of this amoupt, $2,335,705, or 76%, was borrowed through

the Guaranteed Student Loan Program. Approximately 90% of all medical and

dental students received financial aid *from the Guaranteed Student Loan Program

in 1981-82.

It is always difficult to predict the result of any change. However, our

preliminary analysis would suggest that, without the GSL Program, approximately
-

150 s'udents might be force'd to'end their education or at least suffer substan-

tial interruption to its progress. That amounts to nearly one-third of our

combined medical and dental studencrenrollment.

Still others will be discouraged from ever enrolling in graduate or

professional education. Youth from lower and middle income backgrounds, in

particular, would find it extremely difficult to pursue a graduate and

professional education as would a disproportionate number of minorities. As
ar*

a result, medical and dental school enrollments would be limited to financially

fortunate youths.

It is obvious that the Guaranteed Student Loan Program is the major resource

for graduate and professional students. Lack of access could be devastating

to them and to the nation which relies on educated professionals for its

future well-being.

4
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We are told that, under the administration's proposal, the Auxiliary

Loans to Assist Students (ALAS) program would be the alternative to GSL.

This does not appear to us to be a viable alternative. I say this

because our review of the financial aid situation indicates that while

28 banks in Connecticuecould participate, none will lend money under

the ALAS program because it is not federally subsidized. Therefore,

there,is no immediate return on their money. Equally important, students

who borrow the maximum of $32,000 for four years of study'would be

required under this program to pay $45,000 in interest during the last

year of their education. Given the limited, financial resousces of most

students, many would not be.,able to afford to repay such interest while

enrolled in school. The ALAS program, based on this fact alone, is

inadequate.as a viable resource for graduate end professional students.

Even where students can afford' to borrow from the ALAS program, and

are able to find a lender, there would be an inerease'in educational.

indebtedness at graduation from the current average of $23,000 to $30,000

or more. With increased indebtedness, students might well decline to

practice primary care and choose instead the more remunerative specialties.

In addition, these increased debt levels will inevitably be passed on to

patients in the form of higher medical costs. Such consequences are an

undesirable deterrent to quality and accessible patient cite services.

They are also exactly counter to othei stated priorities and goals

announced by the administration.

If higher edUcation is to be a national significance rather than a

national tragedy, the administrative proposals to cutback on student

finanical assistance programs and eliminate graduate and professional student

144
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participation in the Guranteed Student Loan program should be rejected. We

strongly urge reconsideration of financial'aid programs that will maiatain

and increase access to education for talented youths regardless of economic

status,.race, creed or religion. It would maximize our ability to fulfill a

national responsibility of providing future generations of needed talent to

contribute to the nation's economic and social well-being:

..

4,
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAVEN
WEST, HAVEN, CONNECTICUT 00010

February 17,-1982

The Honorable Lowell Weicker
United States Senator
313 Russell Senate Office Building

/ Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Weicker;

Thank you for your letter of February 10, 1982,
inviting representatiVes from the University of New
Haven to attend the field hearing of the Senate Sub-
committee on Education at the University of Conne$ti,mut
on February 19, 1982.

We share fully your etIic about the proposed
reductions in student financial aid which have"been,
recommended in the Presidents proposed budget for fiscal
1982. Enclosed is a letteesent directly to President
Reagan on the subject which was-pigped by the University's
englire administration.

With every kind 'wish, I remain

Enclosure

91-55, 0 - 82 - 10

gr
Sincerely,

Phillip Kaplan.

1 4 6
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1 University of New Haven, West Haven, Connecticut 08516(203) 934.8321

The President
The White House
Washington, D. C. 20500

Dear Mr. President,

January 22, 1982
c°

We are deeply-concerned abouC the proposed reductions
in student financial aid embodied in the Continuing
Resolution for Fiscal 1982, budget proposals to complete
the process for 1962, and the even more substantial reduc-
tions under co;isideration for Fiscal 1983. 4

Connecticut, though small, contains within 14s borders
the wideat range of higher education institutions, extending
from public two-year institutions with open admissions poli-
cies to the most selective, research-oriented public and
private universities. If your budget proposals pass, hOw-
ever, thousands of students will be unable to attend the
college of their choice and each institution, regardless
of its characeer or student profile, will suffer in its
ability to educate students and to carry out its chartered
mission. .

A

,,t.pver ths past forty years, the nation has benefited
imMiTsely from AS investment in higher education. The
chae"ges you are Proposing threaten every facet of our national
streriCth and vitality as well as our leadership in the free
world. Qur young people have come to rely upon and deserve
in opportunity to participate in and contribute to the educe-
-tional and economic strength of our society by continuing
ebelr education beyond high school. Adequate financial aid*

nee sssss y foundation stone far this participation.,

*, Mc. President, we as a community, are distressed that you
'Ailiear to perceive higher education to be a national expense.
lets not. It Is, rather, an investment in America and its
fUtUre. You must agree that your plans for the country depend

4
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J'anuary 22, 1982

on an educated, skilled, and literate population. This educa !
tion will not happen by accident. It requitirs a continuing
national'commitment. You, as the President of the United
States, must,be our foremost advocite.

Deandtchool of Engineering /.

Dean, Student 'Afiairs and
Service's

/irector of Resi ent Services

Acting Dean, Admissions and
pinarAit Aid

I

irector, Division of
Criminal Justice

Director, Evening Studies

et/-4t,Le114.44-4...;

Director, Equal Opportunity

o

,

'Sincerely,

Phillip Kaplan
President

4/,/,

Assistant Provost

4we,/
Treisurer

Dean School of Arts and Sciences

44/ rt
Charrmabi of

C

the Faculty

Director, Personnel

L c'
President, Day Student Government

,
,Z21.:2r4,

ce President for Development and
Institutional Relations

G

ade414' /1 4444"4./.
Provost

,

',44-4,11. 1;1
Viejtairman of thi Facn'//'ty

4.
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STATEMENT

OF THE

CONNECTICUT ASSOCIATION OF PROFESSIONAL

FINANCIAL AID ADMINI8TRATORS

SUBMITTED TO THE'

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ART, AND HUMANITIES

UNITED STATES SENATE --

ZEBRUARY 19, 1982

PRESENTED BY:

MARC S. HERZOG, PRESIDENT

J
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Mr. Chairman, members of_the subcommittee, the Connecticut

Association of Frofessional Financial Aid Administrators is

pleased to havl, the opportunity to psovide this written testimony

regarding the proposals Made by the Administration effecting

federal studenit financial assistance programs. The association

is honored that the State of Connecticut was seleceeta

site for a field hearing. We thank Senator Weicker for his

coordination of this hearing and for his continued support

of higher education.

The Administrations fiscal year 1983 budget has proposed

another round of massive reductions in Federal Student Assistance

Programs. These reductions in total federal spending for need

based student aiceprograms are 46 percent beM the levels

of the fiscal year 1982 Contineing Resolution, 49 percent below

the fiscal year 1981 funding levels, and 56 percent below the

ceilings established by the Budget Reconciliation Act in August.

1981. The budget cuts effect all of the campus based federal

programs; the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant, National

Direct Student Loan, College Work-Study, Guaranteed Student

Loan Programs, the Pell Grant Program, and the Stae Student

Incentive Grant Program which, in Connecticut, the funds are

used to partially fund the State Scholarship Program.

The overall effects of these budget-reductions will be

devastating to higher education. It has been estimated that

1 0 0
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funding cuts of this magnitude would remove more than one mill-.
A

ion students from the Pell Grant Program and eliminate angther

1.3 million awards under the campus-based assistance programs.

It is our view that these budget cuts have been recom-

mended withoq a clear understanding of the Sign/fIcanca.pf

higher.education. ffigher education 'should not be viewed As

an expense, but rather as an investment. It is an investment
A

in the human capital needed to complement the physical capital,

he factorigs, corporations, businesses, and stores which the

administration claims will be created by its tax and spending

policies. The contribution of colleges and universities to

spurring economic growth and national security is vital. High-

er education is a long-term investment for our nation.° It

is an investment which, in the past, the Congress, taxpayers,

and voters have been committed to make from the federal

treasury.

When Congress enacted th'e National Defense Education Act

in 1958 it said: "the securitY of the nation requires the full-

est development of the mental resources and technical skalls

its yoting men and women.... We must increase our efforts to

Identify and educate more of the talent of this nation. This

requires programs that will give assurance that no Student

15i
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of ability Will be denied an opportunity for higher education

because *of financial need...". Students need financial assis-

tahce'' to.a'ttend the col-16ge or university of their choice.

The institutions need students to maintain operations and,

.most important, this nation needs trained people if its econ-

omy is to be revitalized and ats national defense strengthened.

We should not destroy the foundations of the programs congress

_has established nor make it impossible for citizens with limit-

ed resources to have access to funds which aey need to pay

for their education.

The effects of the Administrations budget ptoposals in

Connecticut would i be extremely detrimental to many of our

citizens. The total reduction in need-based federal funding

would amount to $17,196,867.00.

Nigher education institutions prepared their request for .

federal funds fo'i the 1981-82 academic year following the

Department of Educations relkations. These regulations pro-

vide that the request be based on documented need; students

enrolled at the institution who have filed a Department of

Education approved need analysis document. Connecticut insti-

tutions requested $39,036,292 from the three campus-based

Programs (SEOG, NDSL, and CWSP) . We received an allocation'

of $13,775,420 or 35.4% of the amount requested. Connecticut

1 52
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institutions have been Mile to define an enormous financial

need 'far short of having the-necessary funding to meet this

identified.need. With college'costs increasing at the same

time funding levels are decreasing, many families will not

be able to cope with this widening gap.,

Over the last fifteen years, the Congress has developed

a series of financial aid programs to assist in the develop-
.

ment of the educational and human resource needs of our

ektion. These programs were de;aloped as a partnership between

the higher education institutions, the student and his or her

family, the State Governrclegrld the Federal Government, The

Congiess legislated some very effective student financial aid

programs which ware meeting the goals for which they-Were

established.

The Administrations proposals will jeopardize our nations

ability- to provi.de higher education opportunities and develop

the human resource side of our economy. Specifically, the

.Connec.ticut .ikssociation of Professional Financial Aid Admin-

istratOrs opposes any rescissiOnEi-for theifiscal year 1982

budget and any additional budget reductions for the fiscal

year 1183 budget. We reCommend that funding levels.for the

need-baSed financial assistance programs not be reduced below

the fiscal year 1981 final budget appropriations.

.1 )r.t,3
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With regard to the Guaranteed Student Loan Program, we

opposeithe increase of the origination fee and the limitation
;

of special allowance interest benefit payments-to the in-

school and deferment periods-plus a two year period following

graduation. These provisions would provi4e to great A hardship

on students who demonstrated financial need to be eligible

for the loan and would be a extteme financial burden for most

borrowers in the re'paymen't period.

'The proposal tp allow graduate and profevional students

to borrow only under the auxiliary loan program will literally

prohibit access to a federal loan program. To 'date, banks in

Connecticut have refused to.make loans under the ALAS program

to these individuals. Indications are very clear from the bank-

ing community that they are not enthusiadtic about allowing

independent, graduate and professional students to participate

in the ALAS program. We strongly recommend that graduate and

professional students be allowed to continue eligibility in

the student loan program.

Regarding the proposal to apply a need test to all stu-

dents at all income levels, we recommend that any change in

authorizing legislation be very clear in the language regard-

ing the determination of financial need. We recommend that

need analysis system be realistic, equitable, and cOnsistent

154
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in the determination of the families ability to pay for higher,

education. The deed analysis system must n4 be permitted to

be used as a ratio!ang devise for loan eligibility.

The Subcommittees support for these specific recommend-

ations and for federal student financial assistance progr'ams,^

to assure equal educational opportunity for all of our citizens

is greatly appreciated.
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TITLE IV - sTUDENT AID ApPROPRIATIONS
;

Budget FY

Academic Year

ACTUAL ACTUAL ,

CONTINUING
RESOLUTION

ADMINISTRATION
PROPOSED

80

80-81

81

81-82

82

82-83

83

83-84

Pe1.1 Grants 2.699* 2.346 2.2798 1.44B
...

SEOG 370m 370m 278m 0

NDSL 286m 186m 179m 0

CWSP 550m 550m 528m 397

. SSIG 76.75m 76.75m 73.7m 0

V

*includes 258m supplemental appiopriation

1
0 b

i

..
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CONNECTICUT

FUNDING LEVELS 1981 - 1982

PROGRAM 81-82
NUMBER
STUDENTS

AVERAGE
AWARD

z.

PELL $17,592,297 20,128 874

'SEOG 5,083,651 8,168 622

NDSL(FCC) 2,222,563 2,924 760

CWSP 6,469,206 10,595 610

SSIG 999,000 1,000 999

40t

1 5



COMPARISON OF FUNDING LEVELS0

FROM FINAL APPROPRIATION 81-82 to PROJECTED RESCISSION

Reduction

82-83

-a_.--'PELL 2.346B
--..

to 2.187B -' 6.7%

SEOG 370m to 278m - 24.8%
..

NDSL 186m to 179m 3.7%
,.

i -CWSP 550m to L. 484m 12%

SSIG 76.75 to 70.65 7.9%

,

i)

Ac

,

f

158

4
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CONNECTICUT

POTENTIAL EFFECT OF RESCISSION AND BUDGET CUTS

- 1982 - 1983

1981-1982

PROJECTED

Reduction1982-1983

111*

PELL $17,592,297 $16,413,613 $1,178,684

# Students 20,128 18,779 1,349

SEOG 5,083,651 3,822,906 1,260745

# Students 8,168. 6,143 2,025

NDSL(FCC) 2,222,563 2,140,328 82235

# Students 2,924 2,816 108

&Sp 6,469,206 5,692,901 776,305
9

# Students 10,595 9,324 1,271

9

SSIG 999,000 920,079 78,921

# Students 1,000 .921 79

Total Reduction of, Federal Funds - $3,376,890
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COMPARISON OF FUNDING LEVELS

FROM FINAL 1981-1982 APPROPRIATION TO

PROP6all,FY 1983, (83-44) BUDGET

1981-1982
PRCIPOSED
1983-1984 REDUCTION

PELL 2.346B 1.4B - 10.32%

SEOG 370m 0 -100%

NDSL 186 0 -100%

CWSP 550 397
.

- 27.8%
484 - 12%

SSIG 76.75 0 -100%
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CONNECTICUT

\

A

POTENTIAL

.

EFFECT OF

1981-1982

THE PROPOSED BUDGET

PROJECTED

REDUCTION

,

REDUCTION1983-1984

PELL $17,592,297 $10,499,683 $7,093,214

# Students 20,128 12,012 8,115

SEOG 5,083,651 0 5,083,651

# Students 8,168 0 8,168.

NDSL(FCC) 2,222,563
...

0 2,222,563

# Students 2,924 0 2,924

CWSP 6,469,206 4,670,767 1,798,439

# Students 10,595 7,650 2,945

SSIG 999,000 .0 999,000

# Students 1,000 o 1,000

Total Reduclon of Federal Funds $17,196,867

1 6 i

)
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CONNECTICUT

.FUNDS REQUESTED (DOCUMENTED NEED)

VS. ALLOCATION (CAMPUS BASED PROGRAMS

1981

REQUEST

- 1982

ALLOCATION PERCENT

\

SEOZ, 15,778,851 5,083,651 32.3

NDSL(FCC) 10,658,097 2,222,563 20.6

CW$P 12,599,344 6,469,206 51.6

TOM 39,036,292 13,775,420 35.4

A
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LOCATION OF FUNDS

CONNECTICUT % COMPARED TO U. S. TOTALS

1981 1982

U.S. CONNECTICUT PERCENT

PELL 2.346B 17.6m .0075 .75%

SEOG 370m 5.1m .0137 1.37%

NDSL(FCC) 170m 2.2m .0129 1.29%

CWSP 550m 6.5m .0118 1.18%

SSIG 76.75m 999k .0130 1.30%
e4
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ADMINISTRATIONS PROPOSED CUTS

REDUCeION %

FROM FY 1982 CONTINUING RESOLUTION LEVEL -46%

FROM FY 1981 FINAL APPROPRIATION LEVEL -49%

w

FROM RECONCILIATION CEILINGS ESTABLISHED AUGUST, 1981 -56%

A4

,

t.
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TESIRiONY

Submitted to Senator Lowell Weiker
Field Hearing; Senate Subcommittee on Education, Arts, and Humanities.

By Frederick A. Peterson III, Director, Student Affairs Office
Seton Hall University Law School

As Director of Student Affairs at Seton Hall University School of Law, I

have an acute interest in the current debate regarding elimination of the

Guaranteed Student Loan Program at the graduate level and I ask your consent in

permitting my testimony to be include? your Field Hearing on Student Financial

Assistance Programs, Senate Subcommittee on Education, Arts, and Humanities.

It is with great conCern and without tergiversation that I offer' a
strenuous dissent from the proposed elimination of government banked graduate

level student loans (GSL). I believe this concern is deserving of particular note as

it comes front one in.sympathy,.with the general direction of recent administration

economic policy Initiatives. The enterprise of reducing the intrusiveness of

government is arduous. It is frought with hazards and variables which cut painfullyo

across spacial interests and long held Patterns k behavior and psychology. The

long term effects of these initintiv4 I believe, viIk be a rejuvenation of the

Aderkan spirit, ingrease in the general welfare, ISroadening of freedom and

econornic well boing of all our peeple.

e
Yet no great enterprise, particula y p one so 'ambitious as the ,

fundamentaloreallignment of ecoAomic po'weK:and PolicroT a nation, is without

1/4
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some misstep and necessary adjustment. One serious misstep has been the

proposed diminution of financial aid for deserving college students, and the

elimination of loan aid for graduate students. j object to such a policy not from

liostile philosophical terrain or from inbred self interest but from sound economic

' principle thouroughly consistent with supply-side theory.

Student loans are not gifts. They aee. earned by merit and paid for by

future production. They are a recoverable investment in credentials required for

entry into the legal profession. If corrections in the program are needed, make

them. But.,,if the horse pulling your wagon gets frisky, the answer is to discipline

tqe horse, not to shoot the horse and walk.

It is a truism that some student loan arrangements have been abused.

Few would 'argue that we should not enforce loan obligations or that those who reap

the advantages of higher education should not undertake the burden of their

privileged status. This is only fair to the general population whiCh is taxed to

underwrite the loan and makes good economic sense.

Si inple measures might be developed to increase the efficiencY and

fairness of the loan program. They might include a limit on loans to a percentage

of tuition, say 75%, rather than a flat rate. This will contribute to a more

equitable distribution and healthy competition between low-tuition public schools

and privatd institutions. A further measure would be to reduce the low interest,

govarnment subsidy 'to cover only the first two years after graduation, at which

time the loan repayment due wouldrevert to the current..market rate or a floating

rate of interest. This would yield greater incentive to pay off the loan earlier.

Loan checks should also be sent to the school, not the individual, to insure tuition
,

obligations are met promptly and to control abusive application of loan funds. With

a modicum of imagination serious and effective reforms are possible to the mutual

advantage of government, schOols, students and tax payingyublic.

2
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Perhaps new mechanisms for enforcement are in order. Perhaps new

and imaginative interest accomodations should be devised. Perhaps the colleges

and universities can' contribute to this end in a creative and cooperative effort.

And I do not underestimate the collective genius of out elected representatives m

balancing interests and answering needs when they are adequately demonstrated.

Yet what is mamfestly not needed is an arbitrary decision frought with dire

disruption of individual lives wIth portents of even more undesirable and unforseen

dislocations in the fut.ure.

A fundamental principle of sunly side economics is reward and

advantage based upon merit and market selection in the environment of broad

opportunity. This, it is believed, will result in a natural selection process and

general advance by society. The object of student loans should be to provide such

opportunity to capitalize human talent to all who demonstrate aptitude,

inclination, and willingness to assume the cost of their own opportunity.

Elimination of such loans will most assuredly reduce opportiinity, and thereby

social benefit all by redUcing the supply, diversity, and quality of the product

commodity of higher education in America.

At Seton Hall Law School eighty-nine percent of all financial aid

monies awarded were in GAL. A total of 899, or seventy-eight percent of our

student body, receive $4,098,477 in Guaranteed Student Loans. The average loan

ker student is $4,559. Tq expect that seventy-eight percent of our student body

will each be ablesto raisp close to 5,000 additionia dollars per year, many of whom

already are employed on at least. a part-time basis, is at best unrealistic. Thet
money is simply not there.

The Wequence of such a plan will be immediate and undesirable.

Enrollment will most certainly drop - percipitously - or entrance requirements

drop commensurately to*meet reduced demand by those most able to afford the
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inimediate cost. Less serious students will drop out but most certainly less

----q-u-affred-Students wit/stay- Our_national talent pool will be reduced. Accessibility

of higher education shall be based increasingly On money rather -th eriLTi
end answers needs of neither supply-side theory nor the hurnanistic inclinations of

the American ideal.

Let us base `our economy on merit. Let us reward performance. Let us

reduce the instrusiveness and cost of government. But let us also remember that

the surest route to these worthy ends It through open accessibility to educaion.for

all qualified citizens.

It can be said with certainty and withoui\exaggeration that higher

education in America will not survive in its present form if the guaranteed student

loan program is discontinued. Certain consequences of its demise will appear

desirable to some. Many other consequences will prove to be uncalculatedly costly,

underexploitive of human capital, and ciatently undesirable for many others.

Prudence,. purity of economic theory, and political wisdom all-compel a careful
a

reexamination of the availability of student loans guaranteed by the government.

As an educator, law school administrator, and interested citizen I

implore thoat this issue be given furthee consideration and that the guaranteed

student loans programs be preserved in some forni.

4
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Competitive Employment for Mentally Retarded Persons:
Costs Versus Benefits

Ken Schneider, Frank R. Rusch,
Robert Henderson adn Terry Geske

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

In Wm. Halloran (Ed.), (UndIng allh Cost

Analysis in Education (Policy Paper Series:
Dpcument 8), Urbana-Champaign: Leadership

Training Institute on Vocational and Special Education
University'of Illinois, 1981

'Punning Head: Cost - Benefit Analysis
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Abstract

For years, mpderately/severely mentally retarded adults have been
placed in sheltered workshops. Recently, competitive employment has been
offered as an alternative to employment in sheltered workshops. However,
this movement has been criticizeii because of the high costs associated with
training prior to placement as well as costs associated with follow-up (re-)
training. The purpose of this investigation was to examine the costs
versus benefits of a model vocational eraining and placement/follow-up
program--the Employment Training Project. The costs associated with the
Project and the earnings of 22 retarded adults over a two year period were
evaluated. Based upon these data as well as the data associated with
overall programmatic variables, projections were made for overall costs
versus benefits for a 20 year
study indicated that, while the
lngs of individuals employed
eighth year of the program.
individual total training costs
pari*son was made between the
wiaikshop.

operate at

period. Results of this representative case
initial costs were high the cumulative earn-
exceeded the total cumulative costs in the
Further, individual total earnings exceeded
by the end of ,the second year. A com
costs of this project.and a typical sh tered

-
These results suggested that sheltered workshops- 'lways

a cost whereasprograms that seei<-to employ individual Com-
petitively operaWfat a 'benefit.

Descriptors':

Q

Cost-benefit analysis, competitive employment,/ sheltered
workshops, mentally retarded adults, vocational training.

%Po
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Competitive Employment for kientally

Retarded Persons: Costs Versus Benefits

Several ,different definitions' of cost-benefit analyses have been de-
veloped fbr use in education (Cohn, 1979; Conley, 1973; Prest & Turvey,
1975; Webb, 1976). Each, however, similarly assesses the financial impact
of educational projects by looking at the quantifiable/costs and benefits
that occur over a specific period of time. Although cost-benefit analyses
should not ever become the sole reason given for discontinuing or ciln-
tinuing projects at serye handicapped populations, (e.g.,- shp14e-rea"7

workshops, gr up homes) cost-benefit analyses can'aid in proving OM,
dollar for do lar, certain habilitation approaches return more..to society

. .than others Bernard, 19791. .,

Commu ity-based alternatives for mentally retarded persons ttpIcally
P

includeta range of residential and emillgyment services. Residential op-
tions, for example, include large intermediate care facilities, group homes
and foster homes, employment options oftbr% in-crude day care and work
activity centers, sheltered 4orkshops, and competitive empl'oyment. To

date, the mental retardation literdture sugge;ts savings are accrued when
persons are moved toward less res(rictive coinmunity-based residential

alternatives (Int6)liata, Willer, 6 Cooley, 1979). This literature also
,

suggests that group homes are conideral;ly more costly than foster family
or natural family alternatives.

.

Typically, sheltered workshops offer diverse services to an evep,more
diyerie population of handicapped persons (Whitehead, t9i9). Among

these services are day care, work activity, extended sheltered emp)oy-
ment, work *evaluation, arid transitional employment. Transitional employ-
ment refers to training for competitive -employment. Although cost com-
parisons have been made for sheltered, workshops located within Institu-
tional settings versus community sittings (Intagliata et al., 1979) and for
the typical services offered among sheltered workshops.and across ixdi:
capping condition (Whitepead, 1979), little is known about the actua(Wsts
associated with transitional employment training.

, Transitional errployrnent training for competitive employment has been
criticized largely because the available data on successful placements have
been quite discouraging (Whitehead, 1979). In fact, it has been,suggested

/

.a.
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Cost - Benefit Analysis
2

1 r.
that existing success rates refer to placyments that have been successful
due to their own abilities pricir to association with sheltered. warkshops.
Rusch and Mithaug (1981)) indicated that it is quite t)ossible that "suc-r
cesses" are typified by persons gaining little, if any, actual training.
They further sucjgest thlt training , alone, will be the primary factor that
will chanw the actual number of persons competing-for employment in 6.1e
pijblic sector.

. Recently, Rusch and tetithaug (4980) and Wehman (1981) have &Lule-
a

ated the steps necessary, to follow to competitively employ mentally re-
Itarded adults; Ai) implicit aSsumktion of boUvpproaches is the existence
of staff' providing training, placement, and follow-up services. Rusch and
,his colleagues at the University of Illinois and Wehnian and his colleagues
at Virginia Gommo,nwealth Univeqsity suggest the, traini-plaCe-train approach
to vocational habllitiation for competitive employment results in a better
than 50 percent success rate with persons previously thought to be un-
emPloyable%

-
Both Rusch and Wehma n have assumed that cost-benefit savings would

be considerable ikt)iose persons wh-o hod fermedy been state-supported
could at some point in their lives be self-supporting contributors to so-
ciety.. Both make this assertion even given the need for staff to train,
place, and provide long-term follow-up. -ine purpose of this investigation
was to determine, through. accounting arid budgeting procedures, whether
the costs and benefits of the train-place-train -approach to competitive
employment were comparable to the costs and benefits of rpclividuals ern-
ployed in mdended sheltered employment...i.e., in the sheltered workshop.

7

Method

Subjects

Table 1 displays individual demographic , characteristics for persons
trained, pla'ced, and followed by the Employment Training Project between
September 1978 and June 1980. Twenty-two mentally r etarded adults
between the ages of 19 and Llsi (average. age = 29) entered the tranung

r

Insert TabI I about here

1 72 1`
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project. Of they- individuals, two did not copiplete the training program,
three were terwindted during empluYment, while seventeen were employed
as Witchen laborers/helpers. .rA variety of intelligence tests wore used to
estiinaCe 'Tests uscd induded,the Wech,ler Adult Intelligence Scale
(WAISV, the Wechsler Intelhjence Scale fur Children, the Peabody Picture
Vocabulary Test, the Slossin, and the, Stanfor0-Binet Intelligence .Test.

Cost - Benefit A nalys is
3

Excluding thq, two persons fur whom tests were not available 113 and 18)
and two fon whom rests, were not a,drninistered due to "untestakIrty" (6 and
14), -scores 'ranged from 23 on the Slossen to 82 on the WAIS. Qn two

occasions the Slosseit was :kiministered followed by the Peabody. . These

scores were 23 and 36" for the Slossen and 55 and 69 fur the Peabody, for
Subjects 8 and 9, respectively. r

Each of the individuals, prior to entrance to the training project, was
employed in a sheltered workshop (extended sheltered employi tent or work

acti;iity). Of these 22 persons, 11 were males and 11 females. Pri'or to

tra"ming 14 indivkluals. resided_ in a ,60-bed intermediate care facility for

the aevelopi-;entally disable-d- ( I cr-ri)Dy and eight lived wail their parents.
See Table 2.-) Eligibdity criteria for admission to the project included no

--
physical handicap, (e.g., paralysis) correctable ,hearing and sight, 18

years of a;ge, 5ft; 21n. tall...and controlled seizure; activity.

Inserl Table 2 about here

The Employment Training Prpject
The Employment Training Ptoject begin in 1978 with a sect grant from

the College of Education at the University of Illinois. Since its inception,
funding has been acquire] fruzik,tbe Illinois Department of Rehabilitation

Services, the, IllinAis Department of Public Aid, and the Illinois DepFtmecwo
of- ftental ilealthand Developmental Disabilities. The expressed purpose of

the project was to train and employ mentally reCrded adults in the Food

Service Division of the Department of ilousing and Food Services at the

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. The procedures and practices
followed by the Ernploymont 'Training Project arie dgailed in Rusch and
Mithati (1980) . A number of studies have lieenoilducted over the

cciurse of its two years of existence and readers are referred to these for

. .I 7 j
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Cost Benefit Analysis
4

extended discussions of subject and setting variables (Kar Ian & Rusch, in
press; P,1enchetti, Rusch & Lamson, in press; Rusch & Menchetti, in press;

.) Rusch & Schutz, 1979, Rusch & Schutz, in press; Rusch, Vireithers, Men-
chetti & Schutz, 1980; Schutz, *Jostes, Rusch, & Lamson, 1980; Schutz,
Rusch, & Lamson, 1979).

a

Procedures

. Costs. The direLt and indirect costs between July 1978 and June
1980 for the trainini) project ihat provided support for training, placement
and follow-up services were analyzed. These data were obtained from the
actual grant budgets supported by the various state agencies listed above.
Those direct -costs Considered were personal services, contractual, com-
modities, and travel. Indirect costs covered agency, administrative, and
business office expenses for the executive director, business office man-
ager, bookkeeper, clerk7 typist, administrative secretary, associate direc-
tor, and/community educat&r. Costs for bus passes and taxi fares Are.

..
not considered a cost factor since transportation would be required of most

"jobs and would not he considered as a cost to the program. It was from
,these cost.; and Ole average yearly earnings peh ndividual that 10, 15 and
20 year projections of costs and earnings were calculated. .

Betiefits. Benefits, for the purposes of this inostigation, refer to
the grosssearnings of each individual. Earnings were obtained for the 22
mentally retarded adults trained in fpod service related tasks and competi-
tively emploYed 41:1 s rutchen laborers in the university community from

September 1973 to June 1980. The information was obtained from indivi-
dual time cards at the University's payroll department. In addition to

'earnings, the wales, her number of hours worked per day and per week,
days absoni-excused n.c1 unexcused, minutes and hourNwte,, and days
suspended were accumUlated. .These data were used to determine the

,
average'earnings per year:

Costs Versus Benefits. Erom the yearly costs and earnings. cumu-
, .

la tive costs and, earnings were erojected each year:. for a ten year ,period,
as Well as for the fifteenth and twentieth years, For any given year the
costs of the, training project remained*co'ns6nt.. Earnings consisted of
those individuals who were in training and competitively emtfloyed for'the

1 74
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Cost - cienefit Analysis

year. Farnings cumulated ever each year twere subtracted from the curnu-
LItive costs, as a. measure of a cumulative net cost or benefit. The aver-
age nee sost per indivadual entering the project was determined by sum-
mincl the number of time, individuals (number of persun years) contrUouted

to the cumulativ/cost-benefits over ti set pe-riod of time, and dividing that
figure into the net cumulative cost-benefit. For individuals trained and
then competitively employed, net cost-benefits were determined yearly and
cumulated for the ten year neriod. Earnings for all individuals employed.
including those terminated, were subtracted, from the costs for placement
and follow-up. The net figui e was then divided by the number of ,indi-
viduals competitively employed which ,was based on full-time equivalency
units. Those individuals being trained during the first half of the year '
and those terminated were each given a weight of one-half of one unit.
Throse employed for a full yedr were assigned a weight of one unit.

,Sheltered WorksheR Comparison

Costs and earnings of a local sheltered workshop were obtained for
the identical periods (i.e., years 1979 and 1980). Other relevant infor-
mation which was not available through the sheltered workshop was pro-
cured from theleepartment of Labor reports prepared by Whitehead (1979).

Based on the average number of hours worked daily, the average
monthly attendance of clients, and payments to clients, an average yearly
paymen.t per client and average hourly wage were calculated for clients in
the sheltered workshop.

The net cost tooLociety for: eaccliera in a typical sheltered workshop
was obtained by subtra:tting the contracts acquired during a year from the
total operating expenditures and dwiding this figure by the average num-
ber of clients in attendance. From a yearly cost to sociely projections for
the next ten ydars were determined. Cost to society for the next ten
years for one client wouki then be the average yearly cost multiplied by
ten.

The averagq cost to society for an individual working in a worksh4
was used to determine the cost to socieky If those individuals in the, Ern-. i
ployment Training Project were 'working in a sheltered workshop for the .
ten years Instead of their current placemeilt. This figure was obtained by
multiplying the average cost per individual timet the number of ).individuals ,-

,
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Cost - Benefit Analysis
6

in the training program and employed for each of the ten years.

Results

It was projected that each year approximately One person per seven
during tr.ulung and two individuals cumpetiiively employed would be termi-
nated. Theiefore, only four additional adults would be added each year to
the cumulative number employed. A projection of the number of adults
continuing 'not conttnutnq through training and competitive employment wa

determined for the ten year period. Approximately 78 individuals would
start the training period. Ten would not continue past training. The
expected cumulative number of adults employed at the end of the tenth
year would be 49. For the ten year period it was estimated that 29 adults

.
would be terminated.

During the first two years of the training project, actual data (Table
I) were used to project the costs and earnings for, the next 8 years with
additional projections at 15 and 20 years. For the first fouPltears the net
cumulative cost would reach its highest point at $152.842. During the
fifth year the benefits ($157,227) wpuld begin to exceed the yearly costs
($152,730). Duri'ng the eighth year the cumulative benefits ($1,114,940)
would exceed the cumulative costs ($1,108,844) resulting in a net cumu-
lative benefit of $458. After ten years of the program 49 competitively
emplOyed and 29 terminated adults would have earned $1,626,724. The
cost to operate the vocational training project would approach $1,414,304.
Therefore, the net cumulative cost-benefit would result in a benefit of
q12,420. After1,15 years s.5.9 eompetitively employed and 44 terminated
adults vibulkl haVe earned,$3,242,179 at a cost of $2,177,954 leaving a net
cumulative benefit of $1,024-,225. in 20 years .189 competitively employed
aduRs and 59 terminated adults would have earned $5,059,534 at a cost of
$2,941,664 resultingoin rnet cumulative benefit of $2,117,930.

InSert Table 3 abOut here
4

, An individual earned, during training, a gross salary of $3359.
After training an Individual earr1err- for.the remainder .of the first year
$2,164.32. The agproximate earnings totaled S3,524. for the first year.
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During each of the following years an individual will have earned approx-
imately $5,638*. During the ten year .period, earnings and costs ,:vere

kept consant as it would be too difficult to dete7rmine whether the pay
raises would be commensurate with inflationary rates. The figures did
take into account an attrition rate (Table 3).

Costs for the average individual trained in the program and corapeti-
tively ernployed are presented in Table 4. The average initial training
cost for each of the original trainees was $1768. For the second year of
the program, the :average cost for placement and follow up services to
individuals competitively employed was $3823 each. The projected total

earnings for the third year would exceed by ,$12,000 the co'sts :roc place-
ment -and follow up. In the third year each of the 19 competftively em:
ployed and two individuals terminated would average a return 'efit of
$631., During the tenth year, 47 competitively employed individuals and
the tWo individuals terminated would average a return benefit of $3,614.

Insert Table 4 about here

Using the net cumulative costs and earnings and the cumulativp num- 2.

ber of person years an average net cost per individual was computed
(table 3). During the first tw.o years the average ne cost rine froM
$15814 in the first year. to a ten year high of 44280 in the second year.
From the second to the seventh year the cost would decline. DUring the
eighth year eacb individual who entered the program would y!eld a benefit
of $1.50. During the tenth year each uidividual would contribute a benefit
of $472.

Comparisons of the benefits and costs for training, placement, and
follow up of 49 mentally retarded adults versus the alternative of, placement
of these individuals in sheltered workshops are presented in Table 3. The

cost for placement of a mentally retarded adult in a sheltered workshop for
one year was an average of $5,028. Thus, the projected total cost per
individual for ten years would be $50,276. Thd cumulative cost for 49
Individualsoplaced in a sheltered workshop instead of, the Employment
Training project would be $1,543,467.

*For a ten year period, an adult Ill have earned approximately $54,266.

1. 7 j
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Discussion
\-..._,.

Based upon a 'Iwo Year f>eriod, the bene(it; and costs of 22 moderate-
severely retarded adults' trained and, competitiyely employed as kitchen
laboreA were investigated. These data were compared to the cost-benefit
of an individual employment in a typical shiered workshop. Corq)etitive
erfiploriri e nt resulted in a positive benefit 4 fter the seven.th year. By
comParison, an individual placed in a ;heltered workshop represents a

constant cost to Society.
.. Several cmonetary benefits accrued to the, individual and to society as
a result of competitive employment. Individuals in the sheltered 0 orkshop

, earned considerably less money per hour than those competitively employed
($.76' vs $3.44). For those indiduals living at home nrith their fatly, or
independently in an 'apartment enough money wa's e'arned to enjoy many of
society's common pleasures such as going out to dinner or going to a show

. with friends or ,co-wprkers. In fact, as a reslilt pf employment six per-
sons associated witti,, this project moved into apartment settings (Table. 2).

. Fbr society the monetary benefits were i.ealized in a Variety Of ways:,
Besides the national income being increased, taix revenues (federal and
state) are also increased. It is from these taxes that welfare payments
(e.g., SSI -arid SSDI) a r e made to handicapped indiv,idUals. Because of
increased income there is a reduction in the amount of payments made to
handicapped individuals. This rauction is another sour of savings to

, society (e.g.,, by the Deportment of Public Aid). d -Ives ation into/
other savings to society %;ould be a uSefui extension of this study.

/An additionql savings to society would appear to result .from tpe
'retraining of individuals after being- terminated during employment'. The,
cost of traini,ng is less than 'the cost. of 'placerndnt in a sheltered workshop
over time: Furthermore, withobt eetraining the ,amount of lost earniniis as
well es' lost fede'ral and state taxes would appear to be substan'tial,. Be--,
sides the monetary returns to , society and.to the individual competitively
employed there were noninonetary benefits for the individual,s One non-
_monetary benefit to the individual cOrisists of observing appropdate social

1 Skills and behavVors needed to interact with coworkerst in a W'orking en--..
vironment. Theso .social skills and behaviors are essential , if retarded/

..

,

/
/

/
/
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adults are to be integrated successfully ihto the workforce and the com-
munity. Bijou (1966) suggested that individuals excluded ,from non-

sheltered settings develop socially inappropriate behavior.
Other norlmonetary benefits for the individua referred to rile Employ-

ment Training Project included acquisitio u eful skills, full medical
cove'rage, partial dental coverage, a comprehensive retirement_plan, .vol-'
untary Union participation, admission to a residential program that trains
each competitively employed person to live .KEielKdently , and increased

-
self respect ancl .usct(ulness to society. ., .

I Although there are, many advantages to training for compptitive em-
ployment it is important oto mention some of the disincentives. There were

', three major ditincentives which became ,ava rent after .training. First, due
to the _limitation of time and materials it was not feasible to provide the
needed massed trials required 'by trainees. For example, there Tas only,
one available soup kettle which could be cleaned durinethe (1 A sec- A

ond major limitatiorS of ,the projett was' that the data do not 'include the

- amount of unscheduled time needed to work on other skills ftych as groom-
A .

' ing, time. management, and rithng the bus. It would be impartan to know
this information as 'it' involved time, some money,-and rej3Pesen an kn.'
portant aspect of this prOject. Perhaps the third limitation, "dawn t.lii)e,S,
provided the biggest obstacle in the provision, of services during fraiffing.
Down time becurrecil during'typical university school breaks, e.g., Thanks-

i
giving, Christtnas and inter-semester breaks. Because so Aany students
left school, the food services training site 'Was- closed. Even though other .
social aQq1 survival sidlls, were

'taught.,
some progress was lost and some

II .. 7
; retralning was needed. This, raises the question that perhaPS traiiiing

.
I should occur in off-campus settings. . ,lz:. . //

.Three t'attons' were also -identified after trafriing which had /
0..

significant ,impact on this projeCt. Because food service industries oper e. : (deweekends and evenings the means of finding a ride to work Wer;cdif-
...

ficult at these times.. Bus scheddies and routess were different/ Jcir nights
and weekends than during the Ø. The _typical alterriativ"'to the bus
'system was the taxi. However, because of their inconsi#-Icsy, in arriving

(on time, the amoun of time one has to wait fort a ta -.Cab and high ccistS, 4

taxi c'abs provided n ineffective and ineffict, neans of transportation'.
. --

. the were eMployed inA sectind limitation this project was-

I.
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the Food Service Division of the Department of Housing ani Food Serv.ices
at the. University. of .Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, as opposed to,,being
placed in restaurants outside univ.ers.ity settings, Peterson, Rusch, and
Sowers (1976) 'survey in the 'Seattle arca on restaurants' willingness to

hire retarded', younj adults indicated a lack of desire.,to employ retarded
adults. One variable which might contribute to the successful iiStegeation
of retarded adults into the food sel4ice industry would'be the acceptance
by elployers and employees to work with mentally retarded adults. A

*third limitation occurred during school- breaks and the summer when Work
I'lottrs rick determined according to. seniority (the number of ,years em-
ployed with the univerity). ThiS procedure for, determining hour; af-
fected each of the adults employed (i.e., ."clown time"). Just as dbring t#'
training, skills were lost Tiring this time. Loss of skills results in pos-
sible termination. Perhaps, retraining should take place during "down
time" to prevent the piisibleloss of one'; job.

The .4iterature has reported that mentally retarded individuals will ,er

always require some fkirm of periodic fi5llow2up by a c)se manager (Atehrnan
et al., 19804. Whereas this process oiay appear quite costly, cons:der the
'alternative of the cost for:placement in a sheltered setting. Data in this
'investigation suggests that placement in azsreltered workshop will always
cost whereas, coMpetitive employment wtth follow:u2 becoTes beneficial
after a relatively Short peno'd of time.. I? employers could be trained to
do most of the follow-up work,rihe case maroger "would be required.less
often and costs might be further' reduced. However, no Matter,how con-
vincing the aryument- far 'non-sheltereod comPetitive employment there are
some and perhaps mans mentally retai'ded adults that would rather work in
a sheltered workshop.

Within the welfare tem can be feund disincentives which have kept
many mentally retarded ,ts from entering vocationaINtrainIng programs.
A mentally retarded pel : earning less than inAmurn wage at a sheltered,
workshop and living group horge can 'draw benefits equal to the
aniount earned by an lividual competitively employ d. Renelits can be
received from Social i..Lurity Disability Insurance, .plemental Security
Income and title >e>s< programs. Unless the nonmonetarp enefits to coM-
petitive employment are accepted by mentally retarded adults, these incd-
viduals will continue to work in sheltered settings and live in group

1 6
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-

homes. It miuld appear that d srzeable amount of federal and state money
. -

woulq Ix, saved if these inclividuals_could become contributors to society
insteajd of users of society's money.

.In summary, the results' of this invzstigation suggest that by the
',eDitith year.;,, this particular training program is cost-beneficial for men-
tally retarded adults, as opposes to placement in a sheltered workshop. It
is important that the results in this study be considered ap'plicable to
simfor settings. If integration of mentally retarded 'adults into the come-
munity is to be supported then Projects with evidence to support the data.
ti;und ,in 'this project are needed: li Will be through the opportunitie;
provided in projects such as these that mentally retarded indiridu.a1s Will
truly b,tome contributing participants a society. I/

tt,

,

,

,

,

c., .
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Reference Note

1 Heal , L. W. Cost-Benefit Analysis. (University of Illinois, 288
_ Education. Building, 1310 S. Sixth, Champaign, Illinois 61820).

Unpublished manuscript, 1980.
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2'

Subject

002
- 003

004
005
006
007
008
009
01 0
01 1
01 2
04 3

014
015
016
017
018
019
020
021
022
023

Q

^

Table 1 , Demographic Characteristics for 22 Retarded Adults

Entering the Employment Training Project

'Sex Age I . Q .2

27 51-WA
27

28 76-P
27 62;43

Not- festable
24 31-%

23- "V -55-P ,

23 36-S; t9-P
26 66-P

40-5
32 73-P
24 Unknown
451 Not testable
26 60-P

28-SB431

V 321 49-WA
Unknown

31

19
63-W
73-SB

33 45-WA
25 82-WA
27 67-WA

1 - esttimates

2 -

a

L. WS:
J.Q. P:
I.Q. S:
I.Q. W:
I.Q. SB:

Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test
Slosson Intelligence Test
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children
Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale

f
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Table 2. Days Enrolled in the Employment Training 1;.rogram,
Previous Employment Experience, Pre-Training Residential sPlacement and Post-Training Residential Placement

Subject

Pre-Training
Elperience
Emj5loyment

Pre-Training
Residential
Placement

Post-Training
Residential
Placement

'.
1 *002 Unknown IC FDD Apartment00 3 cnknown ICFDD ICFDD00 4 Slieltered Workshop (9)3 ICFDD Apartment005 Sljeltered Workshop (5) ICFDD .-r Apartment006 Sheltered Worksh (4) Parents' Home Pa rents' Home007 Sheltered Wo op (1) ICFDD Apar tment-008 Sheltered Workshop (2) 1CFDD Apartment009 Sheltered Workshop (2) ICFDD ICFDD010 Unknown Pai'ents' Home Parents' Home011 Sheltered'Workshop (2) ICFDD ICFDD012 Sheltered Workshop (6) Par-ents 'Home, Parents' Home01 3 Unknown , ICFDD ' ICFDD014 Unkhown ICFDD Parents' Home015 Sheltered Workshoo41) Parents' Home Parenq Home016 qSheltered Workshop (4) ICFDD 4CFD017 Sheltered Workshop (16) .Parents' Home Pare/Its1 Home '018 Unknown Parents' Home Par nts' Home019 Unknown ICFDD Apartment020 Newspaper Co. (6) Parents' li-ome Parents' Home021 Unknpwn ICFDD !CFO()022 Unknown Parents' Home Parents' Home023 Unknown ICFDD ICFDD

1 - Intermediate.,Care Facility for Developmentally-Disabled
2 - Slated for apartment
3 - Number of years prior to entering voC al training program

1 6



ihi, 3 Al 7041 1111 Proil.C1.7 LOSI> nd farniugs fur Individuals
itl the Training Program and a Sheltertd Workshop

Number of Yer I
ACTUAL

2

f'dlidiLL,Ti'li >

Year 19711.79 1979-80 ,Lgoll
VARLOYtt6NT TRAINING PROJECT -

-
Slahi;---"---- 6

-Re-; Trainees 11 7%

Net onployed at lief
during employment

end iif yi a

2

,

2

7

" ,124

4

Terminated
during tral,ang

(1 ,,, dativ, nuinher employed
It end nf year 0 10 17 21

Pr ,..jram Ciii.lt

Pr ilijrall Elf111(10,
rompetit, rnibiSyment Crass

f Jr,m) ,),

38,73' 152,730

Trainee,
terminate 1 2,831
tompleti. training

tinployet ,
tenoinated

20,287

2,027

18.946

4,821
compkite training 49.407

Total Cross 22,309 74,005

Net Yearly Cost to Socielx 17,425 76,725

Ile! (,1111. Cris( .10 Soehity 17,415 94,150

Peron Ylelf) 11 27

,/,!yerage pe_r_12211fyi411,11.1 1,511.4 4,280

-711M11,

SREI Tt441 I) WORKSHOP
Yea71i-r6it SoCiely 50.2 lb 85,469

Net CinnAtiye 'Cost to Soot.' y: *50, 776 13N,745

Ories norinclude crits fie 11109e terminated,

a
,

,152,730

<

771

I 11,196

i 5,638
! 84,570

I

1112,123
I

I 40,607
I I
I 134,757

1

SI

2 642

;105.579

1.741,314

4

1901-82

7.\

21

4

25

157,730

771

21,144

5,638
107,122

134,695

18,085

154,142

87

1,757

5

142-83

7

21

(.4,!IN
152,730

771
21,144

5,638
129,674

157,227

- 4,07

148385

110

1,141

6

71983-84 1984-85
II 9

1985-66 1916:87

7

1:

21 2

le .4

45

152,730 152,730

771 771

21,144 21,144

5,638 5,638
197,330 219,882

224,883 247,435

-72,153 -94,705

-458 -95,163

301 372

-1,52 -256

10 s

1987288

7

2

4

49,

152,730

771

21,140

5,6'38
2429134

269,987

-117,257

-212,420

450

-472

15

1992-93

7

21

69

152;730

771
21.144

5,6311
310,090

337,643

"-184,913

-1,024,225

945

-1,084

20

1997-98

"

;

4

89

152,710

771

.

21,144

5,638
366,470

314,023

-241,29S

-2,117,930

1,615

-1,311

/

3

1-6
00
t50

7

N
33 37

152,730 '4152,730

771 771
21,144 21,144

5,138 5,638
152.226 174,7711

179,779 202,331

-27,049- -49,601

121,296 71,695

180 237

674 303

125,690

367 014

145,800

512,814

165,910 186,020

678,724 464,744

206,131.* 226,241

1,070,875 1,297,116

246,351

1,543,467

346,903

3,076,879

447,455

5,113,048

N.
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Senator WEICKEB. That says it all. And §o the committee will
now stand in recess. Thank you very much.

[Whereupon, at 2:22 p.m.:the subcommittee adjourned.]
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